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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the multidimensional operation of disability in the selected 

novels of Indian-diasporic authors – Rohinton Mistry (b.1952), Firdaus Kanga (b.1960), 

and Thrity Umrigar (b.1961), novelists who belong to the miniscule ethno-religious 

community of Indian Zoroastrians, popularly known as Parsis. I emphasize the necessity 

of contextualizing these representations within the framework of indigenous Parsi 

history, religion, culture, and the postcolonial existential reality of their dwindling 

numbers. I argue that these texts contribute to the scholarship that seeks to decolonize 

disability studies by offering counter-narratives that resist hegemonic notions of 

“compulsory able-bodiedness and compulsory heterosexuality” informed by local 

understandings (McRuer). Most importantly, they also help unburden the Parsi 

community from its underlying elitism by dismantling the colonial propaganda of its 

racial superiority, hyper-masculinity, and healthier bodies, which their anxiety 

surrounding their diminishing population has produced. The trope of disability is 

deployed in more ways than one in these novels, offering multiple frameworks that 

expose the inevitable slippages, excesses, and transgressions into other hybrid identities 

such as race, gender, poverty, ethnicity and sexuality. In this regard, I contend that 

disability transforms into a ‘fluid’ entity that not only transgresses boundaries but also 

displays the seemingly irreversible, embodied ‘contamination’ of the very aesthetic and 

theological notions of Parsi purity laws. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In an interview with W.J.T. Mitchell in the March of 1995, just after the release of his 

iconic book The Location of Culture –a collection of some of the most significant essays 

on contemporary literary theory, Homi Bhabha was asked, “what does it mean to be a 

Parsi?” As expected, Bhabha admitted that there was no easy answer to that. Mentioning 

the visible divide between the orthodox conservative Parsis and the modern wider Parsi 

culture, Bhabha answers, “for Parsis as for any minority, the question of identity has been 

negotiated and performed in the context of cultural transition. The embourgeoisement of 

large sectors of the Parsi community should not be seen as minimizing this complex and 

difficult process of identification. To be relatively affluent as a minority is not to be free 

of cultural anxiety” (Mitchell, web). 

It is indeed difficult to describe the paradox of ethno-religious community of 

Parsis that has been living in the diaspora in India since 8th or 10th century, and now finds 

itself doubly-displaced in the globalized postcolonial environment. Parsis take pride in 

their “pure” race and the practice of endogamy, a tradition that they have been following 

since their Iran days. Although the practice of endogamy may have started as a survival 

technique in the kingdom of the then Hindu ruler, it later turned into a religious dogma 

and an identity-safeguarding technique that forbid Parsis to marry outside the community. 

As Parsis thrived and became phenomenally successful than other Indian communities 

during British colonialism, the group of Parsis mostly living in urban areas started 

identifying themselves with the British sensibilities, aesthetics, sports, education, 

mannerisms and eventually acquired the official elitist status which also included looking 
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down upon their own countrymen as unsophisticated, lazy, lustful, lacking in self-

discipline, physically weak, and even effeminate.1 

And it was then, as noted by Tanya Luhrmann, the term “Good Parsi” came into 

being, whose attributes became hierarchized and widely circulated – “like the British 

colonizer, the good Parsi was more truthful, more pure [sic], more charitable, more 

progressive, more rational, and more masculine than the Hindu-of the masses” 

(Luhrmann 16). Zoroastrian “purity” laws (explained in details in the subsection) were 

further used to propagate the sanctity of “pure race” while light skin-tone, Persian 

features, physique and anatomy were used to proclaim “European like racial superiority” 

and genetic similarity to British colonizers (Luhrmann 120). The colonial “Good Parsi,” 

thus, was the one who possessed the coveted traits of both the Persian and British world – 

pure thoughts, honesty, truthfulness, charity, physical fitness, masculinity, healthy bodies, 

British-like gentlemanliness, sophistication, and above all ‘pure’ genes (Luhrmann). 

As Parsis, like other colonial elites, entered the postcolonial era with ambiguous 

feelings for Indian independence, they not only lost their elitist status but also felt 

disconnected from the postcolonial sensibilities of India. While the postcolonial period 

witnessed a major mass emigration of Parsis from India, the ones who stayed back in 

India felt threatened and isolated amidst the increasing Hindu fundamentalism. As per 

Luhrmann, the urban community of Parsis battled with ambivalent feelings of shame, 

guilt, nostalgia, anger, despair, and engaged in relentless self-criticism as they re-

negotiated their identity in postcolonial India.2 The dwindling numbers of their 

population in addition to decreasing fertility rate and increasing prevalence of certain 

congenital disabilities and proliferation of degenerative diseases leading to partial and 
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complete disabilities associated with socio-cultural systems of inbreeding further made 

the community fraught. The Parsi postcolonial ‘minority discourse’3 reflected this anxiety 

of the community in their fictional world and so do the ethnographic accounts of the time. 

If as N. S. Dharan argues that the Parsi community is suffering from the “ethnic 

atrophy syndrome,” it is all the more important to interrogate how this syndrome reflect 

and refract in their postcolonial writings, especially in their literary representations of 

disability. When does disability becomes a prosthetic in these portrayals and how does its 

symbolic and metaphorical functioning overshadow the materialist representations of 

disability in Parsi novels? What does it say about the potential of the trope of disability in 

broadening our understandings about postcolonial literature that is still haunted by issues 

of identity politics and subalternity? How does Parsi perspectives on disability 

complicate and challenge our understandings of postcolonial and neocolonial relations of 

power? 

While my dissertation, “Transgressing Disability: Embodied Contamination in 

Postcolonial Parsi Fiction,” answers these questions and many more, we need to first get 

acquainted with the origins of the Indian-Parsis, their religion, and most importantly, 

their evolution as a community during British colonial period and their fate in 

postcolonial India when British were gone. This background information will make us 

understand the context of some of the arguments made in this dissertation better and it 

will also help trace the changing perceptions of ‘healthy body’ and ‘masculinity’ within 

the Parsi community over the years. In the immediate subsections that follow, I explain 

the terminology and methodology used to develop the framework of my arguments. 
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Terminology 

Although the usage and interpretation of the term ‘postcolonialism/post-colonialism’ has 

been relentlessly debated over the years (Ashcroft 1998; Loomba 1998; Mbembe 2001; 

Young 2012), there is a growing consensus among the scholars on the sheer scope of the 

subject. Postcolonial Studies today continues to examine the ‘remains’ of colonialism 

(Young 2012) and critiques its latent presence in the form of neoliberalization, global 

capitalism, state-sponsored biopolitics and several other entrenched forms of oppression 

that makes one wonder if colonialism is really post? For this dissertation, therefore, on 

the one hand I use the term ‘post-colonial’ as a marker for identifying the time-frame 

before and after 1947 when India gained its independence from the British, on the other 

hand, I also see the “post” in postcolonialism not as an ‘end’ to British colonialism, but a 

continuation of an age-old practice and its manifestations in the modern times of 

globalization. 

Similar to the debates around the terminology and usage of the term 

postcolonialism/post-colonialism, the disability studies scholars all across the globe also 

contest with various definitions of disability and its historical and cultural positioning in 

the theoretical work. According to a description on the World Health Organization 

(WHO) website, “Disabilities is an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity 

limitations, and participation restrictions…Disability is thus not just a health problem. It 

is a complex phenomenon, reflecting the interaction between features of a person’s body 

and features of the society in which he or she lives. Overcoming the difficulties faced by 

people with disabilities requires interventions to remove environmental and social 

barriers.” While the western scholars tend to conceptualize the disability experience in 
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two models –medical and social, ‘disability’ sometimes acquires a completely different 

meaning in indigenous and native cultural models. 

The medical model, as the term suggests, understand disability in the context of 

medical intervention that seeks to “fix” or “cure” the person. Such an approach gives an 

active role to the medical expert who may diagnose and “fix” the problem of the passive 

‘patient’ by medical treatment, surgeries, medicines or even prosthetics. It places 

disability as the focus, and not the person. In the social model, on the other hand, 

disability is not seen inside the individual body of a person but in the society that tends to 

disable a person through its prejudices, barriers, opinions, stereotypes, and socio-political 

conditions. Rather than asking the question, “what is wrong with the individual?”, the 

social model tends to ask, “what is wrong with the society?”. The cultural model of 

disability intertwines aspects of both medical and social model and addresses the 

complexity of authentic representation. In other words, the cultural model is a reflection 

of the indigenous culture. It “points to culturally determined behavior in which one 

develops and excells [sic] in an identity, community and worldview that [may] embrac[e] 

disability rather than rejecting it” (Devlieger 8). 

Religion, local epistemologies, socioeconomic contexts, cultural and even 

political tactics shape and influence the understandings of disability in this context. For 

example: Despite the lack of consensus among consultants, activists, and government 

policy makers on the proposed change in nomenclature, the Indian Prime Minister, 

Narendra Modi, insists on using the term divyang (divine body) instead of viklang 

(impaired body) and suggests to call the disabled population as “differently-abled” 

(Venugopal). While such euphemism undermines the actual lived-experiences of the 
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disabled population by fortifying false notions of normativity and ability, it also 

paradoxically stigmatizes disabled people by reinforcing the idea of seeing disability in 

pejorative terms and something that must be avoided. At other place, Anita Ghai’s book 

Rethinking Disability in India (2015) offers interpretations of ancient Hindu scriptures, 

mythology and narratives that theorize disability as both a curse and blessing in India. 

While Ghai complains about the lack of any coherent definitions on disability in the 

context of India, Nandini Ghosh in her book Interrogating Disability in India (2017) calls 

for reconceptualization of the term “disability” in India as it “when intersected with other 

traits of differentiation, such as caste, class, religion, and gender, becomes a more 

sensitive identity, demanding comprehensive understanding and tailored policies to fight 

its stigmatization and oppression” (Mehrotra 1). In fact, there is no literal translation of 

the English word “disabled” in Hindi, Urdu or Sanskrit and it is mostly the terms like 

apahij (invalid, handicapped), viklang (handicapped, impaired), angheen (without 

organs), niryogya (diseased, sick) or apang (without organs) that are used 

interchangeably to address the disability experience in India. A clear distinction between 

impairment and disability, and how impairment is mostly, if not always, turned into a 

disability by the society are not yet seen in the dominant discourse of disability studies 

prevailing in India. And perhaps, that’s why we may see the same sort of facile leveling 

of diseases, impairment and disability in the novels of the above mentioned Parsi authors 

too whose writings are conflicted by their local and transnational experiences. 

Theory and Methodology 

Although the texts analyzed in this study may appear to draft the lived-experiences of the 

disabled characters as raw, unapologetic and even lacking self-pity, and in some instances 
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also end with the ‘death’ of the disabled character where the functioning of disability may 

seem as “a stock feature of characterization” and “an opportunistic metaphorical device” 

(Snyder 47), they offer ‘alternate’ perspectives on disability by providing a postcolonial 

cultural context. In a way these texts become narratives of resistance to the hegemonic 

discourse of disability studies that in itself is in urgent need of decolonization 

(Meekosha). Therefore, even if disability studies scholar, Mark Sherry, argues that 

“postcolonialism should not be understood simply as a metaphor for the experience of 

disability” and vice versa (10), I formulate my arguments based on the other set of 

theories that argue for reconceptualization of disability studies with respect to indigenous 

histories, cultures and tropes (Anita Ghai 2002; Pusphpa Parekh 2008; Clare Barker 

2011; Helen Meekosha 2011; Shaun Grech 2015). 

For this dissertation, I build my arguments on Clare Barker ‘s hypothesis who 

calls on to draw on the strengths of both the disciplines for devising collaborative 

methodologies and argues that the metaphors if “sensitively employed within progressive 

political narratives” can not only “enhance awareness that disability is a complex, 

resonant human condition” but can also provide a nuanced understanding of disability 

culture in postcolonial environment as well as of postcolonial culture and its historical 

relationship with disability (20). Given the nuanced engagement of postcolonial theory 

with the body and its emphasis on the hybridity of identities and fluidity of positioning, I 

investigate disability by using these collaborative methodologies to reflect on the newly 

opened up spaces that seem to question the hegemony of the heteronormative ableist 

culture and also call for “the cultural diversification of disability criticism” (Barker 6). 

For example -socio-cultural factors like poverty and wars that still engulf the major 
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postcolonial nations also end up producing a plethora of disabled bodies that may seem 

almost an “excess” to western eyes, yet it is a “normal” everyday reality of these 

countries. Lennard Davis in Bending Over Backwards: Disability, Dismodernism, and 

Other Difficult Positions, discusses the role of poverty, landmines, sweatshop conditions 

and modern techniques used in wars that manufacture disabled people in the Global south 

on everyday basis and calls for more global focus in the discourse of disability studies. 

And that perhaps explains the ubiquitous imagery of disabled bodies in Rohinton 

Mistry’s novels that are usually set in the backdrop of national wars and internal political 

crisis. 

With an aim to add to the existing scholarship that seeks to decolonize disability 

studies, this project illustrates how local cultural models complicate the hegemonic 

understandings of disability in the selected novels of the Parsi authors -Rohinton Mistry 

(b.1952), Firdaus Kanga (b.1960), and Thrity Umrigar (b.1961). At the same time, I 

demonstrate how these authors also delineate a sharp critique of western science and 

medicine and illustrate its complete failure in curing and erasing disability or diseases by 

marking a critical role of local herbs, religious healers, cultural epistemological solutions, 

and native healing methodologies that work more efficaciously than western medicines 

and treatments. It is here that these texts also address the complex representations of 

disability through the paradigms of aesthetics and contamination that is integral and 

central to Parsi community’s sense of being. 

In his famous essay “Cosmopolitan Contamination,” Kwame Appiah declares, 

“Cultural Purity is an oxymoron. The odds are that, culturally speaking, you already live 

a cosmopolitan life, enriched by literature, art, and film that come from many places and 
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that contains influences of many more” (113). So, in that sense, the whole notion of 

‘purism’ is not only utopian in nature but deeply controversial in the context of the Parsi 

community that consistently fears mongrelization and contamination of its ‘purity.’ Due 

to their ancient history of migrations, adaptations and adoption of traits from cultures of 

different communities over the years (the subsections discuss them in details), the Parsis 

in this regard have already been ‘embodying contamination,’ yet the community strictly 

glorifies the notion of “purism” and even finds itself at the brink of extinction due to its 

rigidity. 

Perhaps, Homi Bhabha’s theoretical concept of ‘hybridity’ and his intention to 

call it as such is also an act of resistance itself as ‘hybridity’ in horticulture refers to the 

process of cross-breeding of two species by grafting or cross-pollination. Although he has 

been widely criticized for this concept primarily for ignoring the unequal positions and 

imbalance in power-structures, one can’t help wonder if it has something to do with his 

own cosmopolitan background of being a colonial elite and living a privileged life in 

India as a Parsi. Bhabha was born in 1949, just two years after India's independence, and 

lived in India for at least twenty years before moving to Oxford. So he may have a first-

hand experience of the community's cultural anxiety over its dwindling population and its 

strong fear of embodying contamination through mongrelization. In the subsection below 

I illustrate how inbreeding has affected the Parsi community’s health over the years. 

Combining this knowledge with the theories on the abject, im/possibility of purity and the 

politics of disgust (Kristeva 1982; Miller 1998; Lupton 1998; Shildrick 2001; Douglas 

2002), I deduce how disability transgresses boundaries and excesses into other identities 

like gender, sexuality, race, class etc. to challenge the aesthetics of contamination in these 
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texts. 

Thesis 

In order to understand the multidimensional operation of disability in the selected novels 

of Indian-diasporic authors – Rohinton Mistry (b.1952), Firdaus Kanga (b.1960), and 

Thrity Umrigar (b.1961) – who belong to the miniscule ethno-religious community of 

Indian Zoroastrians, popularly known as Parsis, this dissertation emphasizes the necessity 

of contextualizing these representations within the framework of indigenous Parsi 

history, religion, culture, and the postcolonial existential reality of their dwindling 

numbers. I argue that these texts not only contribute to the scholarship that seeks to 

decolonize disability studies by resisting hegemonic notions of “compulsory able-

bodiedness and compulsory heterosexuality”, but, more importantly, that they help 

dismantle the colonial and elitist propaganda of racial superiority, hyper-masculinity, and 

healthier bodies that has burdened the Parsi community historically. Disability, it seems, 

is employed in more ways than one in these novels, offering multiple frameworks that 

expose the inevitable slippages, excesses, and transgressions into other hybrid identities 

such as race, gender, poverty, ethnicity and sexuality. In this regard, I contend that 

disability transforms into a ‘fluid’ entity that not only transgresses boundaries but also 

displays the seemingly irreversible, embodied ‘contamination’ of the very aesthetic and 

theological notions of Parsi purity laws. 

Chapter 1. Theorizing the Leaking Body: Zoroastrianism and the (Im)Possibility of 

Contamination in Such a Long Journey 

While the politics of embodiment is central to the postcolonial literature, the body has 

taken on multidimensional roles from becoming a crucial site of identity-politics to 
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turning into a trope of abjection and unruliness. Leakiness evokes the permeability of a 

body, disruption of boundaries and the impossibility of a “clean and proper” body 

(Kristeva 3). Yet, it also elicits references to fluidity of identities, homogeneity of social 

rituals, and the unification of binaries. This chapter examines the embodied performances 

of abjection through the lens of aesthetics and contamination in Rohinton Mistry’s Such a 

Long Journey and argues to see ‘leakiness’ as a postcolonial trope of resistance and 

reconciliation. In so doing, these performances expose the socio-cultural boundaries 

which produce them in the first place and then highlight the fragility, vulnerability and 

the impossibility of the non-containment of these boundaries. Building a modern critique 

of the archaic Zoroastrian purity laws, Mistry highlights the paradox of Parsi postcolonial 

identity, and productively emphasizes the difficulty of fixing the boundaries between self 

and other especially when the Other seems so familiar. 

Chapter 2. From Moustaches to Eyelashes: Trying to Grow and the Crisis of Parsi 

Postcolonial Masculinity 

This chapter engages in a critical analysis of the semi-autobiographical novel, Trying to 

Grow (1991), of the noted Parsi author –Firdaus Kanga who is both disabled and 

homosexual, through the interdisciplinary lens of postcolonial theory, psychoanalysis, 

gender studies and disability studies. By engaging in a semi-autobiographical narrative of 

growing up with a visible congenital disability in a postcolonial Parsi household, Kanga 

mounts a critique of the hegemonic masculine notions of “compulsory able-bodiedness 

and compulsory heterosexuality” that disable, effeminize and asexualize the visibly 

impaired bodies (McRuer). While the novel is a coming of age semi-autobiographical 

narrative of the author, Firdaus Kanga, it is deeply political in nature and also becomes a 
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story of resistance and liberation. If as Sartre argues, “the European has only been able to 

become a man through creating slaves and monsters” (web), Kanga suggests the 

decolonization of postcolonial masculinities that still bears the vestigial traces of the 

colonial model as the only solution to reshape neo-post-colonial hybrid identities. Given 

the hegemonic power of the heteronormative “normalizing gaze” to identify, effeminize 

and position the Other to oppressive liminal spaces (Foucault), the novel explores the 

reversed power-dynamics when the Other stares back with a “speaking eye” that becomes 

the “depository and source of clarity,” as well as a source of power (Foucault, The Birth 

of the Clinic xiii). 

Chapter 3. Disability and its Commodification: Seeking the New “Normal” in 

Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance 

If as Achille Mbembe suggests, “the ultimate expression of sovereignty resides, to a 

larger degree, in the power and capacity to dictate who may live and who must die” (11), 

the hegemonic forces of biopower also determine how should one may live and die. 

Disability, therefore, in such circumstances, “does not present any possibility of the 

reorganization of privilege; rather, it reinforces the stigma of lack of privilege” (Puar 65). 

Delineating attention to this “lack of privilege” (or not) of postcolonial bodies that are 

subjected to the everyday ‘normal’ routine of systematic mutilation under the vicious 

hegemonic forces of biopower and global capitalism (Puar 65), this chapter argues that in 

these portrayals Mistry seems to offer an alternate understanding of the ‘idea of 

disability’ in the context of a postcolonial nation where people do not even have the right 

to their own bodies, let alone have the privilege to ‘acquire’ disability as “the truth of 

[their] body’s vulnerability to the randomness of fate” (Garland-Thomson, Staring 19). 
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As Mistry develops interpretive framework to work with excess and superfluity in A Fine 

Balance, the grotesque and almost carnivalesque representations of disability become 

symbols of resistance to the dominant “hygiaesthetic body politic” (Van Dam 207) and in 

so doing also challenge the hegemonic economic notions of associating disability with 

the lack of productivity. As this metaphysical act of debilitation creates cheap labor in the 

form of mutilated ‘docile’ bodies who as Erevelles argues reach the “height of [their] 

profitability” (39) in this very act of be(come)ing, they disabled bodies in A Fine Balance 

also become embodied testimonies of postcolonial biopolitics and neocolonial capitalism. 

Chapter 4. Bed, Bath, and Beyond: Postcolonial Healthcare System and the Politics 

of Caregiving 

In this chapter, I interrogate the postcolonial healthcare model that is in constant 

interaction with the systems of gender, class and sexism –as an analytical tool to deepen 

the understandings of the dyadic relationships between the caregiver and care-recipients, 

and also engage in a meaningful dialogue with its sub-disciplines such as neoliberal 

discourses of domesticity and state-sponsored biopolitics. While the act of the care of the 

sick and elderly is universally feminized as well as considered to be one of those 

activities “that carry the greatest threat of disgust” (Menninghaus 14), this chapter 

examines how the trope of disability is used to expose the inevitable slippages, excesses, 

and transgressions that marginalize female bodies in the name of patriarchy and 

embodied contamination. I delineate a critique of government healthcare model and argue 

that when it joins forces with neoliberal globalization it not just fails to identify the 

enormous invisible labor done by caregivers but also oppresses them by not providing 

any substantial support system. The focus of this chapter is deliberately on the caregivers 
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to demonstrate the multidimensional functioning of disability in Parsi Postcolonial 

Anglophone texts. Since the criticism on the act of caregiving is relatively missing from 

the postcolonial scholarship, this chapter aims to start the debate and identify it as a major 

postcolonial and gender issue that is also pertinent to the burgeoning field of health 

humanities. 

Zoroastrianism, Purity Laws and Parsis 

Zoroastrianism is a one of the world’s oldest religions that is monotheistic in nature and 

centered in the dualistic cosmology of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ and an eschatology predicting the 

ultimate destruction of evil. It traces its origin to central Asia and believed to gain 

popularity with the birth of Zarathustra or popularly known as Prophet Zoroaster who 

was thought to be born in what is now northeastern Iran or southwestern Afghanistan 

somewhere at the dawn of the Bronze age between1500 to 1200 B.C (Boyce, 1-2). “Over 

the course of the time it evolved from being an ancient cult who worshipped fire on the 

Central Asian Steppes to being the state religion of three of legendary Iranian empires. Its 

influence extended from Judaism to Christianity to Islam and even to Mahayana 

Buddhism” (Braun 8). The scared religious book of Zoroastrianism is known as Zend-

Avesta. 

The theological concepts of purity and pollution are central to Zoroastrianism. 

According to Zoroastrian doctrine, Ahura Mazdā is the righteous creator spirit or God 

and a symbol of truthfulness and purity, and is constantly challenged by the evil, corrupt, 

polluted and impure forces of Angra Mainyu. Purity in Zoroastrianism is as much about 

cleanliness of the body and environment as it is of the soul. The moral teachings of 

“Good thoughts, Good words, Good deeds” must be adopted by a clean and hygienic 
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body that is sensitive to its environment and diligently work towards keeping it 

unpolluted and unharmed. As for what constitute as an impurity in Zoroastrianism is 

subjective, but Mary Boyce broadly classified some of them as anything that appears 

repulsive, harmful, dirty, and dead (44). “Certain bodily substances and fluids like hair, 

nails, skin, breath, saliva, blood, urine, feces, semen, and menstrual fluid –are all 

considered to be impure once they leave or are separated from the body. Any contact with 

such substances…renders a Zoroastrian ritually impure and therefore necessitates certain 

purificatory acts. Elaborate codes also exist to prevent food, utensils, clothing, and homes 

from contamination by these substances” (Nigosian 108). The “Purity laws” are an 

integral part of the Parsi identity and involve all Zoroastrians in fighting cosmic evil 

through their quotidian thoughts, words, and deeds and following purification rituals.4 

As the Islamic influence expanded in Central Asia in the seventh century, the 

Arab invaders levied heavy taxes and draconian laws on Zoroastrians who didn’t convert 

to Islam and even killed many who resisted them. To avoid the looming persecution, a 

large group of Zoroastrians had to flee their homeland, and believed to have arrived at the 

western shores of India, what is now the state of Gujarat, somewhere in between 8th 

century to 10th century.5 The then ruler of Gujarat, Jadhav Rana, granted these refugees 

the permission to settle in India, and also gave his guests a new name –Parsi/Parsee, since 

they came from the region called Pars (Persia). The name remained stuck with the current 

Indian subcontinent Zoroastrian community that was recorded to be around 57,264 in 

2011 and also forms a considerable majority among the global population of Zoroastrians 

that is estimated to be around 175,000. 

Parsis and British Colonialism 
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One of the famous legends of Parsi arrival in India found in both the oral tradition of 

Gujarati folk song (garba) as well as in the written record by Behman Kaikobad Sanjana 

in Qisseh-i Sanjan (1599) is the ‘sugar and milk’ story. According to these narratives, the 

Parsis arrived on the shores of Sanjan, a fishing village on the shores of Gujarat, which 

was under the Hindu ruler –Jadhav Rana. Jadhav Rana sent them a full jug of milk to 

indicate that there was no room for any foreign refugees on his land. Allegedly, the head-

priest of the refugee group added some sugar to the jug and stirred the milk to deliver his 

message that as the sugar dissolved and became invisible in the milk but increased the 

sweetness of it without getting noticed –the Parsis would live in harmony and blend in 

the culture of Sanjan, contributing productively in its well-being without being a threat to 

any of its subjects. The gesture impressed Jadhav Rana to grant them a refuge in his 

kingdom but not without certain conditions and terms to be followed. As per those –the 

Parsis were forbidden to marry outside their community, they were to adopt local 

traditions, costumes, language and customs, they would have to have low-key ceremonies 

for their religious or cultural rituals by organizing them after the sun-set and under no 

circumstances should try to influence or convert the local population to Zoroastrianism. 

Interestingly what started as forced conditions for Parsi refugees in India later became a 

cultural and ethnic trait of the Parsi community that they proudly embraced and follow 

until today –especially endogamy and no-conversion to Zoroastrianism. According to 

Nilufer Bharucha, “[t]hese unequal conditions provided fertile breeding ground for the 

subsequent ambivalent feelings that Parsis developed towards their host country” (252). 

However, as years passed, these “ambivalent feelings” did not stop Parsis to expand 

beyond Sanjan to other provincial trade centers and towns in the state of Gujarat, and 
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eventually a part of it even moved to port cities like Bombay and Calcutta. Involved in 

local trades and occupations, the Parsis of Gujarat functioned as “agriculturists, artists, 

merchants, and revenue collectors, and from the seventeenth century, commercial traders, 

and shipbuilders” (Palsetia 10-11). 

With the arrival of the Europeans, the Parsis started filling the roles of middlemen 

and traders that further helped them grab opportunistic roles and positions of power but 

not without the division of the community into two groups –the orthodox Parsis who 

adopted a conservative traditional outlook and the urban Parsis who got influenced by the 

western ideas and adopted a more modern progressive perspective. It has been 

documented that by the end of the nineteenth century, nearly 85% of the Parsi community 

was urbanized, and only 15% remained in the rural areas (Desai 1968; Axelrod 1974; 

Bose and Khullar 1978). As British colonialism advanced in India, the gap between the 

two groups of the Parsi community widened and left an unusual “pronounced effect …in 

both shaping the Parsi identity and the understanding of that evolution” (Palsetia 27). 

While the group of traditional Parsi Gujaratis started associating more and more with 

their Hindu brethren and adopted conservative orthodox viewpoints, the other group of 

Parsis, who were mostly urban, metamorphosed into an enterprising and educated 

community by emulating British colonizers and their ways. The urban Parsis played an 

indispensable role in the development of modern Bombay. “In the nineteenth century 

they were at the heart of the development of banking and insurance, of ship-building, 

cotton and other textiles, jute, chemicals, steel and, later, aviation. Parsis were getting 

richer but it was the wealth accumulated through the opium trade with China that made 

them famous, respected and incredibly successful. By 1813, there were twenty-nine large 
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Bombay ships in trade with China. Twelve were Parsi owned; seventeen were British 

owned” (Luhrmann 87).6 The most impactful of the Parsi merchants of this time was Sir 

Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy (1783-1859), who rose to prominence due to his philanthropy and 

generous charitable work, for which he was knighted in 1842 and received a hereditary 

baronetcy in 1857.  Impressed by his munificence, Lord Elphinstone gave an eloquent 

speech to honor Jeejeebhoy and even compared his “sympathy for the poor and suffering 

of all creeds” as a “catholic” trait, perhaps sowing the first seeds of the colonial 

propaganda of Parsi community’s superiority over other Indian races and communities 

(Ghose 496).7 

Following Jeejeebhoy’s success, several other Parsi entrepreneurs were elevated 

to the peerage by British and many of them eventually acquired the elitist status under 

British colonialism. As noted by Jesse Palsetia, “The incorporation of the Parsis into the 

economic and political world of British power, from the late eighteenth century, evinced 

the successful transformation the Parsis effected from minority community in the 

provincial setting to influential colonial elite in the new urban setting of Bombay. The 

Parsis’ cooperation with the British was primarily based on a keen appreciation of the 

new environment of opportunity the British were effecting in Western India, on the part 

of both individual Parsis directly in contact with the British and on the part of the 

community as a whole. Active and voluntary assimilation to British values, furthermore, 

was based on the personal affinity the Parsi developed in contact with things British. A 

set of semiotics was adopted by the Parsis in support of the affinity between things 

British and Parsi, and in praise of Parsi identity under colonial rule. At the same time, the 

assimilation to British values both competed and functioned alongside the Parsis’ 
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commitment to traditional identity” (28, emphasis added). By the nineteenth century, the 

urban Parsis, according to Jesse Palsetia, “transitioned from an insular group to a highly 

Westernized community with a pluralistic outlook,” and many of the Parsis according to 

British author, H.G. Briggs, could “speak and write English with a facility scarcely 

credible for foreigners” (21). By 1901, around “26 % of the community spoke English, 

compared with 21% of Christians, 0.9% of the Jains, 0.4% of the Hindus and 0.2% of the 

Muslims” (Axelrod 31). In 1899 an English newsletter remarks, “The Parsis are most 

loyal to England, and nearly all the younger generation speak English well” (“Missionary 

Settlement” 616). The new rhetoric of being a “good Parsi” also started doing rounds 

which emphasized on incorporating traits like charity, good thoughts, English education 

and British-like sophistication. 

English Education, Anglophilia and the Image of a ‘Good Parsi’ 

With a high literacy rate and near-native proficiency in English language, the urban Parsi 

community started publishing in different genres –plays, fiction, biographies, news 

articles, poems etc. that not only helped the members to reassert the community’s 

allegiance to the British colonizers but also provided them a platform to get their 

marginal voices heard all across British-India and abroad. Although the first published 

records of Anglophone writings by Parsi authors can be traced back to as early as 1866 

with the publication of Cooverjee Nazir’s play in English which was titled, The First 

Parsi Baronet, it was Behramji Malabari’s collection of English poems titled, The Indian 

Muse in English Garb published in 1876 that put Parsis on the literary map of anglicized 

writing emerging from the Empire. Malabari poems not only procured admirations from 

some of the very distinguished personalities of the time –like Florence Nightingale, Max 
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Müller, Lord Shaftesbury, Baron Knesebeck and none other than the poet laureate, Alfred 

Tennyson –but also enabled him to use his literary voice for working towards social 

causes like emancipation of Indian women (Shahani LX-LX11). With his diligent efforts, 

he finally succeeded in getting the marriageable age of Indian women increased from 10 

to 12 years in 1891. While some Parsi writers of the time like Cornelia Sorabji followed 

Malabari’s footsteps and wrote about the social challenges faced by the Indian society in 

their Anglophone writings, there was another set of Parsi English writings that was 

gaining popularity within the community which was not just overt about its admiration 

for the English colonizers but also became the first published record of identifying the 

community as ‘different’ from and ‘superior’ than other Indian communities. 

While the famous Parsi historian, Dosabhai Framji Karaka emphasizes on the 

fierce loyalty of the Parsis for the British Crown in his sensational account, The History 

of Parsis (1884),8 another Parsi historian– J.M. Framjee Patel –in one of the first books 

on the game of cricket in India (1905) obsequiously declares the Parsi penchant for 

everything British – “A Parsi in England feels quite home. He knows well the history and 

traditions of its people, and is no stranger to their manners and games. He esteems their 

sports, liberties and literature. Many a wealthy and educated Parsi now-a-days takes an 

annual holiday to England, just as a Mahommedan or a Hindu goes to Mecca or Benares” 

(47).9 At the same time, the British also started recognizing this Parsi group as “different” 

and “most loyal” and rewarded them with financial, bureaucratic, and mercantile security 

and benefits from the employment. The description of this newly anglicized and utterly 

loyal community even reached Britain through the travel and ethnographic accounts of 

British historians and ethnographers.10 From emulating the tastes of British in music, 
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language, literature, art, food, clothes, sports, life-style to looking down upon their fellow 

Indian counterparts who lacked the angliphilic sophistication, this one group of Parsis 

mostly from the urban cities truly (and tragically) became, what Thomas Babington 

Macaulay proposed in his minutes on Education in India in 1835, “a class of persons, 

Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect” 

(Woodrow 183). With such aspirations, many urban anglicized Parsis resisted 

assimilation with other Indian communities. 

As this group of Bombay-Parsis started re-modeling themselves on British 

“progressive and “civilized” culture, they also looked for common grounds to relate and 

associate with the Europeans and started distinguishing themselves as “not really Indian – 

but Persian” (Luhrmann 97). Even though the Parsi community always maintained its 

unique ethno-religious identity and had been able to retain the “purity” of their race by 

practicing endogamy since its arrival in India, this act of promulgating their superiority 

over other Indian races publicly was unprecedented. Incidentally, at the same time, many 

western scholars also started tracing the roots of Zoroastrianism and believed it to be the 

“earliest monotheism and as source for both Judaism and Christianity,” which ultimately, 

“fed back into the Parsi desire to purify their religion and the community, to strip it of all 

accretions of Hindu tradition, and to see that religion as more evidence that Parsis were 

like Europeans –they were even the source of European religion –and very different from 

other communities in India” (Luhrmann 104, emphasis in original). 

Consequently, an anthology of printed chronicles emerged among the Parsis 

propagating the superiority of Persian race by declaring them near-equal to the Europeans 

and at times even better than the Englishman (Karaka 1884; Patel 1905). The colonial 
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‘Good Parsi’ was not just progressive and sophisticated like an English gentleman but 

also physically fit and strong and masculine like him. At the same time, the urban Parsi 

community started dissociating itself from other Indian communities by promoting 

themselves as genetically healthier, better-looking, and more masculine than other Indian 

communities (Darunkhanawala 1935). By the late nineteenth century, many Parsi athletic 

clubs and sports centers mushroomed across India in the next twenty years and Parsis 

were enthusiastically involved in western sports like boxing, fencing, marksmanship, 

hunting, tennis, cycling, roller skating, motor sports, aeronautics, polo, horseracing, and 

the most famous of them all –the game of cricket (Palsetia 153-154). Intersecting the 

colonial notion of masculinity with the ‘purity’ laws of their religion, Zoroastrianism, that 

associate all diseased, disabled and leaking bodies as part of Angra Mainyu’s [the 

destructive evil spirit in Zoroastrianism that is considered to be Ahura Mazda’s (the 

holiest Godly spirt worshipped in Zoroastrianism)] counter creation and therefore 

unclean” (Boyce 44), an unprecedented sense of identity emerged and connected some 

members of the community who believed in the “racial superiority” of their bodies and 

inadvertently placed the future Parsi generations under a tremendous pressure (Luhrmann 

120). 

Indian Independence and Divided Allegiance 

While the propaganda of ‘clean, healthy and physically-fit bodies’ propelled and even 

escalated the prosperity and elitist status of some members of the Parsi community under 

British Raj, it almost isolated and became a bane for the future generation of Parsis as 

India advanced towards its Independence from British Colonialism in the early twentieth 

century. With the increasing efforts by Indian leaders for independence from the British 
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rule in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the reality of an India without the 

British dawned on the Parsi community that not only escalated their urge for ratification 

of their Persian identity but also left them divided and fraught with identity-crisis and 

anxieties of surviving in postcolonial India. While many orthodox Parsis who continued 

to remain in small towns and villages of India joined the cause of Indian Independence 

struggle for self-rule along with a handful of modern and educated Parsis like Dadabhai 

Naoroji, K.R.Cama, Madam Bikaji Cama, Sorabji Shapoorjee Bengalee etc.11, there were 

still a large group of urban Parsis who refused to join the cause of India’s freedom 

struggle and pledged their loyalty to the British crown.12 Finding themselves estranged 

from “the ideology of Indian nationalism, which entailed a revival of cultural heritage of 

India, in general, and Hinduism, in particular, Parsis could not identify themselves with 

the process of formation of a new Indian historical consciousness, as they lacked a 

corresponding access and attachment to Indian history” (Vijaysree 386). As the first 

seeds of India’s independence struggle sprouted during the mid-nineteenth century, the 

Parsi English accounts also witnessed a sharp divide in their allegiance. 13 While there 

were some urban Parsis who cherished the “progressive” opportunities provided by 

British colonialism and did not wish it to end, the other set of Parsis aligned with more 

traditional outlook and embraced Gandhian philosophy participating in the freedom 

struggle of India. As the British left India in 1947, the possibility of living in India 

without British became real and demanded that Parsis once again adjust and assimilate 

with the postcolonial changes in the respective country of their choosing. For some 

members of the Parsi community, India’s independence and partition meant loss of 

greatness of the community leading to a “distressing shift to despair” (Luhrmann 143), 
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and for others it became an opportunity to reintegrate with the postcolonial national 

consciousness and “reclaim India as their home” (Singh 45). 

Eugenics, Degenerative Diseases, and Disability in Postcolonial Environment 

Indian independence not just left Parsis divided on ideologies and allegiances, but 

the brutal partition of the country literally fragmented the community between India and 

Pakistan. The post-independence political chaos, series of wars with neighboring 

countries, rampant corruption, inflation, poverty, unemployment, lack of opportunities, 

along with increasing religious fundamentalism in both the countries created a sense of 

despair and disillusionment among some members of the Parsi population. Despite 

touting themselves as healthier and more masculine than the rest of other Indian races, 

the Parsis were unable to evade the post-colonial reality of their dwindling numbers. 

While India’s population grew from 318 million in 1941 to 1.21 billion in 2011, the 

number of Indian-Parsi population alarmingly fell 50% from 114,890 to 57,264 in the 

same period, according to the Indian government’s last census report of 2011. The Parsis 

currently constitute about 0.006% of the total population of India and according to the 

census survey of 2011, they continue to shrink in numbers at a plummeting rate of around 

18% from their numbers in the census survey of 2001 in India (Sunavalal). This small 

number, though, belies the extraordinary influence of this ethno-religious group on the 

economic, social, and political development of modern India, particularly of the city of 

Mumbai. A 2011 study by the Harvard University found that the reason for this decline in 

the Parsi community is an abysmally low total fertility rate of 0.89 children per couple on 

an average. Given the current rate of decline in community’s fertility rate, “the 

demographic trends project that by 2020, there will only be 23,000 Parsis left in India 
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which will take away their community tag and label them as tribals” (“Navroz: Here are,” 

2017). The current Indian-Parsi population has nearly 30% of its population unmarried 

while 31% of its population is above 60 years of age that is dealing with age related 

degenerative diseases and disabilities. 

Although the community is desperately engaged in increasing its numbers and is 

also supported in their cause by UNESCO and the government of India, there is still a 

strong emphasis on maintaining the “purity” of race and a vehement opposition to 

interracial marriages among the orthodox group. A federal government funded initiative 

was launched in 2013, called as “Jiyo-Parsi” (it literally translates to long-live Parsi) that 

aimed to stabilize and increase the biological reproduction of ethnically pure Parsis by 

offering free matrimonial services for Parsi men and women, allocating subsidized or free 

financial aid for infertility treatment, providing free counseling to heterosexual Parsi 

couples, reimbursing medical bills pertaining to pregnancy, childcare or even elderly 

care, conducting informative sessions on learning disabilities. Although the Jiyo-Parsi 

scheme is able to provide a glimmer of hope to some sections of the community, the 

scheme also continues to receive a major backlash for its racism, xenophobia, 

homophobia, misogyny, gender bias, cringe-worthy content, regressive advertisements, 

sexist campaign posters, and for promoting genetic engineering. This not only makes 

younger Parsi generation affronted and uncomfortable, but also fuel their uncertainties 

about the scheme’s political motives and its efficaciousness in making a noticeable 

increase in the numbers of Parsi population.14 Many members of the Parsi community 

object and criticize the government for using such a huge sum of funds towards 

encouraging “a state-sponsored system of breeding racially pure children…and turning 
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women into “baby-producing machines” and label it as a neocolonial form of racism 

(Engineer 28). The critics ask why the Indian government is spending so much money on 

saving one affluent community over many poor and vulnerable communities and 

endangered tribes that are not only vanishing but also getting systematically wiped off of 

the face of the earth?15 

According to Jiyo-Parsi newsletter of 2015, the Parsis are not infertile, but it’s 

“socio-cultural factors that have put a break on Parsi rates of reproduction” (Engineer 

24). While endogamy and prohibition of inter-racial marriages are commonly believed to 

be the causes of decreasing fertility, Soonu Engineer attributes the decline of fertility to 

community’s “economic prosperity and female emancipation” (25). According to her, 

“Higher Education, high economic system, female economic independence and 

emancipation, modernity and a liberal cosmopolitan outlook are some of the 

characteristics that have won Parsis universally admiration. Ironically, these same 

attributes have also contributed to their declining numbers. There are now 200 to 800 

deaths per annum. For half a century, the average age at marriage for Parsi women has 

remained at a high of 27 years, and for men, 32” (25). At the same time, a majority of the 

members of the Parsi community suspect young Parsi men to be homosexuals and 

impotent while some “elite and sophisticated” Parsis believe “that inbreeding has reduced 

Parsi drive, sapped their fertility, and driven them mad” (147).16 

Nevertheless, all these discussions and criticism on the sexual health of the 

younger members of the community overshadow serious medical problems faced by its 

members, especially the ageing members of the community. Several medical studies done 

on the community establish that Indian-Parsi community in comparison to other Indian 
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communities is susceptible to acquiring more diseases and disabilities. In two studies 

done on the prevalence of Parkinson disease “prevalence of [Parkinson Disease] in the 

Parsi community was found to be 6-328 per 100,000, comparatively higher than the 

prevalence among the non-Parsi communities ranging between 14-41 per 100,000” 

(Sinha 2014:12, emphasis in original). Another study published in 1988 notes: “When a 

door to door survey was conducted to screen neurological diseases among the 14,010 

members of the Parsi community of Bombay, a total of 46 individuals were found to have 

Parkinson’s disease, yielding an extremely high crude prevalence of 328.3 per 100,000. 

Genetic factors were postulated to play a role due to the high frequency of 

consanguineous marriages in the Parsi community (Bharucha et al 1988)” (Harris, 589). 

In another research, the urban Parsi women have been identified to suffer from high rates 

of breast cancer similar to those in “London county hospitals and in New York, at the 

Memorial hospital” due to the inbreeding, late marriages, infertility or fewer children – 

very different from Hindu women “amongst whom the opposite conditions prevailed” 

(Sivaramakrishnan). And as per several reports on the prevalence of Multiple Sclerosis in 

India which is believed to be a rare disease found among Indians, 17 the tiny ethnic 

community of Indian-Parsis is estimated to have the maximum number of cases. 

Investigating several studies, Whitny Braun also claims that the Indian Parsi population 

“exhibits above average numbers of individuals afflicted with multiple sclerosis, 

hypertension, polydactylly and myopia” (19). Already working on the Parsi population 

genome analysis and finding solutions to increase their longevity and fighting certain 

debilitating diseases, Dr. Villoo Morawala-Patell, a Parsi scientist, says that “the genome 

analysis will focus on genetic defects common in Parsis, such as a deficiency of G6PD 
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(glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) – an enzyme that triggers the sudden destruction of 

red blood cells. Reduced fertility, ovarian disease, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and breast 

cancer are other likely areas of study” (Jayaraman 475). 

Why all this “Disability” in Parsi Postcolonial Literature? 

As the Parsi community marched into the postcolonial era with ambivalent feelings of 

despair and hope, the focus of their Anglophone writings also shifted and evolved. The 

next couple of decades remained comparatively dormant for Parsi English writings as the 

Parsis from all walks of life -urban and rural, upper and middle class, progressive and 

conservative –were busy comprehending and negotiating postcolonial changes around 

them. Consequently, as the first English creative postcolonial writings emerged from the 

Parsi community in the late 1960s and 1970s in the form of poems by prominent poets 

like Keki.N. Daruwalla, Gieve Patel and Adil Jussawalla, they revolved around the 

themes of socio-political changes like corruption, poverty, crime, inflation, exile, 

alienation, health, death, diseases, pain etc. And in what seemed like stifling living 

environment and a harsh-reality to accept and assimilate into, the post-independent period 

(since 1947) witnessed a major emigration of the Indian Parsi population to first-world 

countries like Britain, U.S, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong. Among the many 

Indian Parsis who emigrated, the list also includes eminent authors like Rohinton Mistry, 

Firdaus Kanga, Boman Desai, Farrukh Dhondy, Ardashir Vakil, Thrity Umrigar and even 

renowned critical theorist, Homi K. Bhabha whose seminal work on identity-politics and 

key concepts on hybridity, ambivalence, mimicry, and difference are instrumental in 

shaping modern postcolonial theory. 
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By the time 1980s rolled out and Indian Writing in English witnessed a significant 

boom with the sensational writings of Salman Rushdie, the Parsi writings also underwent 

a revolution. Unlike the writings produced by their predecessors during the British 

colonial period, the postcolonial Parsi writings (1970s-1990s) steered away from any sort 

of imitation, grandiosity or sycophancy. Instead, the focus shifted to weaving narratives 

around the quotidian lives of middle-class Parsis –dealing with the violence of partition 

and riots, dwelling in dilapidated housing colonies, lamenting the loss of their elitist 

status, feeling isolated and vulnerable, resisting the increasing chasm between orthodox 

and progressive Parsis, negotiating their liminal positions under Hindu domination, 

worried about the increasing ageing members, and most importantly anxious about the 

dwindling numbers of the community. 

Despite engaging in harsh self-criticism, Parsis still remain one of the most 

vibrant, cheerful, progressive communities of India who are not only able to laugh at 

themselves but also provide crucial perspectives on complicated issues with utter 

sensitivity in their ‘minority discourse’ that has carved its own unique identity for its 

indulgence in interdisciplinary themes and diverse literary styles and genres. In 

Vijaysree’s words, “Whatever the theme they elaborate, whatever the general mood they 

portray, the comedy of life always breaks through, energizing their narratives and placing 

their works in a larger human perspective” (394). In her famous essay, “Why all this 

Parsiness?”, noted Parsi postcolonial critic Nilufer Bharucha illustrates the influence of 

postcolonial writers’ ethno-religious identities on their work. According to her, “Ethnicity 

is an almost pejorative term to those who think in terms of post-nationalisms and the 

global order. Yet ethnicity is as central to the discourse of postcolonial writers as is 
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subversion and resistance” (250). As follows, Bharucha contends to read the Parsi texts 

for their “uniqueness” first, and only after that for their postcoloniality. She concludes, 

“[t]his facet [of asserting their ethno-religious Parsi identity in] their writing is not sub-

textual –it is central to the discourse” (Bharucha 251). 

While Parsi ethnicity and humor mark their texts with uniqueness, one can’t 

ignore the pervasive antithetical and melancholic themes of loss and nostalgia in the 

postcolonial Parsi literature that was composed between 1950s-2005. This was also the 

time when independent India was still learning to self-govern while combating with 

external and internal threats to its democracy and secularism. And it was also the period 

of self-reflection for the Parsis to come out of the shadow of their glorious past and 

reposition their identities and sensibilities. It is precisely why the critical interpretation of 

‘disability’ function in multidimensional and multilayered ways in Parsi literature as 

these representations intersect with the socio-political postcolonial conditions and ethno-

religious identity of the Parsis. 

Rohinton Mistry, Firdaus Kanga and Thrity Umrigar 

Born and raised in Bombay, Rohinton Mistry rose to prominence after emigrating to 

Canada in 1975. Delineating his stories in and around the Parsi community, Mistry uses 

his memory of Bombay to create his narratives. He is not only the most accomplished and 

celebrated Parsi author, but also one of the most influential postcolonial authors. His 

novels are deeply political yet sensitive and provides a commentary on postcolonial 

socio-political conditions from the perspectives of minority groups. Famous for using the 

literary technique of realism in his work, Mistry’s writing is relatable, engrossing and 

intricately layered with a sprinkle of humor and compassion. In Peter Morey’s words, 
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“His tone captures both the rhythms, colloquialisms, hesitations and digressions of oral 

storytelling, and the social sweep and measured ironies of the novel. In this respect, he is 

one of those writers who complicates the sanctified critical categories which govern our 

language when we seek to classify literature. Words such as realism, modernism, 

postmodernism and so on do not adequately describe the ‘feel’ of a Mistry novel” (25). 

In his first published collection of eleven stories, Tales from Firozsha Baag 

(1987), Mistry chooses to write about the passions, fears, hopes and disillusionments of 

the Parsi residents, especially focusing on its geriatric members and their battle with their 

degenerative diseases leading to their partial or complete disablement. In Such a Long 

Journey (1991), Mistry depicts a metaphorical dilemma of a Parsi middle-aged man to 

stay “good” against the “evil” backdrop of socio-political crisis of three wars and the 

Emergency Period. The novel has been widely praised for its compassion and humor, and 

has even been shortlisted for Man Booker Prize for fiction. Mistry’s second novel, A Fine 

Balance (1995), “pursues further the themes of political decline and personal moral 

responsibility raised in Such a Long Journey, but it does so on an epic scale, testing out 

the fabric of the nation through a swatch of characters, both employer and employee, 

middle-class and peasant, high-caste and untouchable, caught up in the dangerous 

delirium of a paranoid political regime” (Morey 93). Set in an “unidentified city” in 

India, the novel uses literary techniques of realism, humor, satire, grotesque to explore 

the debilitating effects of postcolonial socio-political turmoil on its embodied citizens. 

The book’s popularity not only earned Mistry his second nomination for Booker Prize in 

1996, but also established him as a prominent postcolonial author of, what Deleuze and 

Guttari call as, “minor literature.” Mistry’s third novel, Family Matters (2002), is set in 
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the backdrop of Hindu-Muslim riots of 1992 in Bombay charting the impact of 

communalism, fundamentalism, religious bigotry, and personal and political corruption 

on the three generations of a middle-class Parsi family that becomes the microcosm of the 

nation. 

Since, Rohinton Mistry’s literary oeuvre is widely-read and has been able to make 

more impact in comparison to the above authors, the criticism on his novels is also wide-

ranging. Peter Morey broadly summarizes them as the “Parsi feeling of degeneration” 

(12), other critics like Valérie Narayana in her reading of metaphors of health in Mistry’s 

Such a Long Journey writes, “For though Mistry metaphorizes illness, he seems to do so 

in ways that reveal rather than obscure those parts of the human spirit which must be 

invoked when one opts to deal sincerely with the reality of illness” (120). At other place, 

Stephanie Yorke, contends that despite “emphasiz[ing] material plausibility in the 

constructions of normal-bodied characters, [Mistry’s] disabled characters are often 

dominated by their symbolic facility, at the expense of cogently imagined material life” 

(267). Investigating the representations of “marked bodied” in Mistry’s Such a Long 

Journey, Derek M. Ettensohn asserts, “While the novel is full of diseased, aging, or 

disabled characters, Mistry distinguishes between these conditions through their 

orientation to the future…In Such a Long Journey, the distinction largely rests on the 

ability to imagine a future for a character or place them in a narrative that establishes 

their value to the community” (243). Mistry’s third novel, Family Matters, revolves 

around the 79-year old patriarch of a Parsi family who is afflicted with Parkinson and 

Osteoporosis and whose degenerating body becomes the metonym for the city of 

Bombay, that is also dying slowly under the increasing fundamentalism and soon to be 
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renamed as Mumbai. Although the novel revolves around the perpetual theme of “loss 

and decay” and even uses Nariman’s disability to propel the story, the focus is more on 

the caregivers and the impact of caregiving on them, rather than the materiality of the 

disability experience itself. 

Following Mistry’s footsteps and taking his inspiration from Salman Rushdie and 

Bapsi Sidhwa, disabled Parsi author, Firdaus Kanga, delineates a humorous yet sensitive 

semi-autobiographical account in his first novel, Trying to Grow (1990). As with any 

bildungsroman, the principal focus of the novel is on the disabled protagonist’s journey 

of resisting able-bodied heteronormativity and attaining his sexual and economic 

autonomy in postcolonial India. Trying to Grow has been translated into four languages 

and forms the basis for the screenplay that Kanga wrote for the film Sixth Happiness 

(1998). Kanga’s next novel, Heaven on Wheels (1991), continues with the journey of 

growth and learning, but this time in Britain. Delineated as a travelogue, the novel takes 

up concerns and issues mentioned in Trying to Grow and further explores the experiences 

of being gay and disabled in Britain offering frequent comparisons with India. Kanga’s 

genre of writing which Stephanie Yorke describes as “autoethnographic” has received 

world-wide acclaim for its unique literary style. Commenting on Trying to Grow, Salman 

Rushdie feels Kanga “has transcended physical affliction with high style and genuine 

comic brio” (Rushdie, xvi). Reiterating similar sentiments, in her review for the 

newspaper Indian Express, Uma Mahadevan-Dasgupta, observes that Kanga “writes 

luminously and affectionately of his city [Bombay], remembering it even in his travels ... 

delightfully ... and with a touch of irony.” Kanga’s unique ability to write about the 

“negotiation of his identity” as a Parsi, homosexual, and a disabled person and to be able 
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to reflect on his community’s idiosyncrasies with affection and irony mark him a 

significant postcolonial author whose fictional work needs more interdisciplinary 

criticism. 

The third author discussed in the dissertation is Thrity Umrigar whose wide-range 

of themes and intricate style have earned her rave reviews. Within a span of almost 

twenty years, Umrigar has written ten novels, and has been described as “perceptive and 

often piercing writer” by New York Times (Mishan). Umrigar’s narratives revolves 

around multidimensional characters who are both Parsi and non-Parsi and even transgress 

international boundaries, thus helping her write over a range of themes from identity-

construction to rituals, customs, friendship, loyalty, castes and classes, poverty, diaspora, 

lesbianism, gender, sexuality, women’s rights, diseases, disability, caregiving. Umrigar’s 

novels bring a unique gender and transnational perspective to the theme of ‘negotiation of 

identity’ in contemporary history. 
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NOTES TO INTRODUCTION 

1. The systematic emasculation of Indian men in general and Bengali men in particular have been discussed in 

detail by Mrinalini Sinha in Colonial Masculinity: The ‘manly Englishman’ and the ‘Effeminate Bengali’ in 

the Late Nineteenth century and John Rosselli in “The Self-Image of Effeteness: Physical Education and 

Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century Bengal.” 

2. Luhrmann notes, “For at least one hundred years Parsis as a community had taken the British as their 

community idea; They had encouraged their men to spend hours in “physical culture” and cricket to 

become as manly as the British; they had  devoted  significant amounts of time and money to English 

education; they had worn the hot, uncomfortable Victorian dress -crazy in Bombay heat –because that was 

what the British did; they had gone to great lengths to separate themselves by breeding and origin not 

only from other Indian groups, but from India; they had travelled to London for holidays the way Muslims 

went to Mecca…The good Parsi, the esteemed and ideal Parsi, was almost English” (21). 

3. C. Vijaysree lists out the distinctive features of Minority discourse that qualifies Parsi postcolonial 

literature for that label – “1) a persistent preoccupation with the problem of identity, 2) articulation of 

collective consciousness, 3) political involvement, and 4) an active assertion and even celebration of 

marginality” (391). 

4. For more information on Zoroastrian Purity Laws, see Jamsheed K. Choksy’s Purity and Pollution in 

Zoroastrianism: Triumph and Evil (1989); Mary Boyce’s Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and 

Practices (2001); Gillan Towler Mehta’s European Zoroastrian Attitudes to Purity Laws (2011); John 

Hinnells’s Zoroastrian and Parsi Studies: Selected Works of John R. Hinnells (2017). 

5. It is hard to formulate authentic chronology and dates of Parsi arrival in India as they vary in different 

accounts. In his detailed work on Parsis and the preservation of their ethno-religious identity in Bombay, 

Jesse Palsetia expands on various texts and accounts that report several different arrival dates of Parsis in 

India ranging from seventh century to tenth century. However, it seems that the community and historians 

have broadly accepted eighth century for reference purposes. For more information on this, see page 3-4 of 

Jesse Palsetia’s The Parsis of India: Preservation of Identity in Bombay City (2001). 

6. Ibid for more information on Parsis involvement in the Opium trade and war. Also see John Hinnells’s 

Parsis in India and the Diaspora (2007). 

7. In his famous speech praising the achievements of Jeejeebhoy, Lord Elphinstone even asked rhetorically, 

“Which of these [Great Britain] cities [Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester] can boast of a citizen who has 

devoted 250,000l. to purposes of public charity and benevolence?” (Ghose, 495). 
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8. Karaka, in the two chapters (3&4), “The Zoroastrians in India: Their Manners and Customs” in the History 

of Parsis: Volume 1, explains in great detail the influence of Europe, and in particular of British, on Parsi 

living style, houses, clothes, progressive views, food habits, table manners etc. 

9. Tanya Luhrmann also notes several quotations from the book, The Parsi, from multiple excited Parsis, not 

all of whom are identified– “The Parsis are the one race settled in India … that could for a moment be 

called white” (102). “The [Parsi] destiny is bound up with the British in India; when the latter leave India 

the Parsis follow them” (115). “The complete Europeanization of the Parsis is now a mere matter of time” 

(116). “The Parsis are so differently constituted from the rest of the Indians that any close union of the two 

is well nigh impossible” (116). 

10. In his 1922 account, Our Parsi Friends, Charles Augustus Kincaid notes: “The last half century has seen a 

complete change, especially in Bombay. Parsis of both sexes now eat together after the manner and from 

the crockery of Europe. The Parsi lady has exchanged the Hindu bodice and petticoat for the English 

bodice and the English coat. Instead of slippers, she wears high-heeled shoes, she has adopted stockings, 

stays and combinations…” 

11. Famous Parsi social reformer and the first Indian to be elected to Parliament in Britain –Dadabhai Naoroji – 

not only went on to becoming one of the founding fathers of Indian National Congress but also coined the 

term swaraj (home-rule) for India’s freedom campaign. Eventually, as the “Quit India” movement gained 

its momentum under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, despite the refusal of many anglicized Parsis to 

participate in or lend their support to the Indian non-cooperation movement, some members of the Parsi 

community like Feroze Jehangir Gandhi (who went to jail several times for his revolutionary activities, and 

would eventually marry Indira Gandhi), Madame Bikhaiji Cama (she was exiled by the British for 

unfurling the first flag of independent India at a labor conference in Germany), Sir Pherozshah Mehta (who 

helped Mahatma Gandhi raise funds for Indian Independence struggle in South Africa) etc. willingly and 

actively participated in the freedom struggle of India. 

12. Despite being regarded as one of the founding members of Indian National Congress, some critics argue 

that Dadabhai Naoroji did not actually assert for poorna swaraj (complete and explicit break from all ties 

with the British leading to total independence). Instead, he proposed for dominion status for India that 

would let the British Empire retain the monarch of United Kingdom as the constitutional head of the state 

of India and preserve political powers for the British Parliament in Indian constitutional affairs. For 

example, Tanya Luhrmann mentions that Naoroji “did not actually encourage the British to leave; he 

wanted to improve the process of British rule until some time in the distant future, when its goal would 
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have been accomplished” (123). Luhrmann also contends that majority of Parsis remained distant from the 

National movement of independence. 

13. It was not just the Parsi community that enjoyed the status of elitism under British colonialism. Nearly all 

the princely states, Bengali community, French Algerion, Barbados etc. enjoyed the elitist privileges. 

14. Jiyo Parsi ads have several campaign slogans that have caused an uproar in the community for its 

prejudices, xenophobia, homophobia, misogyny, genetic supremacy etc. The first phase of JiyoParsi ads 

released in 2013 had campaign slogans that read: “Be responsible, don’t use a condom tonight.” One ad 

warns you that you'll feel bad about watching theatre performances alone, while another actually tells you 

that if you want a puppy, you should have a baby as well, because that's the “cooler thing to do.” Another 

ad features a family of four and reads, “Have a child quickly after marriage. Because a child needs parents, 

not parents who act like grandparents.” And in other, the caption reads, “After your parents, you’ll inherit 

the family home. After you, your servant will.” One says, “Isn’t it time you broke up with your mom?” And 

the list goes on. These ads have received harsh criticism from both inside and outside the community. See 

Sherna Gandhy’s article “No thank you, the Parsis can save themselves” in Rediffnews dated November 22, 

2014 https://www.rediff.com/news/column/no-thank-you-the-parsis-can-save-themselves/20141118.html, 

another article titled “Commendable or condemnable” in Parsiana magazine dated 21st November 2014, 

https://www.parsiana.com/current-issue/articles.aspx?id=il0HijFFaCQ=&issue=261, Jyoti Shelar’s article, 

“Jiyo Parsi ad campaign gives birth to controversy” in The Hindu dated August 11, 2017 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/mumbai/jiyo-parsi-ad-campaign-gives-birth-to-

controversy/article19467827.ece, Sharanya Gopinathan’s article, ‘Jiyo Parsi’ campaign: Misogynistic, 

clannish, classist ads will not help community’s dwindling birth rates” featured in The Firstpost on August 

14, 2017 https://www.firstpost.com/india/jiyo-parsi-ads-a-series-of-misogynistic-clannish-classist-ads-will-

not-encourage-dwindling-communitys-birth-rates-3926961.html. See Kareena Gianani’s article, “Long 

Lives the Parsi Debate” in mid-day.com published on Nov. 16, 2014. Soony Engineer also pens down an 

excellent article detailing the purpose, criticism, and possible rectifications of the Jiyo Parsi scheme. The 

campaign was quickly ridiculed on social media, especially coming the week after the news of the death of 

13 women due to botched mass-sterilization, in a camp funded by the government in Bilaspur, Chattisgarh, 

came out. Among the dead women, one of them was Chaita Bai from the Baiga tribe, a particularly 

vulnerable group, for whom irreversible interventions like sterilizations are supposedly banned. See this 

article published in The Guardian: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/12/india-sterilisation-

deaths-women-forced-camps-relatives 

15. The campaign was quickly ridiculed on social media, especially coming the week after the news of the 

death of 13 women due to botched mass-sterilization, in a camp funded by the government in Bilaspur, 

Chattisgarh, came out. Among the dead women, one of them was Chaita Bai from the Baiga tribe, a 
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particularly vulnerable group, for whom irreversible interventions like sterilizations are supposedly banned. 

See this article published in The Guardian: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/12/india-

sterilisation-deaths-women-forced-camps-relatives 

16. Luhrmann documents it is primarily the older Parsi generation and Parsi young women and even some 

outsiders who believes the young Parsi men to be “homosexual, impotent and pathetic” (129). Nothing has 

been proven medically. 

17. See G. Rosati, “The Prevalence of Multiple Sclerosis in the World: An Update” in Neurological Science, 

Volume 22:2, pp 117-140, 2001. Also see, Abdorreza Naser Moghadasi, “Multiple Scelrosis in Parsis: An 

Historical Issue” in Iran J. Public Health. Volume 43:3, pp387-388, 2014. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Theorizing the Leaking Body: Zoroastrianism and the (Im)possibility of 
Contamination in Such a Long Journey 

According to the historian, Lyndal Roper, a body is imagined to be “a container for a 

series of processes: defecation, sexual pollution, vomiting. Fluids course about within the 

body, erupting out of it, leaving their mark on the world outside. The body is not so much 

a collection of joints and limbs, or a skeletal structure, as a container of fluids, bursting 

out in every direction to impact on the environment” (23). If that’s the existential reality 

of a body in its ‘purest’ form, when and how does a “leaking body” become a symbol of 

‘impurity’ and an abject site of contamination? While the politics of embodiment is 

central to the postcolonial literature, the body has taken on multidimensional roles from 

becoming a crucial site of identity-politics to turning into a trope of abjection and 

unruliness. Leakiness evokes the permeability of a body, disruption of boundaries and the 

impossibility of a “clean and proper” body (Kristeva 3). Yet, it also elicits references to 

fluidity of identities, homogeneity of social rituals, and the unification of binaries. This 

chapter examines the embodied performances of abjection through the lens of aesthetics 

and contamination in Rohinton Mistry’s Such a Long Journey and argues to see 

‘leakiness’ as a postcolonial trope of resistance and reconciliation. In so doing, these 

performances expose the socio-cultural boundaries which produce them in the first place 

and then highlight the fragility, vulnerability and the impossibility of the non-

containment of these boundaries. Building a modern critique of the archaic Zoroastrian 

purity laws, Mistry highlights the paradox of Parsi postcolonial identity, and productively 

emphasizes the difficulty of fixing the boundaries between self and other especially when 

the Other seems so familiar. 
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In Such A Long Journey, Mistry weaves an intricate web of insecurities and 

challenges of the Parsi community that finds itself on the peripheries in the hegemonic 

construction of national identity. The novel is set in the backdrop of war with Pakistan 

(1971) while the citizens are dealing with its socio-economic effects. The opening scene 

of the novel takes us into the cramped spaces of one of the many close-knit Parsi housing 

colonies –the Khodadad building that becomes the microcosm of the nation as well as the 

individual struggles of the minority groups. Giving an insight into the current mental state 

of its middle-aged protagonist, Gustad Noble, who wakes up feeling happy and proud for 

his son’s achievement, the opening scene delves into his traumatic past that was 

embroiled with the feelings of “intensified anxieties, … strange, unfocused anger –and 

helplessness” (15). From witnessing his father’s bookstore being “treacherously 

despoiled and ruined,” to helplessly watching his mother dying due to utter shame and 

shock of living in poverty with a lost family pride, Gustad’s battle with the “sense of loss 

and betrayal” has its roots in his childhood which has resuscitated at the sudden 

mysterious disappearance of his best friend, Jimmy Billimoria. Therefore, the news of his 

elder son’s admission to the country’s most prestigious engineering institution, IIT, is 

seen by Gustad as a “wonderful, blessed stroke” that may “[redeem] all his efforts, all the 

hardships” (15). However, in the course of events we learn that the “wonderful” news 

ironically turns into a major cause for Gustad’s stress and alienation from his elder son 

when he refuses to join IIT, India’s premiere engineering institute, and intends to pursue 

Arts instead of Engineering. The trope of “long journey” thus becomes Gustad’s fight 

against his despair, hurt pride and the feelings of “loss and betrayal”. Some critics, like 

Peter Morey, even suggests to examine Gustad’s “long journey” from a “Zoroastrian 
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ethical imperative” – that frames Gustad as a quintessential “Good Parsi” who must as “a 

trustee devotee be actively engaged in the fight against the evil” (71).1 Building on 

Morey’s argument, this chapter examines Mistry’s usage of disability as a trope to 

explore the disabled body through the lens of aesthetics and religious ‘purity’ laws. 

As a practicing Zoroastrian, Gustad religiously recites his orisons to Ahura Mazda 

and seeks direction and comfort in his religion. In addition to that, he is also seen as an 

exemplary example of “Parsi masculinity” that according to Tanya Luhrmann was a Parsi 

colonial propaganda drafted to establish Parsi community’s superiority over other Indian 

races. Invoking the greatness and bravery of their Persian ancestors and describing 

themselves as “enterprising, courageous, industrious and self-sacrificing people,” 

Luhrmann argues that Parsi masculinity heavily relied on the physical build up of its men 

who were propagated to be “stern, tough, built like a fighter, and moreover in the 

right…also unshakably polite…more of an English gentleman than the English 

gentlemen themselves” (97, 118). But, the most important aspect of Parsi masculinity, as 

per the propaganda, is their virility and Gustad is not just “tall and broad-shouldered” 

with “thick, groomed …and black velvety” moustache, but also a subject of “envy and 

admiration of friends and relatives” when it comes to matters of health and sickness (1), 

Gustad’s ability to produce three healthy children is also attributed as his great 

achievement as Parsis constantly worry about their dwindling population and suspect 

their young men to be impotent and homosexual (Luhrmann). Despite being in his mid-

fifties, Gustad looks “so solid”, especially after battling a hip fracture in a serious 

accident a few years ago, and coming out of it “nothing graver than a slight limp” (1). As 

the narrative follows, we learn that Gustad is not socially discriminated or stigmatized for 
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inheriting the visible “slight limp” post his accident; rather, he is celebrated as a brave 

and determined warrior who has successfully inherited all the coveted traits of a “Good 

Parsi” like physical fitness, masculinity, heterosexual relationship, begetting three healthy 

children, overcoming his hip fracture with his sheer will and ability to provide for his 

family through a reputable job in a bank despite all the hardships of his childhood. 

Gustad too acknowledges his good luck, especially whenever he sees his neighbor 

Tehmul who like him had a hip fracture in his childhood but was not fortunate enough to 

be treated by the unconventional “miraculous powers” of Madhiwalla Bonestter that 

saved him from being a “complete cripple” (29-30). While the jolt of the accidental fall 

from the tree leaves Tehmul with an incomprehensible speech and a “rolling gait and 

twisted hip”, he also becomes a “supremely pathetic example of hip-fracture victims who 

had had the misfortune to be treated by conventional methods, condemned to years on 

crutches and walking-sticks, with nothing to look forward to but a life of pain” (29-30). 

Post accident, Tehmul’s physical and mental disabilities usurp all his other personality 

traits leaving him with not just a new identity but also a new name. His neighbors now 

call him ‘Lame Tehmul/Tehmul Lungraa’ and some women and adults also have a 

nickname for him – “Scrambled Egg.”2 His physical and intellectual disability ascribe 

him to a “biological inferiority” and a mundane life limited to the peripheries of the 

Khodadad building (Snyder 3). In addition to becoming a compound-clown for the 

children of the Khodadad building, Tehmul is also exploited at the hands of his neighbors 

for running despicable errands like getting rid of their rodents or becoming a guinea pig 

for Dilnavaz and Miss Kutpitia’s experiment to cast away the evil-spell from the Noble 

family. Despite the tumultuous backdrop of the novel, Tehmul remains quite unaffected 
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by the sociopolitical changes around him. He is portrayed as the caricatural “idiot” whose 

childlike innocence and exaggerated behavior stands in a sharp contrast to Gustad’s 

mental turbulence and controlled coping mechanisms. 

Unlike Tehmul who becomes a classic victim of oppression under the social and 

medical model of disability3, Gustad with his “slight limp” is able to “pass” as a 

“normate” – a term coined by Rosemarie Garland-Thomson that refers to the 

“constructed identity of those who, by way of bodily, configurations and cultural capital 

they assume, can step into a position of authority and wield the powers it grants them” 

(1997: 8).4 Gustad not only strives to “suppress and tame” his ‘slight limp’ that 

sometimes deceives its ostensible “normate” position” and turns into an “ugly hobble,” 

but is also able to assert his authority over a visibly disabled Tehmul who is engulfed by 

the otherness of his leaking body, physical and intellectual disabilities and intelligible 

speech. From being “one of the few who could decipher” Tehmul’s “abbreviated 

vocabulary [that] always emerge … at breakneck speed, whizzing incomprehensibly past 

the listener’s ear,” Gustad is also the only person in the Khodadad building who is adored 

as well as feared by Tehmul “for some reason” (30). While it may not be presumptuous 

to conjecture that Tehmul relates with Gustad over their common limp and hip fracture, 

Gustad grapples with the ambiguous “discomforting dissonance” for Tehmul’s hyper-

visible disability that becomes a site to “displace anxieties and uncertainties about [his] 

own identit[y]” (Garland-Thomson 1997: 12, 61). Gustad and Tehmul thus become the 

“metonym of antagonism,” a term coined by Homi Bhabha, that in their side-by-side 

character construction reflects on the paradigm of hegemony and challenges the identity-

politics of the disabled embodiments.5 Analyzing this hegemonic structure in the 
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disability world, Mitchell and Snyder note, “In order to disassociate one’s disability from 

stigmatizing associations, disabled people are encouraged to “pass” by disguising their 

disabilities. Prosthetic devices, mainstreaming, and overcompensation techniques, all 

provide means for people with disabilities to “fit in” or to “de- emphasize” their 

differences. There have also been hierarchies within our own communities where some 

disabilities are viewed as less assimilable than others. For instance, individuals with 

physical disabilities have historically disassociated themselves from those who have 

intellectual disabilities … This internalized oppression has resulted from institutionally 

enforced hierarchies of disability” (3). 

Tehmul’s acquired intellectual disability after his fall that permanently altered his 

speech and control over his body, thus, makes him an “amorphous symbol, which has a 

polysemous representative capacity to embody the traits and fears of normal individuals 

as well as those of entire demographics” (Yorke “Realism” 272). While Yorke argues to 

identify Tehmul’s isolation in Such a Long Journey with the “social fragility of Parsis” as 

“he is a pariah within his apartment building community, much as the Parsis are marginal 

within their Indian city” (273), Tehmul’s isolation and oppression need to be studied in 

more than one ways. As his ‘leaking body’ with its sordidness challenge the fundamental 

Zoroastrian principles of purity and cleanliness adopted by the Parsi community, Tehmul 

transforms not just into the the “eugenic opposite” (Hughes “Fear, Pity, and Disgust”: 69) 

of what Parsi “civilized masculinity”6 should look like (Luhrmann 96), but also becomes 

a symbolic reminder of Parsis’ “genetic decline, corruption of race, bad stock, 

degenerated strain” (Luhrmann 146) in postcolonial times. And therefore, all the shaming 

and victimization of Tehmul is justified by different characters in the novel, not so much 
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for his disability, but for the inability of his “corrupted” genes that fail to heal and make 

him a ‘normate’ again (Luhrmann, 146). Tehmul becomes an easy target of exploitation 

and the torture is rationalized as some sort of retribution that he deserves for failing the 

community. Miss Kutpitia , for example, summons the complex paradox of karma and 

good deeds to justify the evil inflicted on him, 7 and shows no hesitation in casting the 

spell on Tehmul. She even convinces Dilnavaz to not feel guilty as she argues, “How 

much brains does he have to begin with?... So what difference will it make? Tehmul 

himself will not notice anything. What I say is, we should be happy that for the first time 

he will do something good for another person” (Mistry 109-110). In these very moments, 

Tehmul becomes the clichéd homo sacer whose “entire existence is reduced to a bare life 

stripped of every right by virtue of the fact that anyone can kill him without committing 

homicide” (Agamben 183). According to Donna Reeve, “This zone of indistinction 

represents a state of exception in which homo sacer is bare life, zoē, stripped of political 

rights and located outside the polis (city); in other words, homo sacer has biological life, 

but that life has no political significance” (204). 

Incorporating Homi Bhabha’s idea of “third dimension” for studying disability in 

postcolonial literatures, Cindy LaCom invokes Bhabha’s analogy of “evil eye.” LaCom 

studies this figure of “evil eye” as “the outside, the margin, the “structure of difference” 

that blurs the gap between” the binaries (160). She argues that the evil eye is powerful 

because “it resists the image of totality” that in itself symbolizes disabled body which is 

“universally perceived in terms of lack” (161). It may be an ironic coincidence then that 

Ms. Kutpitia suggests Tehmul, the disabled and therefore with the evil eye as per 

LaCom’s hypothesis, to be the recipient of their voodoo experiment so that he can ‘act’ as 
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the evil-eye for the Noble family. As Tehmul is tricked into coming to Dilnavaz’s 

doorstep everyday to dutifully drink the voodooed lemon juice that would potentially cast 

away the evil-eye from the Noble family, he is also framed as the “monstrous other” – 

“posing the greatest risk to the self’s clean and proper” bodies of normative characters 

(Shildrick 2001: 73). Where on the one hand Dilnavaz is curious to know what goes 

inside Tehmul’s mind when he comes to her place for the drink, on the other hand he is 

seen as a “site of horror, dread and fear for [his] transgressive nature” and the ability to 

contaminate her (Lupton 97). Dilnavaz hesitatingly and fearfully grasps his sticky hands 

to cut his “rough and jagged” nails that have “greenish black stuff” underneath them 

(152-153). Battling with the feelings of guilt and self-loathing for subjecting Tehmul to 

daily tortures and exploiting his disability for her own personal gain, Dilnavaz quickly 

brushes away her conflicting thoughts and defends her actions by blaming Tehmul’s 

“filthy body” and “damaged mind” to be deserving of her evil actions. In this way her 

justification and ruthless treatment meted out to the disabled and leaking body of Tehmul 

can be seen to echo the colonial arguments framed to control, tame and ‘save’ the 

uncivilized and unruly bodies of the colonized.8 

Soon, the narrative’s focus, as Yorke points out, shifts from Tehmul’s “material 

experience” of disability to the “idea of his sordid body” and its emanating flakes, 

secretions, and odors (276). Tehmul’s body is either inscribed in terms of 

deficiencies/lack or ascribed to the notion of excessiveness. While the acts of perpetual 

scratching of his armpits and groin or “digging his nose and transferring the pickings to 

his mouth” are seen as disgusting and unhygienic by the “normative” characters, it is his 

“leaky” body and the “lack of control” over it that mark him as the monstrously 
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embodied in the hegemonic “non-disabled imaginary” (Hughes “Fear, Pity, and Disgust”: 

67). Thus, in moments when a “trickle of saliva” descends from one corner of Tehmul’s 

mouth while watching Roshan’s doll get undressed or when the flakes of the “dirt, dead 

skin, [and] sweat” (153) escape from his feet when Dilnavaz asks him to take off his 

shoes, Tehmul transforms into a disgusting “slime” and ‘abject’ who is “perceived as 

dangerous because of its powers to contaminate, infect, pollute by proximity, contact, or 

ingestion” (Miller 2). In Iris Marion Young’s words, “the abject provokes fear and 

loathing because it exposes the border between self and other as constituted and fragile, 

and threatens to dissolve the subject by dissolving the border boundaries” (144). 

If we can, as Mary Douglas suggests, “abstract pathogenicity and hygiene from 

our notion of dirt, we are left with the old definition of dirt as a matter out of place” (36). 

Therefore, body substances like nails, hair, dead skin, blood, urine, sweat, semen, vomit, 

puss are not marked as “contaminated” and “dirty” until they “are conceptually out of 

their rightful place” (Lupton 87). And the “[b]odies that ooze [these internal] fluids are a 

standard of horror, presented as monsters because of their loss of containment, their in-

between nature between life and the dissolution of dead flesh” (Lupton 86). Incidentally, 

as per Zoroastrian ‘purity laws,’ Tehmul with his sordidness symbolizes ‘impurity’ and 

contagiousness, and any contact with him “renders a Zoroastrian ritually impure and 

therefore necessitates certain purificatory acts.” (Nigosian 108). Something that Mistry 

depicts in his narrative when both Dilnavaz and Gustad wash their hands thoroughly and 

vigorously after touching Tehmul. The nails themselves becomes a symbol of “devil 

himself, from the depths of dojukh [hell]” (153), and as they burn they “[come] alive with 

hisses and crackles, shrivelling [sic] and curling inwards, then [turn] quickly into shiny 
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black, bubbly residues” (153). Dilnavaz feels nauseated and the ‘horrible stench’ of 

Tehmul’s burnt nails and the stench feels to “stab at her nostrils, acrid and miasmic, 

making her recoil…coughing and choking, she opened the window and stood by it, tears 

running down her face, till Tehmul’s nails vaporized completely and because one with 

the firmament” (153-154). 

Framed as the grotesque Other, Tehmul’s sexual desires and acts are also 

scrutinized through the ‘civilizing’ gaze of the normative self that frequently marks him 

as pervert, deviant and dangerous. Trapped in a grown-up body with a “child-like mind,” 

Tehmul becomes the victim of his own paradox. Despite him being in his mid-thirties, 

Tehmul’s sexuality is frequently dismissed and invalidated by the normative bodies and 

described in terms of “lacking.” Yet at the same time, he is also seen as an unruly, 

“anxiety provoking” and “threatening” body with monstrous sexual parts and aberrant 

sexual desires (Shildrick 2009:11). For example, although Tehmul’s perpetual scratching 

of his armpits and groin is seen as another of his irritating habits, the women dwellers of 

the Khodadad building, in particular, claim it to be “more than scratching” –they feel 

Tehmul moves his hand downward in their presence and rubs and caress his groin to 

“annoy them” (31). The women are confident that Tehmul, despite his intellectual 

disability, knows “perfectly well what all his parts [are] for, never mind if his head [is] 

not right” (31). Positioned as the perverted Other, Tehmul’s sexual organs are classed 

alongside the monstrous and animalistic. While the women of the Khodadad building feel 

“shameful to have [Tehmul] wandering around dingle-dangle” with “a big packet like 

that, and no underwear even to keep it all in place” (31), Tehmul is subjected to physical 

and psychological torture by the prostitutes at the brothel for daring to ask for sex with 
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his “big [penis] –built like a horse” (204). The prostitutes hurl abuses, deride and taunt 

[Tehmul] “concerning his manhood” and one of them “savagely shake” Tehmul’s ear 

while others take turns to “clip him on the head, pinch, pull his hair” (202-204). Despite 

being able to pay for sex and capable of performing the act, Tehmul is not deemed 

worthy and “human” enough to have sex with the prostitutes who have already been 

verified as safe for human habitation by Dr. Paymaster (162). Dehumanized Tehmul is 

seen as a freak whose abject body not just makes the prostitutes feel empowered but also 

becomes an inscriptive surface to impose “the silence, anonymity, and passivity 

characteristic of objectification” (Garland-Thomson 1997: 62). 

If as argued by Thomson-Garland, the “dominant group has the authority and 

means to determine which differences are inferior and to perpetuate those judgments” 

(30), the refusal of Tehmul’s sexuality not just evokes the hegemonic erotophobia but 

also highlights the predicament of disabled sexuality which in Abby Wilkerson’s words is 

“a significant force in perpetuating the inequality of any oppressed group … 

therefore…sexual democracy should be recognized as a key political struggle [and] 

sexual agency [should be understood] not merely as the capacity to choose, engage in, or 

refuse sex acts, but as a more profound good that is in many ways socially based, 

involving not only a sense of oneself as a sexual being but also a larger social dimension 

in which others recognize and respect one’s identity” (195). Deducing sexual oppression 

to have its own individualistic ‘intrinsic dynamics,’ Gayle Rubin argues it to be not 

limited to any particular class, gender, race, ethnicity (160). As an intellectually disabled 

person, Tehmul is without any sexual agency and subjectivity, and thus, ranks even 

inferior to the socially oppressed prostitutes at the brothel. The women justify their 
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unreasonable and prejudiced torture on him as a defense mechanism invoking the 

infamous colonial theory of oppressor vs. oppressed. Recommending to consider the 

work of Albert Memmi as a useful benchmark to understand the process of Othering in 

postcolonial scholarship, Anita Ghai claims “the creation of a ‘devalued’ Other is a 

necessary precondition for the creation of the able-bodied rational subject who is the all-

pervasive agency that sets the terms of the dialogue” (2012: 273). Tehmul, thus is like 

any other intellectually disabled fictional character who is “not allowed the dignity of 

ordinary abilities, difficulties and assets. Instead, [his] disability bears what Susan Sontag 

(1983) calls ‘the metaphorical and symbolic weight’ of the images assigned to [him]. A 

character with an intellectual disability becomes a silent Rorschach ink blot onto which 

society projects its devices and desires through the agency of the author” (Iyer 132). 

While Tehmul’s embodied sexuality is often viewed as deviant and dangerous by 

the women characters in the novel, Gustad does not even acknowledge it until he catches 

him ‘red-handed’ in the acts –even then he positions himself at the moral high grounds 

that either rejects or shames the sexual corporeality of intellectually disabled people. It is 

no surprise, thus, when Gustad discovers Tehmul at the brothel, his initial reaction is of 

shock. Calling him a “poor lame fellow with a half-cracked head,” Gustad wonders what 

could Tehmul be doing at the brothel (203). And when Ghulam Mohammed answers, 

“‘Same thing that other men do, I think’,” Gustad dismisses his claim by saying, 

“‘Cannot be, he’s like a child. Sounds like he’s in trouble’” (203). Although practices like 

controlling and taming the unruly bodies and the need to eradicate or “save” them have 

been popular functional techniques of the “colonial ‘civilizing’ mission [to introduce] 

racial ‘Otherness’” (Grech 2017: 9), its horrors are palpable even in the neocolonized 
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spaces where the normative bodies continue to oppress disabled bodies under the 

hegemony of ableist culture and “control” them by the logic of “the white man’s burden”. 

And it is here, as Grech paraphrases S. Betcher’s argument, “the metaphor of 

‘disablement’ is re(enacted) to capture these populations who remain engrossed in the 

space of the ‘degenerate’ and ‘deficient’, soliciting an emotional response triggering their 

salvation through their neocolonization” (2017: 14). While Tehmul’s disability already 

marks him “useless” and “jobless” in the neocolonized scheme of things, he is still seen 

as a ‘subject for salvation’ for his unruly and leaky body. Gustad, in this case, becomes 

the self-appointed ‘savior’ of Tehmul where he assumes responsibility for either 

protecting Tehmul from being exploited at the hands of the political party workers or 

rescuing him from the brothel. It is during one of his ‘saving expeditions,’ that Gustad’s 

‘moral’ gaze perceives Tehmul’s body not just as deviant, but characteristically 

categorize him “as dangerously contagious, capable of spreading its own confusion of 

identity” (Shildrick 2001: 74). The function of his gaze, then as argued by Shildrick, “is 

in part to arrest such a process by fixing the other at a safe distance” (Shildrick 2001: 74). 

On the other hand, ‘sex’ becomes the only medium for Tehmul to reclaim his 

political identity. In his desperation to feel like a human again, Tehmul not only steals 

Gustad’s daughter’s oversized blue-eyed doll, but also risks his life for agalmatophilia (a 

paraphilia that involves sexual attraction to a statue, doll or a mannequin) by opening his 

windows despite an issued warning of possible air raids during the India-Pakistan war of 

1971. While Gustad gets angry and embarrassed to catch Tehmul naked and masturbating 

to the oversized doll, it is a pity that he has no imagination to see Tehmul as a sexual 

being even after rescuing him from the brothel a few days ago. His anger and 
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embarrassment is a self-reflexive paradox that highlights the sexual stereotypes that 

normates use for any body that looks or acts differently. Even after hearing the sexual 

sounds of panting, heaving, moaning, it never occurs to Gustad that Tehmul could be 

sexually active. The recurrent theme of describing Tehmul’s sexual organs and his 

sexuality as freakishly monstrous continues as Mistry describes Tehmul’s erection as 

“enormous” and uncontrollable accompanied by “automatic movement upon his rampant 

penis, ejaculate[ing] with a whimper” (302). According to Wilkerson, “People with 

developmental disabilities have also been regarded as hypersexual, and in some cases as 

predators of (nondisabled) children, or as inherently and inevitably victimized— but in 

any case as possessing a sexuality requiring monitoring and control by others” (203). 

Rachel Adams reiterates a similar observation regarding the “damaging myth” of the 

association of intellectual disability with the “irrational sexuality that, once unleashed, 

cannot be controlled.” Gustad (the self/normate) calls Tehmul (the Other/ab/normal) bay-

sharam, an urdu word for shameless and orders him to stop and put on his clothes, and 

then threatens to “thrash him properly” (302). 

Bill Hughes analysis on the disabled body/mind and disgust provides a significant 

insight into the socially constructed hegemonic subjectivities of the Other. Hughes 

argues, “The ‘clean and proper’ – a normative body of delicacy, refinement and self 

discipline – has powerful social consequences most manifest in its normalising dynamics. 

It is the standard of judgement [sic] against which disabled bodies are invalidated and 

transformed into repellent objects. It is the emblem of purity that by comparison creates 

existential unease. It apportions the shame and repugnance that underwrite the civilizing 

process” (“Civilising Modernity” 22). Shame as a technique to stigmatize the Other is 
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also discussed by Sandra Bartky who writes, “Shame can be characterized in a 

preliminary way as a species of psychic distress occasioned by a self or a state of the self 

apprehended as inferior, defective, or in some way diminished. For the Sartre of Being 

and Nothingness, shame requires an audience: shame is “in its primary structure shame 

before somebody”: it is “shame of oneself before the Other.” “Nobody,” he says “can be 

vulgar all alone”! To be ashamed is to be in the position of “passing judgment on myself 

as on an object, for it is as an object that I appear to the Other”” (85). However, Bartky 

finds Sartre’s discussion on shame ‘highly abbreviated” and argues, “Once an actual 

Other has revealed my object-character to me, I can become an object myself; I can come 

to see myself as I might be seen by another, caught in the shameful act. Hence, I can [sic] 

succeed in being vulgar all alone: In such a situation the Other before whom I am 

ashamed is only –myself” (85). Therefore, even though Tehmul is performing a sexual 

act within the boundaries of his own home and room, and it is actually Gustad who 

trespasses into Tehmul’s house stealthily, he is still able to blame Tehmul for violating 

the “order” of normative world and make him feel like a pervert who should be ashamed 

of himself for doing “dirty things” to Roshan’s doll. This according to Siebers would be 

to deny Tehmul not just of his sexuality but also identity. 

Siebers argues and pose critical questions pertaining to shame and agency: 

“Shame creates a form of identity in which one risks being some thing rather than some 

person. Shame is painful and isolating for this reason. Nevertheless, shame is so 

appealing because being something is better than being nothing. So what about 

nothingness? Do people to whom we ascribe no agency feel ashamed? Can one feel 

shame if one has no agency” (2008: 160)? Gustad’s persistent reminder to Tehmul to feel 
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ashamed of his sexuality reflects the paradoxical anxieties of identity politics that see 

‘shame’ not just as a yardstick to define ‘normate’ bodies, but also something whose 

absence can generate a dehumanized and objectified Other. Mistry makes the readers an 

accomplice into Gustad’s uninvited gaze “sculpt[ing] the disabled subject into a 

grotesque spectacle framing [the] body as an icon of deviance” (Garland-Thomson 1997: 

26). Gustad’s gaze objectifies Tehmul and coerces him to feel ashamed - “Tehmul stood 

there, shamefaced, tears running down his cheeks” (303). Tehmul’s shame thus, in 

Bartky’s words “involve the distressed apprehension of [himself] as a lesser creature” 

(87). 

As Tehmul’s bodily fluids –semen, sweat, saliva, mucous, tears – disrupts 

grotesquely from ‘inside’ to ‘outside’ in an uncontrolled manner posing a threat of 

polluting the non-leaking “clean and proper” body of Gustad, Tehmul’s ‘abject body’ 

seems to both empower and challenge Gustad’s own vulnerability as a normate. While 

Gustad feels too disgusted to touch Tehmul’s semen infused hands or smell them even 

after they have been washed, he is particularly anxious at the thought of Tehmul’s body’s 

potentiality of contamination. He lets Tehmul keep the doll as it has already been 

“sprinkled with gobs of [his] dry and half-dry semen” and even if it is washed, “[it] 

sickened him to think of his child touching this doll so violated by Tehmul” (302-303). 

At this, Tehmul hugs Gustad tightly, thanks him and “slobbers” a kiss on his knuckles 

(304). Disgusted by the undesirable transmission of Tehmul’s fluids on his body and 

“repelled by the saliva glistening on his skin,” Gustad wipes his knuckles discreetly upon 

the curtain and washes his hands “vigorously” after coming back to his home9 evoking 

the clichéd theme of mysophobia that worries the Parsi community and in which disabled 
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and non-contained bodies like that of Tehmul are seen as agents of cultural annihilation. 

The encounter leaves Gustad feeling confused and ambivalent as on the one hand he 

wishes to have “the power to cure Tehmul’s ills, restore to him all the rights and virtues 

of mortals ” (emphasis added, 304), but then at the same time this confrontation with 

Tehmul (the ‘monstrous Other) “inevitably disturb[s]” Gustad’ normative boundaries “for 

[Tehmul seems] both irreducibly strange and disconcertingly familiar, both opaque and 

reflective” enabling Gustad to recognize that Tehmul is actually his “own abject” 

(Shildrick 2001: 73-74) which can “never fully be expelled; as it is properly neither 

subject nor object in the binary sense, but occupies a liminal space in between where it 

partakes of both” (Shildrick 2001: 86). 

The politics of leakage, though, is not just limited to Tehmul and his body in the 

novel. In fact, the very first scene sets the premise of the narrative’s s preoccupation with 

bodies and the collision of its non-containment with the ‘clean and proper’ bodies, when 

“flakes of dry dead skin” fall from the hands of milkman, who comes to Khodadad 

building every morning, and make women ‘blench with disgust’ (2). And then, one of the 

novel’s early representations of bodily affliction and its potential leakiness comes in the 

characterization of Dinshawji, Gustad’s friend and coworker, whose “chronically carious 

mouth” often betrays its containment (36). The “odour has a cycle of its own, periodically 

going from a gale-force stench to a harmless zephyr…There had been mornings at the 

bank when Dinshawji arrived with fresh breath that turned foul after an argument with a 

whining, complaining customer. And because of the incident, if Mr. Madon, the manager 

heaped animadversions upon Dinshawji, the stench quickly became unbearable” (37). 

Dinshawji is aware of the repulsive power of his fetid breath, but after being 
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overwhelmed with the failure of modern medications of numerous doctors, he has given 

up on his caries. Gustad, however, convinces him to give a chance to the traditional 

treatment of Madhiwalla Bonesetter, whose miraculous powers had saved Gustad from 

his bus accident. ‘Within a week, the results were plain to see. At the bank, for instance, 

customers no longer leaned backwards from the counter while waiting for their money” 

(37). However, Dinshawji is unable to continue with the treatment after a week as he 

sprained his jaw muscle while “zealously masticating the resin…The thought of that 

agony was far more fearful than the carious mouth. So his friends and colleagues learned 

to live with the ebb and flow of the smell, as unpredictable as a roulette wheel” (emphasis 

added, 37). After these unsuccessful attempts. Dinshawji also stops feeling embarrassed 

about his halitosis as he recognizes the deleterious potential of his stomach cancer that 

has been slowly breaking boundaries and eating away his body. 

But, it isn’t until the embarrassing encounter between him and Gustad when 

Gustad gets angry at his “chronically carious mouth” for leaking their utmost-secret of 

money embezzlement to Laurie Coutino, that Dinshawji feels exposed and retreats into 

partial silence to regain control on his mouth. Despite the “anxiety” caused to Gustad by 

Dinshawji’s act of leaking out the information, Gustad doesn’t threaten him with violence 

which is contradictory to his behavior with Tehmul where he intimidates him with violent 

consequences if he ever leaks out the information about money to anybody. Instead, in 

this case, Gustad blames himself and feels ‘awful’ for “confiscating [Dinshawji’s] mask” 

and accelerating his physical decline. Gustad becomes more tolerant and more 

compassionate towards his dying friend, prays for him every morning and even offers a 

full human-body- shaped wax candle to the church of Mount Mary. Not only this, 
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Dilnavaz, who wasn’t too fond of Dinshawji in the beginning, also becomes more 

sympathetic towards him in his later stages of life as she learns about his debilitating 

disease. Dinshawji is no more associated with his leaking foul breath. Rather, as Valerie 

Narayana illustrates, a “punitive value” is attached to his illness and the simple metaphor 

of ‘disease-as-a-punishment’ is complicated with the “guilt-invested vision of things” 

(128-129). When Dinshawji eventually dies, “the subjective and constructive nature of 

guilt is made apparent when the subtext of Gustad’s absolution –implied by the 

subversion of causal links –becomes text through the voice of Dilnavaz” (129, emphasis 

in original): 

She touched his shoulder gently. “You tried your best. It’s not your fault.” 

Her attempt to comfort struck like the arrowhead of an accusation. He thought of the illegal 

deposits, of Laurie’s complaint, and then Dinshawji’s silence. It was my fault. Everything changed when 

Dinshu became quiet. I silenced him. (235) 

A similar compassionate attitude and sympathetic reaction juxtaposed with guilt 

and self-blame is constructed in the sudden illness of Roshan that also starts with 

uncontrollable bouts of loose-motions which is later diagnosed as colitis by Dr. 

Paymaster. Roshan’s frequent visits to the toilet are not seen as unhygienic or disgusting 

but her exacerbating health push the desperate parents to look beyond the modern 

medical treatment. Dilnavaz believes it to be an evil-eye on her family and increases the 

force of her spell on Tehmul, while Gustad offers a wax-human-torso candle to the 

church of Mother Mary for his daughter’s speedy recovery. 

Extending the politics of fluidity and potential leakage to the novel’s most 

dominant “visual image” –the black stone wall surrounding the Khodadad building – 

Mistry zooms on its ultimate abjection and permeability that becomes symbolic at 
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multiple levels (Gabriel 38). While the wall literally defines the boundaries of the 

exclusive residential building of the Parsis, it also becomes a symbol of their social 

isolation from the rest of the Bombay. We soon learn that the wall is of paramount 

importance to the building dwellers, and to Gustad in particular, as it provides them the 

much needed privacy from the “non-Parsi eyes” while they prayed. However, it soon 

transforms into a site of abjection and repulsion as urban dwellers urinate against it. The 

wall is unable to contain the amount of piss sprayed across it everyday and the stink leaks 

through its pores into the houses of the residents of Khodadad building bringing with it a 

scourge of mosquitoes and threat of mosquito-borne maladies. The wall that was seen as 

a protective boundary has now metamorphosed into a contaminating and unbearably 

disgusting structure that poses serious harm to the health and cleanliness of the dwellers 

of Khodadad building. Every time Gustad breathes in its mephitic exhalations, he gets 

frustrated and feels violated by the undesired stench. The municipality proposal to 

demolish the wall in order to widen the road evokes Gustad’s “topophilic sentiments”10 

and make him more desperate to seek a solution to save it (Molnár 36). Gustad finds a 

pavement artist who would paint the wall with different Gods and Goddesses, prophets, 

saints, and other religious figures and symbols and voila the “profane wall turns into a 

sacred place of worship” (Genetsch 152). The stench mitigates but the municipality’s 

threat of breaking it continues. For if the body, as Mary Douglas suggests, is “a model 

which can stand for any bounded system. Its boundaries can represent any boundaries 

which are threatened or precarious” (116), the porous black stone wall facing an 

inevitable demolition becomes a trope of the “threatening instability of any boundary” 

(Harradine 74). 
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It comes as no surprise then, as the narrative moves forward, the theme of 

abjection becomes overwhelmingly unbearable only to invade and disrupt the order of the 

imaginary and literary boundaries. A large protesting march is staged by the people of the 

neighborhood against “overflowing sewers, broken water-pipes, pot-holed pavements, 

rodent invasions, bribe-extracting public servants, uncollected hills of garbage, open 

manholes, shattered street lights –in short against the general decay and corruption of 

cogs that turned the wheels of city life” (312). The apocalyptic eruption of the abject 

from random leaking pipes, cracks, holes, crevices and openings and its dissolution with 

the clean space of the city not just creates a fluid third space that foregrounds the 

vulnerability and difficulty of containing boundaries, but also turns into a dystopian 

allegory of Parsi community’s mysophobia. 

And it is in this physical disruption that other bodily boundaries also shatter in the 

climax scene of the novel. The scene starts with role-reversal where excited Tehmul steps 

outside the building compound while Gustad remains inside the compound during the 

mass protest staged by an angry mob of citizens against the city’s Municipality. Amidst 

the ongoing violence on the road, a “brick sail[s] towards Tehmul, and he [is] deaf to the 

world…Tehmul hobble[s] to catch the brick. And, as always, his twisted body let[s] him 

down. The brick [catches] him on the forehead, and Gustad hear[s] the crack. Tehmul 

drop[s] without a sound, his figure folding gracefully. The dance [is] over. For a moment 

Gustad [stands] paralysed” (333). In an ironic swap of positions, Gustad “stands 

paralyzed” and can only ‘hear the crack’ while Tehmul’s ends his ‘grotesque 

performance’ ‘gracefully’ (335). Taking his last breath in Gustad’s arms, Tehmul utters 

his final words, “Gustad. Thank you, Gustad” and succumbs to the excessive blood loss 
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from his body (334). As Tehmul’s body bleeds uncontrollably in his final moments, his 

body fluids “attest[s] to the permeability of the body, its necessary dependence on the 

outside, its liability to collapse into this outside…to the perilous divisions between the 

body’s inside and its outside” (Grosz 193). While Gustad is too shocked to fear being 

‘contaminated’ by Tehmul’s dead-but-still-warm body anymore, he finds it “intolerably 

offensive” that his neighbors were already making plans to dispose Tehmul’s corpse 

(334). The Parsi death-rituals and Zoroastrian purity laws “put a strict ban on any contact 

between the dead and living beings” as the Videvdad and Persian Rivayats consider a 

dead body to be the “most polluting element that must be kept away from clean 

substances, and particularly from such pure spheres as water, earth or fire (Zykov 287-

288). Since a ruvaan (dead body) in Zoroastrianism is believed to be the source of 

“greatest pollution,” the one that is still leaking blood profusely in its death is seen even 

more dangerous and “highly infectious” that should only be touched by “professional 

undertakers and corpse-bearers” (Boyce 44).11 Tehmul’s dead leaking-body elicits 

theological references to khrafstras – a term in Zoroastrianism that refers to all creatures 

which are “harmful or repulsive to man, from beasts of prey down to scorpion, wasp or 

ugly toad, [and are] regarded as part of Angra Mainyu’s [the destructive evil spirit in 

Zoroastrianism that is considered to be Ahura Mazda’s (the holiest Godly spirt 

worshipped in Zoroastrianism)] counter creation and therefore unclean” (Boyce 44). 

Even for Julia Kristeva, ‘the corpse’ becomes the ultimate reminder of our own abjection 

and materiality as it literalizes the collapse of the distinction between subject and object 

or between Self and Other: 

“the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, is a border that has encroached upon everything. It is no 

longer I who expel, “I” is expelled. The border has become an object… The corpse, seen without God and 
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outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life. Abject. It is something rejected from 

which one does not part, from which one does not protect oneself as from an object. Imaginary uncanniness 

and real threat, it beckons to us and ends up engulfing us. It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that 

causes abjection but what disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. 

The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” (Kristeva 3-4) 

Tehmul, consequently, in his death “falls beyond the limit” and disrupts the 

righteous boundaries of “clean and proper” bodies (Kristeva 3). While his neighbors want 

to move his corpse away from the main entrance of the Khodadad building, they find the 

task of carrying his “heavy” body two flights up to his apartment ‘daunting’ (334). 

Appalled and angry to witness such behavior of his neighbors, Gustad cradles Tehmul’s 

dead body single handedly and walks the length of the compound “without any trace of 

his limp or without a fumble …[striding] …without faltering, as though he and Tehmul 

[are] all alone,” evoking the mythological imagery of Saoshyant12, who in Zoroastrian 

eschatology is the final savior of the world and quencher of its evil. It is perhaps, in 

Tehmul’s death that the “disturbing distance” between the Self/Other not just vanishes 

but also liberates Gustad from the containment of his own normative embodiments and 

transforms him into an ‘extraordinary’ body. Gustad not only loses his grip over his fear 

of getting ‘contaminated’ by Tehmul’s sordidness, but also touches Tehmul’s corpse and 

with a “single mighty effort” takes it to his apartment while his neighbors watch him in 

awe and disbelief. The imagery of Gustad and Tehmul amalgamating into each other is 

quite stark as Gustad leaves his privileged normative position and realigns himself not 

with the “group [of his neighbors] at the other end,” but with Tehmul –the ‘abject' Other 

(336). As Gustad climbs the metaphysical and metaphorical “stairwell” between him and 

Tehmul, his corporal fluids –sweat and tears –also lose control and merge with Tehmul’s 
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blood-soaked shirt. If as Stephanie Yorke concludes that Tehmul’s death is a matter of 

authorial convenience that “is a culmination of Tehmul’s overarching role as a revealer of 

the emotional development [emphasis added] within normative characters,” Gustad’s 

catharsis can be seen as a form of dissolution of boundaries between ‘outside’ and 

‘inside’ and a deconstruction of the normative self. His exaggerated mimicry of Tehmul’s 

leaking body in the form of uncontrollable crying is “the sign of a double articulation; a 

complex strategy of reform, regulation and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other as it 

visualizes power” (Bhabha 86). Gustad’s body, just like Tehmul, is now not just 

“vulnerable and permeable” in its emotional release but also repositions itself in a “third 

state of enunciation” that not only resists the hegemonic ‘control’ and ‘fixity’ of 

normative culture but also disrupts the authority of cultural and religious dogmas of 

Parsis and Zoroastrianism (Bhabha 88). 

Despite Gustad’s hard efforts to contain his body and position himself at the 

normative end of the dialectical binary of othering – the good vs. evil, the superior vs. 

inferior, the oppressor vs. the oppressed, the perfect vs. the imperfect –he realizes he is 

standing on a slippery floor and grapples with “the disturbing distance-in-between that 

constitutes the figure of [monstrous] otherness” (Bhabha 45). Unlike what Frantz Fanon 

suggested for the colonial other – “the real Other for the white man is and will continue 

to be the black man. And conversely,” the real embodied Other in itself is questionable 

here and so is the permanence of the able-bodied identity (Fanon xxxi). Projecting his 

anxieties on Tehmul and empathizing with him from a commonly shared space of 

vulnerability, Gustad struggles to hold on to his end of the Self/Other binary and 

succumbs to the “vulnerability of self-becoming” (Shildrick 2001: 81). He glides and 
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transgresses the “Manichaean boundaries,” occupying more than two or as Bhabha says 

even three or more positions (61). And it is this “overlapping space between the fading of 

identity” (Bhabha 56) that “opens up a margin of interrogation that causes a subversive 

slippage of identity and authority” (63). Hence, even if Mistry initially assigns Tehmul 

and Gustad, as Mitchell and Snyder suggests, a “programmatic (even deterministic) 

identity” (50), “the textual stumbling” occurs and “the restless dialectical of 

representation…unmoor [them] from the programmatic location and place [them] 

elsewhere”13 (Quayson 25-27) –possibly as Bhabha suggests in the “third dimension.” 

And it is these “‘in-between’ spaces [that] provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of 

selfhood - singular or communal - that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites 

of collaboration, and contestation” (Bhabha 1-2). 

With the collapse of boundaries between self and the other, the functionality of 

Tehmul’s abjection extends beyond producing disgust –it serves a “cathartic function” in 

the novel (Johnson 162). To honor Tehmul in his death, Gustad chants Parsi death ritual 

prayers, Yatha Ahu Varyo five times and Ashem Vahoo three times, and choses Tehmul’s 

semen infused pyjamas (the ones that he had previously rejected fiercely) to cover his 

head for the prayers. Gustad is unable to control his tears as they run down his cheeks 

evoking a symbolic imagery of the Parsi death-ritual of purgation where Gustad’s 

intractable tears become a metaphor for water or gaomez (unconsecrated cow’s urine) 

that is used for “cleansing and purifying” the deceased body by close relatives before the 

arrival of the hearses. In Grosz words, “tears carry with them none of the disgust 

associated with the cloudiness of pus, the chunkiness of vomit, the stickiness of 

menstrual blood. Acquiring a social representation as a clean fluid, as waterlike, 
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transparent, purifying, tears take on a different psychological and sociological status than 

the polluting fluids that dirty the body” (195). As the fear of ‘contamination’ disappears, 

the pent-up tears that were initially perceived as a sign of weakness and femininity by 

Gustad ironically become a “connective tissue” that initiate the “symbolic interaction” 

that dismantle the dichotomous construction of identity and prevent either Gustad and 

Tehmul “from settling into primordial polarities” (Bhabha 3). 

As the black stone wall literally gets collapsed, it also destroys the veil of 

isolation and exclusivity for the Parsi residents of Khodadad building and becomes a 

symbol of decolonization as well as a reminder to move on. The demolition ground 

becomes a liminal space of permeation and amalgamation of these broken identities and 

offers a chance to assimilate into the national body. Gustad finally takes down the 

blackout paper from his windows and “as the first sheet tore away, a frightened moth 

flew out and circled the room” (339). 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER  1 

1. Zoroastrianism believes in the dualism of good and evil. While most religions believe in the 

concept of good and evil, Zoroastrianism believe that one can’t exist without the other –both 

cosmically and morally. According to the teachings of prophet Zarathustra, the universe is locked 

in an ongoing battle between Ahura Mazda (good) and Angra Mainyu (bad). While Ahura Mazda 

is considered to be the force of creation, it is constantly challenged by the destructive force of 

Angra Mainyu. Zoroastrianism teaches that good and evil exist side by side even in mankind, but 

ultimately the good will always triumph over the evil. 

2. Commenting on such “ab/normal” dichotomy of corporeal identifications that stigmatize people 

based on a single attribute, Rosemarie Garland Thomson argues, “although actual impairments 

usually affect particular body parts or physical functions, one specific difference classifies an 

entire person “disabled” even though the rest of the body and its functions remain “normal.” 

According to this totalizing “master status,” the deviant characteristic overwhelms all of a person’s 

other, unmarked aspects. Categories of cultural otherness thus reduce individuals to particular 

identifying traits, rendering a multifaceted individual a “black,” a “gay,” or one of the “disabled” 

(34). 

3. The social model of disability, as argued by many scholars, disables impaired people by creating a 

social environment that stigmatizes and leaves them with limited life-choices. Thus, even if a 

person with a minor disability is capable of doing things, the social environment with its 

prejudices and preconceived notion marginalizes that person. The medical model, on the other 

hand, focuses on fixing or suspending “disability” by medical treatment –it looks at what is wrong 

with the person rather than what he/she needs. 

4. Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s neologistic term “Normate” is widely accepted and used in the 

Disability Studies discourse, especially in the social constructed dichotomies of self and other. She 

defines normate as “the constructed identity of those who, by way of the bodily configurations and 

cultural capital they assume, can step into a position of authority and wield the power it grants 

them” (8). For more information of this term and usage, see pp 8-12 of Extraordinary Bodies: 

Figuring Physical Disability in American Culture and Literature (1997). 

5. As Homi Bhabha suggests, “the work of hegemony is itself the process of iteration and 

differentiation [which] depends on the production of alternative or antagonistic images that are 

always produced side by side and in competition with each other. It is this side-by-side nature, this 

partial presence, of metonymy of antagonism, and its effective significations, that give meaning … 
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to a politics of struggle as the struggle of identifications and the war of positions” (29; emphasis in 

original). 

6. See Tanya Luhrmann’s The Good Parsi: The Fate of a Colonial Elite in a Postcolonial Society for 

more information on Parsi colonial propaganda on “Parsi masculinity” that promoted their genetic 

superiority and purity over other Indian communities by highlighting the robust and healthy bodies 

of Parsi men. 

7. Many critics like N.L. Eiesland, Rosemarie Garland Thomson identify theological and biblical 

theme of disability and its relationship with sin. It is not just the western culture, the eastern 

religions also observe diseased and disabled body as a punishment and something to be kept 

separated from the ‘normate.’ See s De Jong’s analysis on the Zoroastrian customs for diseased 

and disabled bodies (pp 240-243 and 444-445). Also see John R. Hinnells’ “Health and suffering 

in Zoroastrianism” for early and ancient Zoroastrian beliefs on the topic. Miles even discusses the 

dream mentioned in Zoroastrian scriptures of the ‘perfect world’ with no disabled people (pp 1-

16). Anita Ghai also discusses the theoretical understanding of disability in cultures of India and 

its perception to be a deserving punishment for the misdeeds and sins of the current or the past life 

or family, See pp 270-272 (2012). 

8. Shaun Grech, in his essay “Decolonising Eurocentric disability studies: why colonialism matters 

in the disability and global south debate,” argues how systematic corporal violence became an 

effective technique to colonize and mark the Other. 

9. Gustad’s wife, Dilnavaz, also washed her hands thoroughly to wash away the “germs” that she 

may have acquired after holding Tehmul’s toes and fingers for her voodoo experiment. 

10. Molnár paraphrases Tuan’s concept of Topophilia and quotes him: ““Topophilia takes many forms 

and varies greatly in emotional range and intensity. It is a start to describe what they are: [...] the 

sensual delight of physical contact; the fondness for place because it is familiar, because it is home 

and incarnates the past, because it evokes pride of ownership or of creation [...]” (247)” (37). 

11. Explaining Zoroastrian death rituals in details, Whitny Bruan notes: “Zoroastrians believe that 

when death occurs Nasus or Druje-Nasus the she-demon of decay invades the corpse making it 

Riman – polluted, diseased, infected. The body becomes the ultimate medium of pollution and 

decay or Nasa, meaning, “dead matter”. The more righteous the person the more aggressively the 

Druje-Nasus attacks the body, thus Zoroastrians believe it necessary to avoid touching the body of 

the deceased to protect themselves from disease and infection” (30). 
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12. See Mary Boyles’s Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices for more information on 

the Zoroastrian belief in a World Savior who is believed to come before the end of the world who 

will bring about a final rebirth of the world in which dead will be revived. 

13. In his book Aesthetic Nervousness, Ato Quayson discusses nine typologies of representation of 

disability in literature. He argues literary disability representations to be not “undergirded 

exclusively by the binary opposition of normal/abnormal, but by the dialectical interplay between 

unacknowledged social assumptions and the reminders of contingency as reflected in the body of 

the disabled person” (21). Quayson’s analysis provides a contrasting examination into the 

representation of disability to Mitchell and Snyder’s model of disability as narrative prosthesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

From Moustaches to Eyelashes: Trying to Grow and the Crisis of Parsi 
Postcolonial Masculinity 

Where have the great men of the last two centuries gone? Are the Parsis deteriorating? How often that 
question is dinned into our ears and how often it is as vehemently affirmed as denied! 

Sapur Faredun Desai, 1940. 

Standing at the dark house of my dreams… 
Like a fire temple I hoard my inner fires 

Hoard my semen, brown with inbreeding. Genetic rust? 

Death hums over the wires: what affects the spawn 
Is rickets, polio, a drug gone rogue. Daughters 

Walk out on the tribe… 

A Parsi carries his hell. 
Keki Daruwalla, 1982. 

With its endemic investment in racism and gender, postcolonial literature is embedded 

with scenes and examples of racial encounters and gender oppression. One of the famous, 

and perhaps, the most cited, scenes of racial encounter is from Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin 

White Masks where Fanon witnesses a terrified reaction of a white child to his black skin 

– “Look a Negro…Mamma, see the Negro! I’m frightened” (xxix). This scene is 

ubiquitously mentioned in nearly all kinds of interdisciplinary writings that focus on 

identity-crisis where staring is employed as a tool for domination and stigmatization. 

Fanon’s unique background gives us an insight into the paradox of internalization of 

stereotypes and complexes that have a lasting effect on one’s perception of identity and 

feelings about the self and the other. For Fanon, racial identity is affected by a multitude 

of sociopolitical, economic, historical and various other factors, but it is the hegemonic 

“white gaze” that ‘fixes’ him in his blackness and internalizes the feelings of “shame and 

self-contempt” (87-88). Fanon concludes, “For the black man there is only one destiny. 

And it is white” (4). 
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Fanon’s predicament of losing oneself in the colonizer’s culture only to 

eventually fill oneself with a sense of worthlessness, loss and identity-crisis is also 

discussed in the work of Albert Memmi: “The first ambition of the colonized is to 

become equal to that splendid model [of the colonizer] and to resemble him to the point 

of disappearing in him” (Memmi 120). Agreeing with Memmi about how the colonized 

may recognize themselves in the images and stereotypes established by the colonizer, 

Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire, contends that in the act of recognition the oppressed 

does everything they can do to distance themselves from those stereotypical images. This 

generally manifest itself in a desire to imitate the colonizer followed by joining them in 

looking down upon these stereotypical ideas about the colonized, and finally imbibing 

every aspect of their personality and culture: 

At a certain point in their existential experience the oppressed feel an irresistible attraction toward 

the oppressor and his way of life. Sharing this way of life becomes an overpowering aspiration. In their 

alienation, the oppressed want at any cost to resemble the oppressor, to imitate him, to follow him. (Friere, 

49) 

The central assumption shared by all these three writers on the disillusionment 

and identity-crisis caused by the internalized racism has become a perpetual theme for 

critical evaluation in postcolonial theory. Although identity and agency are pertinent to 

postcolonial theories as an extension to its preoccupation with bodies, the critical work on 

how subjectivities are shaped by class, caste, gender, religion, and culture still hasn’t 

developed much. Despite being central to postcolonial analysis, the main focus of debates 

on Gender, as argued by Stephanie Newell, “since the 1980s is the construction of 

women rather than the gender per se” (244). The cause of Third World women, 

particularly their oppression and representation, has still seen some exposure in 
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postcolonial criticism, but postcolonial men and their masculinity is widely left out in the 

its criticism on Gender. Identifying the relation between ““gender” and nation” as the one 

between ““woman” and nation,” Kavita Daiya, too questions the absence of men and 

their masculinity in the construction of postcolonial gender and “articulation of 

nationalism” (web). Bridging this gap, some recent literary works, as noted by Newell, of 

scholars like “Anne McClintock, Mrinalini Sinha, Joseph Bristow, and others” focus on 

“attitudes towards manhood, effeminacy, and emasculation [as] essential to our 

understanding of imperial cultural encounters and the ways in which indigenous societies 

were interpreted in the colonial period” (244-245). However, as Derek Stanovsky argues, 

“it is an illegitimate shortcut to construe the constructions of race and of masculinity as 

being the results of separate and disconnected systems of power, and it is also illegitimate 

to see them as necessarily following the same trajectories. Instead, it is the interlocking 

and mutual articulation of race by sex and sex by race that works to create and produce 

the subject of postcolonial masculinity” (1). Of the many apposite factors that are crucial 

in determining the masculine identity, the embodied performances of masculinity and its 

negotiation with the concept of ‘normalcy’ are some of the most overlooked aspects that 

shape postcolonial manhood. 

While the representations of ‘masculinities’ in postcolonial societies are burdened 

by their colonial encounters; the long precolonial cultural history, gender roles and 

material embodiments further complicate the understanding of postcolonial (masculine) 

identity. One such ethnic community that is struggling with its postcolonial reality of 

gendered, sexual and somatic embodiments is –the Parsi community of India. Being a 

colonial elite as well as a displaced community that came to the shores of India during the 
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eighth century, the manifestations and progression of the idea of cultural identity in 

general, and “masculinity” in particular, among the Parsi community has not just evolved 

convolutedly but also left the community doubly isolated and demented in postcolonial 

India. While it may be safe to say, that wealthy businessmen like urban Parsis, did not 

technically qualify as the “oppressed” subjects of the Empire, but like many other 

colonial elites, the Parsis also internalized the complexes and racism of British 

colonialism and strived towards an assimilated and adopted identity that was an 

amalgamation of hierarchized traits of British and Persian model. 

This chapter engages in a critical analysis of the semi-autobiographical novel, 

Trying to Grow (1991), of the noted Parsi author –Firdaus Kanga who is both disabled 

and homosexual, through the interdisciplinary lens of postcolonial theory, 

psychoanalysis, gender studies and disability studies. By engaging in a semi-

autobiographical narrative of growing up with a visible congenital disability in a 

postcolonial Parsi household, Kanga mounts a critique of the hegemonic masculine 

notions of “compulsory able-bodiedness and compulsory heterosexuality” that disable, 

effeminize and asexualize the visibly impaired bodies (McRuer). Drawing on Judith 

Butler’s queer theory, Robert McRuer suggests that while able-bodied identity and 

heterosexual identity are deeply intertwined, they are “linked in their mutual 

impossibility and in their mutual incomprehensibility” (9). Proceeding from this analysis, 

Firdaus Kanga’s narrative contests these “heteronormative epiphanies” which are 

“repeatedly, and often necessarily, able-bodied ” by delineating a narrative from 

‘alternate perspective’ where the ‘heterosexual normalcy’ of other characters’ act as 

prosthesis for the epiphanies of his disabled-gay protagonist (McRuer 13). 
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I argue to read Trying to Grow as a critical work of scholarship for its 

groundbreaking subject matter that not just documents the gender implications of these 

imperial constructions on postcolonial masculine model with a particular focus on the 

colonial elitist Parsi community of India, but also highlights the predicament of being 

disabled and homosexual in a deeply homophobic and religious Parsi community that is 

absolutely vested in the sexual and physical health of its young people and relies on them 

for saving the community from going extinct. While the novel is a coming of age semi-

autobiographical narrative of the author, Firdaus Kanga, it is deeply political in nature 

and also becomes a story of resistance and liberation. If as Sartre argues, “the European 

has only been able to become a man through creating slaves and monsters” (web), Kanga 

suggests the decolonization of postcolonial masculinities that still bears the vestigial 

traces of the colonial model as the only solution to reshape neo-post-colonial hybrid 

identities. Given the hegemonic power of the heteronormative “normalizing gaze” to 

identify, effeminize and position the Other to oppressive liminal spaces (Foucault), the 

novel explores the reversed power-dynamics when the Other stares back with a “speaking 

eye” that becomes the “depository and source of clarity,” as well as a source of power 

(Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic xiii). 

In her excellent ethnographic study on the Parsi community in Bombay in the late 

eighties and early nineties, The Good Parsi: The Fate of a Colonial Elite in a 

Postcolonial Society, Tanya Luhrmann expands on the subject of “masculinity” that has 

left the postcolonial Parsi community more isolated, and further divided after the 

departure of British Colonizers. While, as Luhrmann illustrates, the Parsi colonial elites, 

like many other colonial elites, were attracted towards British notions of rationality, 
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progressiveness and, in particular, masculinity, being an immigrant community in India 

themselves the Parsis were still divided on their loyalty to their refuge country despite 

living there for many hundred years. The community’s strong emphasis on the “purity of 

race” further isolated them and instilled a sense of identity-crisis in the community which 

further aggravated during British colonialism. Seeing British as an anchor, the Parsis 

“modeled themselves upon the colonizers … and from it followed a cultural collusion... 

which saw the British as the agent of change, which accepted a masculinized ethos of 

aggressive but gentlemanly competition and which took the existence of British 

domination as proof of the masculine superiority that elite Indians should emulate. Elite 

Indians, of whom Parsis are only one but a remarkable example, shaped their ideals and 

sensibilities and the ideals and sensibilities of their children upon the canons of English 

colonial culture: its literature, its sociability, its competitive athletics, its pianos and lace 

and fitted suits, but also dismissal of their countrymen as effeminate, traditional, and 

lowly” (9). During the process of self-identification with the “British colonial self-

representation [which] depicted the colonizers as manly, rational, and progressive, as 

against effeminate, irrational and backward Indians” the Parsis also modeled their 

masculinity around their community’s “genetic purity” encouraging inbreeding and 

compulsory heterosexuality (Luhrmann viii). 

As the stereotype of ‘the effeminate Hindu’–somebody who was both physically 

and mentally weak –became a perpetual and constant ideology for the British colonizing 

mission (Nandy 1993; Sinha 1995; Krishnaswamy 1998) and even influenced the 

bureaucratic division of Indian races into ‘martial’ (manly, virile, referred mostly to 

Muslims, Rajputs, Punjabis, Marathas, Gurkhas, Pathans) and ‘non-martial’ (effeminate, 
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weak, mostly referred to Hindus from Bengal) races, it became all the more necessary for 

the urban Parsi men to distinguish themselves from other Indian races, especially from 

the “effeminate Bengali babus” who were also learning English and acquiring the 

anglophilic tastes. Inspired by the British notion of ‘superior masculinity,’ the 

propaganda of Parsi masculinity mushroomed during British colonization to popularize 

their “superior genes” and worth over their Indian counterparts (Luhrmann 97). Invoking 

the greatness and bravery of their Persian ancestors and describing themselves as 

“enterprising, courageous, industrious and self-sacrificing people,” the Parsi masculinity 

heavily relied on the physical build up of its men who were visibly light-skinned than 

other Indian men and propagated to be “stern, tough, built like a fighter, and moreover in 

the right…also unshakably polite…more of an English gentleman than the English 

gentlemen themselves” (Luhrmann 97, 118). As a result, sports and physical activities 

became synonymous with Parsi machoism and the notion was widely circulated and 

glorified among and beyond the community (Darukhanawala 1935; Luhrmann 1996; 

Palsetia 2001).1 

Drawing upon their ancestral Persian warrior-like spirit and assimilating into the 

westernized notion of fitness and athletics, the urbanized Parsis adopted the western 

sports like cricket, weight-lifting, cycling, polo, swimming, hunting etc. that escalated the 

hegemony of heteronormative able-bodiedness. Integrating this idealized notion of 

masculinity with the purism of Zoroastrianism, that associate all diseased, disabled and 

leaking bodies as part of Angra Mainyu’s [the destructive evil spirit in Zoroastrianism 

that is considered to be Ahura Mazda’s (the holiest Godly spirt worshipped in 

Zoroastrianism)] counter creation and therefore unclean” (Boyce 44), an unprecedented 
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sense of masculine identity emerged among the colonial urban Parsis that popularized the 

genetic and “racial superiority” of their bodies and inadvertently placed the future 

generations of Parsis under a tremendous pressure (Luhrmann 120). 

However, this anglicized version of Parsi masculinity felt out of place as the 

winds shifted in postcolonial India that fought her independence struggle under the 

leadership of people like Mahatama Gandhi or Saradar Patel who based their campaign 

for complete freedom from British on Boycott (anything videshi -foreign) and Quit India 

movements. While the population of India exploded post independence, “the Parsis’ 

count peaked at around 114,000 people in 1941.Though the Parsis never accounted for 

more than half a percent of India’s population, today, only about 60,000 members of their 

community remain. Approximately half are older than 60, and most couples have one or 

no children. Demographers predict that population will halve again by 2050” (Murphy). 

A 2011 study by the Harvard University found that the reason for this decline in the Parsi 

community is an abysmally low total fertility rate of 0.89 children per couple on an 

average. Given the current rate of decline in community’s fertility rate, “the demographic 

trends project that by 2020, there will only be 23,000 Parsis left in India which will take 

away their community tag and label them as tribals” (“Navroz: Here are” 2017). This 

dwindling fertility rate in the community is seen as a direct attack on Parsi masculinity 

and has been a perpetual source of collective shame and failure of modern Parsi men. 

Consequently, the bodies that do not conform to the “ideal” traits of Parsi masculinity are 

usually described using disability metaphors or in negative binaries. While the colonial 

period attributed traits like gentlemanly manners, physical strength and burly bodies to 

Parsi Masculinity, the Parsis in postcolonial period mourn the loss and decay of these 
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“almost-English attributes” amongst the younger generation (Luhrmann 126). A majority 

of older Parsi population, according to Tanya Luhrmann, allegedly blame the “corrupted 

genes,” diseased and disabled bodies, impotency and homosexuality as some of the 

factors for this low fertility rate, and often describe young Parsi men with derogatory 

terms like -gay, incapable, effeminate, mamma’s boy, spineless, unambitious, impotent, 

pathetic, emasculated, sissy, pussy, or even “genetically rotten” (126). 

I spent some of my second visit to India casually asking Parsis if this criticism of the young men 

had any truth. I was disconcerted by the frequency with which Parsis confidently affirmed it. This vision of 

spineless young men is by no means confined to letters-to-editor writers and frustrated single women. It is 

as widespread and ingrained as the account of the community failure; indeed it is part of that account, used 

to explain why the community will no longer reach great heights. Most Parsis, particularly if they were 

middle aged or older said yes, that it was true; there were of course the dynamic boys, but such boys always 

emigrated to America. Several young men affirmed the validity of the stereotype (for other young men) and 

young women went to some lengths to explain its appropriateness… “I never date Parsi boys” one Parsi 

teenager told me. “They’re so effeminate. Didn’t you know that lots of Parsi boys are gay?” (Luhrmann, 

132). 

If the idea of “healthy” bodies is so pertinent to the construction of Parsi 

masculinity, how do the community’s heteronormative models of masculinity affect its 

disabled men who have to not only compete against the able-bodied men but also 

negotiate their masculine and sexual identity under the looming pressure to reproduce and 

inbreed? What role does Zoroastrianism play in the construction of the ideal Parsi 

masculine and heteronormative modes that imagines a utopian world where “there shall 

be no humpbacked, none bulged forward there; no impotent, no lunatic; no one 

malicious, no liar; no one spiteful, none jealous; no one with decayed tooth, no leprous to 

be pent up” (Darmesteter 17)? The postcolonial anxiety of Parsi masculinity narrowly 

focuses on the sexuality of its young men. From vehemently suspecting their younger 

men to being gay, many community members also believe their younger men to be 
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impotent or carriers of inferior genes. Initially suspecting the term “impotent” to be used 

as a “trope of decay” by its members, Luhrmann was surprised to see it being used 

genuinely by many Parsis (132).2 According to Zend Avesta, the holy book of 

Zoroastrians, homosexuality is considered a “trespass for which there is no atonement, 

for ever and ever” and the one practicing it is considered to be “a Daêva [devil]”3 

(Darmesteter 103-104). Unfortunately, the disparaging views on homosexuality and 

impotency have only expanded as time goes by among the Parsi community because of 

the sharp decline in the Parsi population all across the globe. This has gotten its members 

desperate and worried more than ever in the recent times. 

Although the postcolonial period witnessed several campaigns and propagandist 

advertisements funded by many Parsi trusts to glorify inbreeding and heteronormative 

sex among its members, the community places high hopes to save their “genetic purity” 

in their latest “Jiyo Parsi” population-expanding scheme supported by the government of 

India with an outrageous funding of hundred million rupees. Launched in 2013 under the 

leadership of Dr. Shernaz Cama, the “Jiyo Parsi” scheme, literally translates to “Long-

live Parsi,” provides financial aid and counseling for heterosexual Parsi couples who are 

struggling with infertility. The scheme aims to encourage inbreeding and heterosexuality 

among the Parsis and has received a considerable backlash on its advertisement posters 

that many of its youngsters find “tacky” and “regressive”. While the 2013 posters of the 

“Jiyo Parsi” campaign call out its young men “to break up from their mothers” or urging 

them to “be responsible by not using condoms”, the 2017 revival campaign is not much 

different in its tone to shame and call out its younger generation for their sexual 

orientations and choices (Arzan). For a community that sees sexual reproduction 
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equivalent to the measure of a man’s masculinity, any sort of sexual ‘deviancy’ from the 

‘normal’ or the thought of ‘non-normate’ bodies indulging in sexual culture is 

unacceptable, and therefore it is no surprise that the campaign posters do not feature any 

visibly disabled or gay models. 

Firdaus Kanga was born in 1959 in Bombay with a visible congenital disability 

and later migrated to Britain in 1989 to pursue his career in writing. Trying to Grow is a 

semi-autobiographical narrative of the growing up years of Daryus Kotwal from his birth 

to youth in an anglicized upper-middle class Parsi household set against the backdrop of 

India’s political turbulence of three national wars followed by the dark period of the early 

1970s. The ambiguity present in the title of the novel, Trying to Grow opens up the 

pathway for reading the text itself as a reaction to and subversion of the culture of 

enforced masculinity. Where on the one hand, the novel reflects on the journey of the 

disabled narrator who is learning to grow as an independent young man breaking away 

from the protective shackles of his family, the title of the novel also summarizes his 

disabled sexual life that is negotiating its autonomy under the homophobic and 

conservative outlook of the Parsi community. Incidentally, just like Daryus, the Parsi 

community is also desperately trying to grow its numbers and maintain its purity amidst 

the looming crisis of low-fertility rates among the younger generation. Daryus is born 

with a rare medical condition called –Osteogenesis Imperfecta, which leads to brittle 

bones and a stunted growth. As a result, his family nick names him ‘Brit’, a name that 

also helps feed their nostalgia for the British Empire. However, despite being a modern 

anglicized Parsi family, the Kotwals are religious and believe in the purity laws of 

Zoroastrianism. 
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Although Brit’s disability may appear as a cliché textual analysis of disabled child 

characters in postcolonial novels that work as prosthesis to build narratives around the 

trope of “disabled child-nation” (Barker 7), the semi-autobiographical account of the 

disabled author marks disability more than a trope for the consequential ‘abandoned’ 

condition of the newly independent India. Thus, even if the novel is constructed in the 

backdrop of wars and pre-emergency period, the narrative refrains from venturing outside 

the Parsi households or providing an alternate socio-political commentary on the state of 

nation. Kanga, instead, concentrates on another pressing socio-political struggle– it is of 

his protagonist’s (disabled) sexuality and masculinity –that is either deemed too frivolous 

to be a major postcolonial issue or labeled as a cultural taboo to be discussed overtly 

within the communities. Brit, Kanga’s fictional alter-ego, not only resists the hegemonic 

able-bodied heteronormative aristocratic masculine model but also negotiates his political 

identity by occupying the liminal space between the dichotomies of hetero/homo, 

subject/object, self/other, normate/disabled, masculine/feminine, colonial/postcolonial 

and most importantly, starer/staree. 

A visibly disabled body willingly or unwillingly/ actively or passively become a 

participant in the staring ritual as soon as it steps out in the realms of public spaces. 

While this ‘interactive process’ mark the disabled bodies as unusual, it may also “be used 

to enforce social hierarchies… conferring subordination on a staree and ascendency on a 

starer” (Garland-Thomson 2000:40). When normative stares construct the disabled 

identity they may also enforce the notion of inferior embodiments and lack of something 

in the disabled bodies leading them to feel humiliated, uncomfortable and ashamed of 

their ‘freakish’ embodiments. In Michelle M. Lelwica’s words, “This way of seeing 
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teaches us to distinguish between “right” and “wrong” bodies … Based on the moral-

scientific-aesthetic taxonomy this gaze constructs, some bodies are good, healthy, and 

beautiful, while others are degenerate, sick, and ugly. The same gaze that generates awe 

and admiration of figures at the top directs dead, gawking, and pity at those at the 

bottom” (14). 

As Brit’s “visibly disabled body intrudes [the] routine visual landscape,” 

(Garland-Thomson 2009: 20) it also “summons the stare, and the stare mandates the 

story” evoking the inevitable question – “what happened to you?” (Garland-Thomson 

2000: 335). Brit starts the narrative with him being at eight years of age accompanying 

his father on his way to see a holy man who allegedly could cure Brit of his disability. As 

expected, Brit’s unusual body, in the bus, “disrupt[s]… the sensory field of the [fellow 

old Parsi] observer” whose stare not only compels Brit’s father to justify the purpose of 

his trip but also prompts him to describe Brit’s disability as freakish (Davis 1995: 128). 

Like a showman, Sam makes a spectacle of his “freak” son’s body, and allures the old 

Parsi passenger into looking at Brit’s ‘unusual’ transparent teeth and partaking in the 

‘guess-his-correct-age’ game. 

‘His TEETH ARE like windows,’ said Father to the old Parsee with the droopy white moustache, 

sitting next to us on the bus. ‘You can look through them –see?’ Father tried to hold open my mouth. I 

pretended my lips were sealed with lashings of Stick-Fast. 

‘A rather stubborn four year old you’ve got there,’ snorted the old man. 

‘Four year old? Guess again!’ 

‘Three?’ 

Father shook his head. ‘He’s eight,’ he said. The doctor had forgotten to tell us I was going to be a 

dwarf. I mean, I didn’t look like Sneezy or Grumpy or someone – I just forgot to grow. (Kanga 3, emphasis 

in original). 
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Despite Sam’s enthusiastic efforts to draw the fellow Parsi passenger’s attention to 

his son’s disability, it is he who is shamed by the old man for “going to some mumbo-

jumbo Baba” despite being an educated Parsi and able to speak English so well (4). 

While the first scene of the novel, as pointed out by Yorke, foregrounds Sam’s 

desperation to find a “cure” for his son’s disability as “socially anomalous” rather than 

the materiality of Brit’s disability (Diss. 201), it also frames Sam insufferably embedded 

in what Alison Kafer calls a “curative imaginary” – “an understanding of disability that 

not only expects and assumes intervention but also can not imagine or comprehend 

anything other than intervention” (27 emphasis added). Having been subjected to 

undesired stares all his life, Kanga recreates his experiences of feeling ashamed and 

inferior in various scenes in Trying to Grow where the stigmatizing gaze of the 

heteronormative ableist world “fixes” Brit in his disability. Interestingly, the narrative 

also explores Brit’s journey to becoming a “seasoned staree” himself (Garland-Thomson 

2009:87)4 and mimicking the ‘normative’ gaze to mark the “recognizable Other, as a 

subject of difference that is almost the same, but not quite the same” (Bhabha 86). 

However, in doing that, as Bhabha suggests, Brit is unable to position himself at either 

end of the binary of disabled/non-disabled, rather finds himself in a fluid liminal position 

adopting an ambivalent hybrid identity that both resists and dominates the hegemonic 

heteronormative notions of ableism, masculinity and sexuality. While imitating the 

normative gaze, Brit also mimics the anxieties and fears of the normate bodies as he feels 

scared to stare at other visibly “handicapped bodies” with their “hesitant gait and robot-

stiff movements …the lolling heads and strangulated speech…” and often wonders “if 

[he] must seem as ugly and pathetic” as them (38). Brit avoids looking into the mirrors, 
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and the only time he would do it would be when he has to brush his hair, but he makes 

sure that he doesn’t look below his eyelashes. According to Tom Shakespeare, “[M]any 

disabled men, and women, …[have] particular issues about looking [at themselves] in a 

mirror. In this context it is important to observe that disabled men often experience the 

unwanted attentions, intrusions, and stares with which non-disabled women are familiar” 

(61-62). Avoiding looking into the mirror helps Brit forget about his disability 

temporarily – “Funny, isn’t it? When someone is the way I am, you’d think he’d never 

forget it. But I do. For hours, days. Till I pass a mirror …” (183). 

This sort of stigmatization makes shame central and inextricable to the disability 

experience as many severely disfigured and disabled people, like Lucy Grealy or Nancy 

Mairs, report to feeling “ugly” and “rejected” in the beauty and body-obsessed 

contemporary culture (Bouson 163). Deducing the bearing of shame on self-identity, 

Anthony Giddens argues – “[shame] is essentially anxiety about the adequacy of the 

narrative by means of which the individual sustains a coherent biography. It originates as 

early as guilt, since it is stimulated by experiences in which feelings of inadequacy or 

humiliation are provoked –feelings that long antedate the mastery of differentiated 

language” (65). Being ashamed of that “‘visible’ aspect of self, the body,” Brit seems to 

suffer from what Helen Lewis describes as “overt” and “bypassed” shame. Giddens 

summarizes Lewis’s theory in his words as “Overt shame refers to the feelings 

experienced by a child when it is in someway humiliated by another person. [And] 

Bypassed shame is the correlate of the unacknowledged guilt: it is shame that comes from 

unconsciously experienced anxieties about inadequacies of self” (65-66). Presenting a 

counterargument to Sartrean analysis of shame, Giddens urges that one may not need an 
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audience or the Other to feel shame – “But, one might feel shame while entirely alone; 

indeed, shame may be a persistent and very deep-lying form of affect… Shame depends 

on feelings of personal insufficiency, and these can comprise a basic element of an 

individual’s psychological make-up from an early age” (65). 

As it follows, it is not just the intrusive stares from the strangers that distort Brit’s 

self-image for him; ironically, his overprotective family also consciously or 

subconsciously makes him feel ugly, incapable, and rejected. Although Sera, Brit’s 

mother, was able to put up a “brave act” at the time of Brit’s birth when she learns about 

his disability, Sam could never bring himself to accept his son’s disability and succumbs 

to his embarrassment and depression. How could Sam, the “Gregory Peck look-alike” 

and the only son of the hyper-masculine legendary Khanbahadur Kotwal who had killed 

ninety-nine tigers and looked “quite dashing in his native state togs: turban, huge 

pantaloons, muslin shirt and sleeveless jacket…[and] a moustache that [rose] lushly from 

his lips and brace of eyebrows thick enough to plait” (18) possibly produce a “genetically 

rotten” son (Luhrmann 126) who is “born with bones brittle as glass…legs [as] delicate 

as test tubes…[with] teeth [that] will break as soon as he bites into anything hard” (28)? 

Sam’s worst nightmare comes to life in a face of a perfect triangle, body not taller than 

four feet, chest like a pigeon, squeaky voice, lantern-jaw, glistening skin and long 

beautiful eyelashes – a body that is not just the antithesis of the Parsi masculinity but also 

seen as a failure of it. 

‘God, he’s going to have enough to cry about without that, Dolly,’ sighed Sam. ‘Do you know, 

he’s never going to walk. He’s going to grow up toothless, and if he’s lucky he’ll only fracture his bones a 

dozen times before he’s five. Five. Just five. Huh!’ he laughed bitterly. ‘You know what the doctor said? 

He feels pain about four times as much as normal people do.’ 

‘Sam, Brit is a normal person. He’s just got a problem. Can’t you see it that way?’ 
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‘Normal? You call everything I told you normal?’ (30) 

Sam would often wonder how Brit could stay happy despite what he has endured as a 

child and after knowing what life’s going to be like for him as a permanently disabled 

person (43). He is unable to see Brit gaining independence, competing with other “young 

men bursting with energy” for a job, or even finding any girl to marry him (93). He does 

not even hesitate to share his despair and anxieties with Brit, the subject and object of his 

grief, subliminally reinforcing the disabled identity and feelings of shame on him. Sam 

also forbids Brit to not escape his (disabled) reality and “not pretend” as if “everything’s 

all right. Because it isn’t’” (44). Sam could never embrace the paradox of fathering a 

disabled child and views Brit’s disability as his own failure to breed a genetically 

“abnormal” child and a source of his “fractured hopes” (31). With a helpless smile, he 

confesses – “Like I have never quite believed about Brit. I can’t have a son who’s a 

stunted cripple…I can’t quite believe Brit is the way he is. I keep thinking, I know it 

sounds stupid, but I keep thinking that one day the real Brit will jump out of his body; a 

Brit who’s six feet tall with long legs that he swings in long strides” (97). Like many 

parents of disabled children, Sam seems to be “suffering from loss”5 succumbing to a 

life-long depression that culminates in a suicide (Graf 206). In a way Sam appears to be 

embodying contamination himself due to his inability to produce a genetically healthy 

child and thus consistently battle with the feelings of shame and disbelief. His behavior 

stands in sharp contrast to the “brave act[s]” of his wife and daughter (195) and ironically 

makes his inability to adapt as the focus of the novel than the disability experiences of 

Brit (Yorke). 

While Sam presumes an asexual life for his disabled son, paradoxically, Sera too 
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shares her husband’s vision of a non-existent sexual life for Brit in the coming years. 

Like Sam, she also wants to keep things “real” for Brit and “crushe[s] such talk 

[pertaining to Brit’s ‘budding sexuality’] like those cockroaches in the kitchen” (42). 

According to Abby Wilkerson, young people with disabilities are often perceived as 

“asexual [who are] yet in need of protection of others,” and therefore, “regardless of 

[their] age… [they] are considered children, incapable of forming substantive life 

preferences, learning the skills necessary to negotiate sexual choices, or making 

meaningful decisions in general” (204). Despite being a progressive-educated-anglicized 

Parsi family that is not hesitant to discuss the tabooed topic of sex and sexuality with 

their kids, Sam and Sera have disparate attitudes towards their children’s sexuality. For 

example, Dolly is allowed to read Playboy magazines, is given permission to work as an 

air-hostess, expected to be a “good Parsi girl” by marrying a Parsi boy (7), and later even 

allowed to marry the Muslim boy she loves. Brit, on the other hand, is perpetually de-

infantilized and not considered as somebody worthy of having sexual feelings. There are 

no talks around him to strive towards the coveted title of the “good Parsi boy”. Even Sera 

in declaring that “romantic love” is out for Brit inevitably makes her fear of 

contamination and its transgression across generations obvious as she justifies that “osteo 

can be inherited” (82). Sera also refuses to entertain the prospect of Brit adopting a child 

as “Parsees can’t adopt” (82), she freaks out at the possibility of him being a homosexual 

when she finds him and Cyrus into each other’s embrace and announces, “Our son is a 

pervert” (175). And even though Dolly is the only member of the family that finds Brit’s 

homosexual relationship with Cyrus “fantastic,” she also sees it as a catalyst to affirm 

that “there is hope for [Brit for] … normal…straight sex” (215). 
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Criticizing the “repressive laws,” practiced by the parents, that oppress the 

“sexual culture” of the disabled children, Tobin Siebers asserts, “How strange are the 

sanctions by which parents limit in children the very sexual behaviors that give birth to 

them, as if parents wish secretly that their children had never been born and will produce 

no offspring” (2008: 154). According to Anne Finger, disabled activist and author, 

“Sexuality is often the source of our deepest oppression; it is also often the source of our 

deepest pain” (9). Abby Wilkerson also contends to recognize “sexual democracy… as a 

key political struggle not only because of the importance of the basic human right to 

sexual autonomy but also because …a group’s sexual status tends to reflect and reinforce 

its broader political and social status” (195). Interrogating the suppression of sexualities 

of disabled children by Indian parents, Anita Ghai notes: “Disabled People are 

constructed as largely asexual, encouraging the repression of their sexuality. Socialization 

for sexuality leans clearly towards the restrictive end of the continuum for young people 

in India…Anxious parents, who have devotedly cared for their disabled children, are 

often bewildered when it comes to coping with the difficulties of adolescence. They play 

safe and try to protect them for ideas and aspirations that they feel can never be fulfilled. 

This desire leads to a complete de-sexualisation of disabled children…” (2001: 34). 

In Trying to Grow, Brit interweaves the challenges of asserting his sexual 

autonomy and identity from a triply-marginalized space – he is not just disabled and 

queer but also belongs to a tiny ethnic minority of Parsis that is still burdened by the 

colonial ideals of hyper-masculinity and heteronormativity. Although the incessant 

disregard of Brit’s sexuality by people around him reflects on the embedded hegemony of 

traditional able-bodied masculinity, it also reiterates the widespread prejudices used 
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against disabled people for assuming them to be asexual or unable to produce “quality 

offspring” (Waxman-Fidducia 168-169). For a community that boasts of its “superior 

genes” and obsessively suffer from the “tangible existential fear” of the “genetic 

corruption of [its] racial purity” (Luhrmann 130, 183), disabled masculinities and non 

heterosexual practices are perceived as nothing but blasphemy. Regardless of the real 

numbers of homosexuals in the community, the younger Parsi men still bear the cross of 

community’s dwindling numbers and are called in several patronizing epithets that see 

them as weak, lazy, effeminate, and impotent. Highlighting this interrelationship between 

“compulsory able-bodiedness” and “compulsory heterosexuality”, McRuer argues to see 

them as compulsory agents that produce disability and homosexuality as not just 

interrelated but also contingent on each other (3). 

Being born with Osteogenesis Imperfecta, Brit with his –long eyelashes, smooth 

glowing skin, squeaky voice, and a short height –does not look anything like the 

popularized ideal masculine body. Nor is he seen as such by other characters. Brit is 

always seen in the female company and has no male friends until his teenage years. 

While the women around him help Brit “grow” and gain socio-economic independence, 

they also paradoxically disable and effeminize him. For example: In addition to 

asexualizing Brit, Sera also chooses an absurd term of endearment for Brit – “pussy” and 

frequently addresses him with that name. Similarly, Brit’s homophobic neighbor, Defarge 

often blames Sera for making Brit a “sissy” as he “cries like a girl” (86, 158). Jeroo, his 

aunt, on the other hand, chooses to unsee Brit while discussing her sex life: “So sorry! 

said Jeroo. ‘I forgot about your son. You understand, when I say men, I mean –men. Not 

someone like you, Brit’” (40). To these women, Brit “wasn’t a male…The magic mirrors 
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of their minds had invented a formula: osteo = sexlessness” (40). As the women around 

Brit find him “unthreatening and asexual,” Tom Shakespeare looks at this assumption as 

an example of “biological reductionism” (62). It is not new that the social experience of 

disability finds its parallel with feminism. Many disability scholars conclude disability to 

be a socially constructed identity that like feminist identity is a result of social 

marginalization and oppression. It is also not uncommon to associate disabled men with 

emasculation and effeminacy in the hegemonic able-bodied masculine culture. 

Reiterating the notion, Lenore Manderson and Susan Peake write: “Since masculinity is 

defined as able-bodied and active, the disabled man is an oxymoron. Becoming disabled 

for a man means to “cross the fence” and take on the stigmatizing constructs of the 

masculine body made feminine and soft. In contrast, being feminine and disabled are 

consistent and synergistic; the traditional notions of woman and disability converge, 

rejected in the ascription of characteristics such as innocence, vulnerability, sexually 

passivity or asexuality, dependency, and objectification” (233-234). 

Even Cyrus, despite engaging with Brit as “a mentor and a competitor” and giving 

him the confidence to compete and survive in the able-bodied world, inadvertently 

effeminizes him by comparing the experience of talking to him to be talking to a “very 

intelligent woman” (140). The string of negative epithets attached to his ‘excessive’ 

‘unmanly’ looks, behavior, expressions, and even choice of career as –too feminine, too 

weak, too intelligent, too beautiful – connotes a negativity that is associated with the 

failure of Parsi masculine model. Ashamed of his ambiguous queer traits, Brit feels 

pressurized to give an elaborate fake performance of hyper-masculinity in front of others. 

He often hides from people if he gets hurt and gives out an exaggerated manly laugh to 
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hide his blushed face or cries behind closed doors. 

Despite being devoid of ‘sexual agency’ which Wilkerson defines “not merely as the 

capacity to choose, engage in, or refuse sex acts, but as a more profound good that is in 

many ways socially based, involving not only a sense of oneself as a sexual being but 

also a larger social dimension in which others recognize and respect one’s identity” 

(195), Brit asserts one by challenging the socio-cultural construct of able-bodied 

masculinity and sexuality. Occupying the vantage position of a narrator and enabled by 

Kanga’s authorship, Brit dispels the myths and stereotypes surrounding disabled 

sexuality by sharing his sexual fantasies and experiences with his readers and making 

them an accomplice in his scopophilia by objectifying the bodies of men and women 

lustily. Brit chooses to resist the gawking shaming stares that “sculpts [his] disabled 

[body] into a grotesque spectacle” by mimicking the stare and staring back with a 

“scopophilic gaze” making a sexual spectacle of the normative bodies around him 

(Garland-Thomson 1997: 26). Through his erotic gaze, Brit projects his sexual fantasies 

on the able-bodied “perfect” bodies and occupies a liminal space that empowers him 

(242). 

Unlike the normate bodies, there are no rules for Brit. Because of his unique status 

of a dependent disabled, Brit uses his proximity to women to erotically objectify them. 

Neither does he have to look away while staring at their bodies, nor is he expected to 

engage in traditional heteronormative gaze. The troubling fact is –nobody cares about 

Brit’s sexuality or what he looks at and how he looks at it. After finishing his final exams 

at high school, Brit turns into a self-proclaimed “sex maniac” who with a “single-minded 

pursuit of lust” shifts the power dynamics of the staring ritual (95). He would “[jerk] off 
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just any time [he] felt like it –listening to the BBC news, while solving a bridge puzzle, in 

the middle of a scale [he would be] practicing” (95). He could “get a hard-on just 

watching the half-apples of [Tina’s] breasts as the sun tore through her thin dress” or 

even by catching a glimpse of Ruby’s “colourful glorified bras” (95-96). Masturbation, 

however is seen as a sin in Zoroastrianism as it is disregards the spiritual and bodily 

cleanliness. The voluntary destruction of sperms is seen as evil and an unpardonable act 

in Zoroastrianism. However, for Brit it is empowering and becomes one of the ways to 

convince his readers of the “normality” of his disabled sexuality, in addition to asserting 

his masculinity by gazing at women. 

If according to Garland-Thomson, “Gazers become men by looking at women…,” 

Brit’s scophophilic gaze should be understood as his way of negotiating his effeminized 

masculine identity (Sandahl 32). Establishing his authoritative ‘gaze’ over the female 

bodies of Ruby and Tina, Brit reenacts his ‘emasculated’ gender to reclaim his spot in the 

“masculine, colonial modality of domination and subjugation” (McCormack 30). And 

when this male gaze is exercised, even the sexually objectified Other recognizes its 

power and interact with it by “boldly inviting the stare in their performances” of 

femininity as Ruby and Amy did (Garland-Thomson 2005: 32: “Dares to Stares”). 

However, despite being able to swap places in the binary of staring/gazing, Brit is unable 

to use it as an interactive phase to explore the lived-body experience of his sexuality with 

other bodies. As much as he wants to see the almost ‘perfect’ and ‘beautiful’ bodies 

around him naked and make love to them, Brit is extremely ashamed and conscious of 

being naked in his “osteowarped” body in front of anybody (141). The fear of being 

rejected and exposed doesn’t let Brit have ‘sexual agency’ in any relationship be it with 
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Ruby, Cyrus, or Amy. When Ruby plants a kiss on Brit’s lips, Brit opens his mouth but 

then he opens his eyes and sees himself through her eyes. He hates what he sees and 

abruptly truncates the kiss– “I thought she didn’t deserve a kiss from me” (98). 

While it is not uncommon to shame and humiliate disabled and disfigured people in 

the ableist culture, it is also fairly common for many disabled people to struggle with 

inferiority complex and a sense of worthlessness consequently. The able-bodied culture, 

in Bull Hughes words, “makes the world alien to disabled bodies and, at the same time, 

produces impairment as an invalidating experience. It is manifest in our cultural 

inclination towards normalcy by way of correction, towards homogeneity by way of 

disparagement of difference” (“Civilising Modernity” 24). As the narrative enters into its 

second half –also the phase of Brit’s adolescence – Brit’s (disabled) sexuality “assumes a 

larger role in [his] quotidian life” where his stunted and “effeminate” body is pitted 

against the able, sturdy and masculine body of Cyrus –his new neighbor (Siebers 2008: 

138). At six feet-tall with “sturdy white teeth, bushy eyebrows, smooth biceps, silky and 

hairy wide chest, large crimson nipples, flat and sinewy tummy, huge cock, and muscled 

thighs shadowy with small dark curls” –Cyrus is not just everything that Brit is not but 

also everything that Brit desires and wants to be (118). Cyrus becomes Brit’s “poignant 

double. He is the necessary counter in the dialectic of beauty and ugliness, desire and 

repulsion, wholeness and fragmentation” –a perfect body that is able to instill ambivalent 

feelings of jealousy and admiration in Brit (Davis 1995: 132). A couple of nights later, 

Brit finds himself masturbating thinking about Cyrus and would often find himself 

staring at his body lustily. 

A square inch of Cyrus was enough for me –an earlobe that curved towards his cheek, a finger of 

hair that tickled his neck, the white underside of his arm when he lifted it, the chapped lips, the bend of his 
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waist, the nostrils that flared when he laughed... We became partners in what Cyrus called the ‘serious 

business of living. (Kanga 139) 

However, in between scrutinizing the beautiful face and macho body of Cyrus, 

Brit’s scophophilic gaze turns inwards and hates his own body more than ever. While he 

feels sexy lustily staring at the perfect bodies of people around him, he also grapples with 

the ambivalent feeling of “abjection” (Kristeva). He wastes no time in hiding his legs by 

turning his chair or shutting his mouth the moment he catches the reflection of his 

“lantern-jawed grin” in the mirror while talking to Cyrus (125). Aware of the 

“commotion” caused by his disabled body in the public spaces, Brit is ashamed to go out 

with Cyrus in clothes that expose his legs. When Cyrus proposes to go for a swim after 

their exams, Brit finds himself in a quandary. As much as he hates being the object of 

unwanted attention and questionable stares from unknown strangers, he particularly 

doesn’t want Cyrus to stare at his disabled body from the position of a normate. After 

thorough contemplation, though, Brit decides it will be unwise to miss this rare 

opportunity only to find himself proven right. In the changing room, Brit is blissfully 

rewarded for he gets to catch a glimpse of Cyrus’s “gigantic” penis that makes him come 

“in a mushroom cloud of semen” which to him feels nothing short of an “atomic orgasm” 

(142). As follows, Brit is soon confronted with the climactic moment of his sexual 

subjectivity when Cyrus unexpectedly reciprocates to Brit’s little pecks on his face with a 

kiss on his mouth and begins “sucking with small milky sounds… grasping [his] bottom” 

with his “big man’s hands” (169). 

My hard-on was melting away and I didn’t know what to do. I mean here I was on the brink of 

passion and all I could think of was that I didn’t want Cyrus’s toothpaste-tasting tongue in my mouth where 

it was slowly pushing its way past my transparent teeth. Somehow it felt all wrong as if I had clasped the 

wrong partner in the dark. 
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I gagged and Cyrus drew his head back and said, “Sorry, this isn’t working.’ 

‘Not for me either, ‘I said, feeling my sovereign mouth with my tongue. I shook my head and felt 

his warm face with my fingertips. A huge tenderness was lapping against my insides, a sea of semen and 

tears. (Kanga 147) 

Surprisingly, Brit doesn’t enjoy his moment with Cyrus –something that he had always 

desired and wanted to do. He feels angry and embarrassed for wasting the opportune 

intimacy with Cyrus –a chance that he also missed with Ruby. Unable to fathom why 

somebody like Cyrus would want to make out with somebody who looks like him, Brit 

again sees himself through the eyes of the Other and transforms into the undesirable 

Abject. 

‘Why did you want me, Brit?’ 

I’d rehearsed this about sixty-seven times. ‘You’re tall, I’m four feet nothing, you’ve got muscles 

in your thighs when I’ve got matchsticks, you have a voice like hot chocolate….and osteo makes me 

squawk. You’ve got a swimmer’s chest; I’ve got a pigeon-chest. Girls love your body; they don’t look at 

mine except to shudder – ’ (148) 

Unfortunately, Brit’s sexual predicament is shared by many disabled people who not only 

suffer from intense inferiority complex but also battle with low confidence due to the 

unrealistic pressures imposed by the beauty and body obsessed ableist culture. With the 

incessant glorification of “perfect bodies,” even “normate” bodies find it hard to keep up 

with the unattainable expectations and trends. Such able-bodied models of embodiments 

are particularly oppressive for physically disabled bodies as it not only makes them 

hyper-visible to unwanted stares and attention, but also makes them extremely conscious 

of their physical differences and more vulnerable to sexual repression. Brit’s cultural 

history and religious affiliations further internalize the shame and inferiority associated 

with his body’s appearance. The only time Brit looks into a mirror is when he brushes his 

hair, but he makes sure that he doesn’t look below his eyelashes. Avoiding looking into 
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the mirror helps Brit forget about his disability temporarily – “Funny, isn’t it? When 

someone is the way I am, you’d think he’d never forget it. But I do. For hours, days. Till I 

pass a mirror …” (213). However, one day, Brit confronts his naked body in the mirror 

and tragically sees his disfigured embodiments as “a direct imago of the repressed 

fragmented body. [His] disabled body causes a kind of hallucination of the mirror phase 

gone wrong. [Brit] looks at [his] disabled body and has a moment of cognitive 

dissonance,” or as Davis argues “a moment of cognitive resonance with the earlier state 

of fragmentation. Rather than seeing the whole body in the mirror, [Brit] sees the 

repressed fragmented body; rather than seeing the object of desire, as controlled by the 

Other, [he] sees the true self of the fragmented body” (1995: 139). 

I looked long and hard so that I could never forget. I saw my neck squat as a toad’s and my hollow 

shoulders, one higher than the other like Richard the Third’s, my rib cage thrust forward so that it bulged in 

the centre and sloped down at the sides, and as if some kid had plastered om some clay as a joke, or an 

afterthought. 

How stupid I’d been; I wouldn’t have believed it of me. It was so fat a self-delusion that everything 

else had been squeezed out. To have thought, for even one moment, that Amy was charmed by this. (Kanga 

200) 

Brit avoids going out with Amy, his girlfriend, in public spaces as he is aware that 

the intimate company of his able-bodied partner will deliberately summon the prying 

stares in public spaces questioning his sexuality and masculinity. In two decisive scenes, 

where Brit steps in the pubic spaces with Amy, he is haunted by the interrogating and 

shocking stares that turn his disabled body into some “exotic ocular destination” of 

unimaginable and unacceptable sexuality (Garland-Thomson 2009: 95). At one occasion, 

the strangers assume Amy to be Brit’s caregiver and “kind sister”; at other, she is 

presumed to be a with him for money or herself having some invisible disability (224). 

Tragically, the disabling stares not just focus on Brit this time, the sight of an able-bodied 
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woman in a romantic or sexual relationship with a disabled person disrupt the normative 

world and stigmatize the able-bodied partner as well. As an ableist partner of a non-

disabled person, Amy is not accepted as a legit romantic partner –but is subjected to the 

presumptions that no “normal” person can desire a disabled partner. 

A snigger, A gasp. More laughter. There were four urchins topless in ragged shorts, hooting, making 

obscene sounds with their fingers in their mouths. Amy went pale…I shook my head. ‘They’d do this to 

anyone,’ I said. ‘Anyone who kissed.’ She smiled and her smile went out. Half a dozen more people had 

stopped in front of us: two men…and four women… 

They were discussing us, as if we were the clouds or the sea or the rocks. ‘What does she see in him? 

… 

‘At least they should not come out, such people. Then loving in public –it’s too much.’ 

Amy was gazing at the sea and crying without a flicker on her face… 

Then the man in the dhoti said, ‘Maybe something is wrong with her inside, we can’t see it. That’s why she 

has to marry the cripple. She can’t find anyone else. (Kanga 219) 

This enforced desexualization of Amy and Brit’s romantic moment by the 

scrutinizing stares and whispers from the “normates” extends Brit’s shame to Amy 

leading to an exacerbated sense of low self-esteem and humiliation of his sexuality and 

masculinity. Overwhelmed with heightened self-awareness of his disabled body, Brit is 

filled with excessive shame and self-hatred. He wonders how could somebody like Amy, 

with “hair …as veil woven from the softest silk in China …eyes …[that] resembled 

nothing more than the sea at midnight flecked with fluorescence…And her mouth –did 

Sophia Loren ever pout?” possibly be stupid enough to desire his disabled body sexually 

(219). Even the thought of being naked in front of Amy makes Brit feel “sick and icy… 

[his] stomach churn[s] as if [he’s] going to shit and throw up all at the same time” (254). 

He is terrified that Amy would leave him and go back to Cyrus if she sees his twisted-

stunted body without any clothes on it. Brit insists to make love in a darker room with no 

lights on, he shuts his eyes so that he “wouldn’t have to look in her eyes while she took 
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[his] pants away” (222). Paradoxically, by shutting his eyes to avoid looking at his starer, 

Brit subconsciously delivers a performance of his disabled sexuality that renders power to 

his starer/s (in this case, the readers are also starers) making his disability not only hyper-

visible but also a site of subjugation and otherness. Although Amy’s positive reaction to 

his naked body – “Brit, you are the sexiest man I’ve ever met,” acts as an attempt to 

restore Brit’s disabled sexuality and emasculated manhood, the fact that Brit has to rely 

on the normal Other for the approval of his disabled sexuality not just deprives him of 

agency but also reflects on the paradox of disabled masculinities that are closely 

intertwined with disabled sexualities. 

If visual encounters are essential in shaping disabled or normate identities, ‘the 

mirror’ becomes a crucial trope in disabling as well as empowering bodies. Although Brit 

is haunted by the mirror throughout the narrative, he is forced to “watch” himself in the 

full-length mirror in the novel’s denouement. To what initially seemed as a “funny kind 

of antelope balanced on spindly fours” soon becomes a likeable image that empowers 

Brit (242). He notes: “I watched myself, sitting on the polished wooden floor with my 

legs stretched out. I blinked once. I blinked again. There are some things we just can’t 

believe. I liked the way I looked” (242). By approving his disabled body as desirable, Brit 

reclaims his de-gendered masculinity and desexualized self, and posits the endless 

possibilities of myriad masculinities and sexualities reaffirming Davis’s hypothesis: 

“diversity is the new normality” (2014: emphasis in original 1). While Brit’s self-

validation may seem as an assertion of “a new version of ability in which fortitude of 

mind and spirit are prioritized over the able body,” Brit doesn’t want this ‘ability’ of his 

mind to overcompensate for his visibly disabled body (Yorke Diss.188). He declares: “I 
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don’t want to be the little wise man, OK? I’m just a man like Cyrus is a man. Only I don’t 

look like him” (181). He remains undefeated to the challenges of his physical health 

while able-bodied men around him like his hyper-masculine grandfather, his Gregory-

peck look-alike father, or the very handsome Cyrus fail and succumb to the hardships of 

their lives. 

Towards the end of the novel, we find Brit working to remodel his kitchen to the 

knee level so that it becomes functional to him. His disability is neither cured nor made to 

disappear and he apparently achieves both economic independence as well as a 

heterosexual relationship that his father feared he would never get. Brit has a future that 

he was told he would never have and his remodeled kitchen becomes the liminal space of 

resistance and decolonization of the latent remains of the able-bodied heteronormativity 

of the colonial masculinity. In doing so, Brit adopts what Bhabha calls a “hybrid identity” 

and rejects the social binaries of able-bodied/disabled by asserting Alison Kafer’s notion 

of “crip futurity” and “[insist] on thinking these imagined futures— and hence, these 

lived presents— differently” (3). 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 
1. H.D.Darukhanawala in his seminal work, Parsis and Sport (1935), cites several instances of the 

inborn “sporting instinct” of the Parsi community and their contribution to sports in India. Tanya 

Luhrmann in her ethnographic research (1996) considers Darukhanawala’s book, Parsis and 

Sport, as a “first attempt at community glorification, and its entirely unsubtle message …that the 

Parsis are the most physically vigorous men in India” (118). Reviewing his book, she writes, “The 

book contains picture after picture of burly young men in scanty clothes: wrestlers, swimmers, 

weight-lifters, cyclists, cricketers, men balancing on skates, posed with rapier and helmet, calmly 

surveying the dead tiger stretched at their feet” (118-119). According to Jesse S. Palsetia (2001), 

the British colonization not just helped Parsis prosper but also influenced their taste and culture for 

everything that was British. Their anglophilia was particularly reflected in their adopted model of 

masculinity which emphasized on the physical and cultural prowess. With the inauguration of 

Parsi Sports Club or gymkhana of Bombay in 1888, many Parsi athletic clubs and sports centers 

mushroomed across India in the next twenty years. Palsetia notes, “Parsis had taken to such sports 

as swimming, boxing, wrestling, fencing, marksmanship, and hunting during the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century, and by the twentieth century were active in setting records in tennis and racket 

sports, and popular new sports such as cycling, roller skating, motor sports, and aeronautics… in 

1883, three gentlemen became the first Parsis to own racehorses, encouraging interest in 

equestrian sports among Parsis… The Parsi enthusiasm for sport on the British model was perhaps 

best symbolized in the commitment to the game of cricket” (153-154). 

2. See page 133 of Luhrmann’s book to see how Parsis use the term “impotent” for young men. It is 

used both metaphorically and genuinely by the community members. 

3. Daeva is is an Avestan language term for a particular sort of supernatural entity with disagreeable 

characteristics. In the Gathas, the oldest texts of the Zoroastrian canon, the daevas are “wrong 

gods”, “false gods” or “gods that are (to be) rejected”. 

4. While an individual with a visible impairment is subjected to stigmatizing and objectifying 

“eugenic stares” that beget the feelings of shame and inferiority in him/her, people who are stared 

at often can become “accomplished starees” and can “develop a repertoire of strategies… to 

choreograph staring encounters” (Garland-Thomson 2009: 8). 

5. In the article, “Dares to Stares: Disabled Women Performance Artists & the Dynamics of Staring,” 

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson deconstructs the act of staring. She argues, “Staring is an urgent 

effort to explain the unexpected, to make sense of the unanticipated and inexplicable visual 

experience. A more emphatic form of looking than glancing, glimpsing, scanning, surveying, 
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gazing, and other forms of casual or disinterested looking, staring starkly registers the perception 

of strangeness and endows it with meaning. Staring witnesses an intrusive interest on the part of 

the starer and thrusts uneasy attention on the object of the stare. At once transgressive and 

intimate, staring breaches the conventionalized anonymity governing visual relations among 

strangers in modernity. Staring is thus a kind of potent social choreography that marks bodies by 

enacting a dynamic visual exchange between a spectator and a spectacle” (Sandahl, 30-31). 

6. See Carrie Sandahl and Philip Auslander’s Introduction in Bodies in Commotion: Disability and 

Performance for a detailed history and integration of the two fields of disability studies and 

performance studies. 

7. Graf further explains how emotions of “shock, loneliness, stress, grief” become the focus of the 

lives of many parents of disabled children. Also See George R. Taylor’s section on “Guilt, Shame 

and Depression” in Parenting Skills and Collaborative Services for Students with Disabilities on 

how guilt and shame associated with parenting disabled children can change Parents’ lives forever. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Disability and its Commodification: Seeking the New “Normal” in Rohinton 
Mistry’s A Fine Balance 

“Man is not only a natural body, but also a body of the city, that is, of the so-called political 
part” (De Homine). 

Acknowledging the broad spectrum of his third literary work, A Fine Balance (1995), 

Mistry confesses in an interview, “I made a conscious decision in this book to include 

more than [the Parsi community], mainly because in India seventy five [sic] percent of 

the Indians live in villages and I wanted to embrace more of the social reality of India” 

(McLav 18). In its attempt to “embrace more of the social reality of India,” A Fine 

Balance seems to deploy disability grotesquely for the “metaphorical and symbolical 

work” (Yorke Diss. 120) rather than represent the “material conditions of actual disabled 

persons” (Davidson 1). Thus, even if the narrative of A Fine Balance extends its scope 

outside the Parsi community, the abject images of mutilated and disabled non-Parsi 

bodies not only become a threatening symbol of contamination to Parsi “hygiaesthetics” 

– which Julie Van Dam defines as the “ontology that privileges the hygienically and 

aesthetically orderly subject/site” (209), but also seem to question the privileged position 

occupied by rich and upper class bodies (including the Parsi community) that remain 

physically unscathed amidst the violence of the Emergency. 

If as Achille Mbembe suggests, “the ultimate expression of sovereignty resides, to 

a larger degree, in the power and capacity to dictate who may live and who must die” 

(11), the hegemonic forces of biopower also determine how should one may live and die. 

Disability, therefore, in such circumstances, “does not present any possibility of the 

reorganization of privilege; rather, it reinforces the stigma of lack of privilege” (Puar 65). 
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Delineating attention to this “lack of privilege” (or not) of postcolonial bodies that are 

subjected to the everyday ‘normal’ routine of systematic mutilation under the vicious 

hegemonic forces of biopower and global capitalism (Puar 65), this chapter argues that in 

these portrayals Mistry seems to offer an alternate understanding of the ‘idea of 

disability’ in the context of a postcolonial nation where people do not even have the right 

to their own bodies, let alone have the privilege to ‘acquire’ disability as “the truth of 

[their] body’s vulnerability to the randomness of fate” (Garland-Thomson, Staring 19). 

As Mistry develops interpretive framework to work with excess and superfluity in A Fine 

Balance, the grotesque and almost carnivalesque representations of disability become 

symbols of resistance to the dominant “hygiaesthetic body politic” (Van Dam 207) and in 

so doing also challenge the hegemonic economic notions of associating disability with 

the lack of productivity. As this metaphysical act of debilitation creates cheap labor in the 

form of mutilated ‘docile’ bodies who as Erevelles argues reach the “height of [their] 

profitability” (39) in this very act of be(come)ing, they disabled bodies in A Fine Balance 

also become embodied testimonies of postcolonial biopolitics and neocolonial capitalism. 

The Indian Emergency (1975-77) 

When asked why he chose the backdrop of the Emergency period for his second novel, 

Mistry replies: “In Such a Long Journey, the year is 1971. It seemed to me that 1975, the 

year of the Emergency, would be the next important year, if one were preparing a list of 

important dates in Indian history, And so 1975 it was” (Gokhale, 3). As one of the 

darkest and the most controversial period of postcolonial Indian history, the 21-month 

period of Indian Emergency imposed by Indira Gandhi is not just a popular timeframe 

that continues to invite attention from a variety of fields ranging from political science to 
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law to gender studies to literature till date1 but also a phase that permanently altered the 

future of the country through the somatic violence exercised on its embodied citizens. On 

June 25, 1975, Indira Gandhi, the then prime minister of India, after being found guilty of 

misusing government machinery for her election, suspended Indian democracy 

temporarily by imposing ‘Emergency’ to battle the increasing “internal disturbances”2 

which were cited as the problems pertaining to increasing economic debts and the threats 

of national security from the neighboring country, Pakistan. Overnight, strict laws were 

enforced on the freedom of speech resulting in incarceration and detention of thousands 

of journalists and leading members from the opposition parties who had contrasting 

viewpoints on the government policies. In the days that followed, the Central government 

exerted absolute control and unlimited authority by suspending fundamental rights of its 

citizens, censoring the press and media heavily, banning around twenty-six organizations 

deeming them ‘anti-national’, forbidding public meetings of more than five people,3 

marking all the strikes illegal, and introducing draconian policies laced with corporal 

violence that directly interfered with the bodies of the citizens. It soon became obvious 

that those “internal disturbances” were mainly the tremors felt by Mrs. Gandhi by the 

rising protests against her demanding her resignation on the grounds of corruption and 

nepotism. While many human rights’ violations were committed under the brutal policies 

of the Emergency that garnered criticism from both inside and outside the country, the 

then serving-secretary of Indira Gandhi, P.N. Dhar, recalls it as a period of “severe 

setback in the evolution of India” (223). Summarizing the brutality of biopower exercised 

on its citizens, Dhar continues: “Under the new dispensation the rule of law was 

drastically abridged: citizens were deprived of their fundamental rights; freedom of the 
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press was curbed through strict censorship; political dissent was suppressed through 

arrests and harsh police measures; and officialdom assumed arbitrary powers which it 

exercised without being accountable. In sum, these events changed the basic relationship 

between the citizen and the state and indeed threatened to change the character of the 

Indian state itself” (223). 

Despite all the criticism against her, Indira Gandhi continued deploying the 

metaphors of “diseases, health and ailment” for the current state of the country in her 

official addresses and speeches to justify the enforcement of Emergency. By proposing to 

“cure” the country from a “disease,” Gandhi advocated the need for an “emergency” 

treatment of the nation by “a dose of medicine, even if it is a bitter dose” (Scott, web). 

Referring to the long history of the rhetoric of eugenics with public health, Clare Barker 

suggests it “can play a pivotal role in national self-identification” (148). While it actively 

marks people as “normal” and “deviant,” the rhetoric of eugenics has been historically 

proven to be used as a political tool to assert (bio)power. Gandhi, at several occasions, 

advocated the need for “a shock treatment” which was manifested in the form of state-

enforced biomedical interventions on its embodied citizens (Frank 375). Endorsing the 

colonial notions of “defectiveness and sub-normality” to justify the need to 

“normalize/subjugate and isolate” those who seemed “unfit … or schismatic,” Gandhi’s 

brutal political agenda combined with the influences of global capitalism not just 

marginalized the subaltern bodies, but also structurally disabled them “to function and 

produce” (Grech 2017: 15). 

A Fine Balance 
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Providing a satirical commentary on the state-sponsored bio-capitalism of the Emergency 

Period, A Fine Balance critiques the discourse of “economic growth and development” 

adopted by the government that microscopically disables its citizens both metaphorically 

and ontologically. The foray of transnational agencies on local businesses and the 

subsequent displacement and migration of thousands of rural, small-town and poor 

citizens to and from the urban areas set the background framework for the novel’s 

narrative. The two protagonists, the rural tailors –Om and Ishvar- are forced to look for 

better opportunities in the urban areas as their tailoring shop is unable to compete with 

the newly opened “ready-made clothing store” selling factory manufactured garments at 

“lower prices” (173). And the third protagonist Maneck Kohlah, a young Parsi boy from 

the hills of northern India, is sent off to the city for higher studies as his father’s local 

cola brewing business is crushed by big transnational corporations supported by World 

Bank and the Indian Government under the “demons of progress” with their “flawed 

development policy [and] shortsightedness” (247-248). However, not everyone is 

negatively affected by the many policies implemented by the government under the State 

of Emergency. Urban businesspeople like Nusswan Shroff, Mrs. Gupta, or the 

beggarmaster “benefit rather dramatically” from the initiatives of the State of Emergency 

(Tokaryk 10) 

As the language of neoliberal discourse perforates the quotidian lives of the 

citizens in A Fine Balance, the “body” literally becomes the object of economic exchange 

as well as a site of contamination. Being the “willing participants in the exploitative 

economic system imposed by the Emergency,” rich upper-class entrepreneurs like 

Nusswan Shroff and Mrs. Gupta support and ratify the biopolitics of Emergency that 
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systematically impairs and disables the bodies of its citizens in the name of economic 

growth (Tokaryk 10). Emergency is thus “good news” to Mrs. Gupta, the owner of Au 

Revoir export company, as it promotes “discipline and punish” techniques to control the 

‘unruly’ bodies of her factory workers and trade union members, and doesn’t interfere 

with her huge profits that are made at the expense of local contracted cheap labor. And 

for the Parsi businessman, Nusswan, Indira Gandhi, herself, becomes a “true spirit of 

renaissance” for he endorses her “pragmatic policies” of coercive erasure of slums and 

forceful sterilization of masses (430). Counting two hundred million pavement dwellers 

as “unemployed” and “surplus to requirements,” Nusswan advocates for their “complete 

elimination” by arguing the insignificance of their lives: ““What kind of lives do they 

have anyway? They sit in the gutter and look like corpses. Death would be a mercy”… 

“One way [to eliminate them] would be to feed them a free meal containing arsenic or 

cyanide, whichever is cost-effective. Lorries could go around to the temples and places 

where they gather to beg” (430-431). Dismissing Marxian’s theory of seeing “surplus-

population” “as a specific product of the operations of modern industry and capitalistic 

developments and its tendency to create high rates of unemployment and poverty” 

(Morrison 407), Nusswan becomes the spokesperson of state-sponsored capitalistic 

strategies that blame the “surplus population” for their own corrupt and failed policies. 

The “body” therefore in A Fine Balance despite being viewed as an “excessive 

sign” (Ettensohn 179), becomes what Johnson calls an “inscriptive surface” (147) that 

manifests itself as a form of “vague language” that helps tell an alternative story of 

economic development (Tokaryk 3). While Ato Quayson argues that there is a 

“worrisome link between global capitalism and local disabilities” (3), Erevelles contends 
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that disability is a “historical [construct] constitutive of the historical conditions of the 

transnational capitalism” (48). And according to Michel Foucault, the development of 

capitalism “would not have been possible without the controlled insertion of bodies into 

the machinery of production and the adjustment of the phenomena of population to 

economic processes” (History of sexuality 140-141). The state, thus, not only have “an 

implicit claim to the “right to maim” and debilitate”” its subaltern citizens (Puar 128; 

emphasis in original), but is also a complicit in transforming these bodies into cheap 

commodities as ‘docile’ laborers as well as empirical-test-subjects and specimens for 

biomedical research. 

The novel opens with a scene inside the train compartment that sends the bodies 

of its passengers bumping into each other like a string of colliding dominoes due to an 

abrupt lurch. The sudden jolt not just brings the three protagonists (Om, Ishvar, and 

Maneck) of the novel in a conversation but also literally dissolve and entangle their 

corporeal boundaries as Om gets catapulted into the arms of his Uncle Ishvar and 

Maneck’s textbooks fall upon them. It is soon disclosed that the train has halted due to 

another ‘dead body’ blocking its path.4 While one of the passengers blames the State of 

Emergency for the increasing numbers of mangled bodies leaping in the path of the 

trains, many others are either clueless about what the “state of emergency” actually 

means or dismiss the proposition as another government drama. As Sorenson observes: 

“The historical event of the state of emergency here apparently constitutes little else than 

a blurred background of which no one, at the individual level, seems to take much notice, 

yet which embodies an uncertain initiator of a chain of causally related accidents. The 

state of emergency is at this particular level no more than a random, accidental force 
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disrupting people's lives, “the cause of their delay”” (346-347). The frustrated passengers 

are rather worried about this passing inconvenience that is becoming an everyday affair: 

“Why does everybody have to choose the railway tracks only for dying?... No 

consideration for people like us. Murder, suicide, Naxalite-terrorist killing, police custody 

death –everything ends up delaying the trains. What is wrong with poison or tall 

buildings or knives” (5)? As the train becomes the fluid realm of intercorporeal 

permeability literally connecting people with each other all across the nation, it also 

ironically stands for being one of the most debilitating machineries of the industrial 

revolution and colonial capitalism. It is no coincidence, thus, that Mistry creates an 

allegory for the state of the nation affected by global capitalism in the opening scene of 

the novel that reflects on the everyday rituals of mutilation and fragmentation of bodies 

by the trains. 

It is in this train compartment that Mistry introduces his three protagonists –Om, 

Ishvar and Maneck –all of whom happen to be going to Dina Dalal’s apartment –Maneck 

for potential lodgings and Om and Ishvar for finding work as tailors. Fending for herself 

for the past sixteen years after the unexpected death of her husband, Dina Dalal, the 

fourth protagonist, is a forty-two-year-old urban Parsi woman who has recently been 

struggling to manage her small sewing business all by herself with her failing eyesight 

and sore fingers. To make ends meet, Dina takes in Maneck as the paying boarder and 

hires the two tailors, Om and Ishvar, to work under sweatshop conditions. Despite her 

good intentions, the perpetual insecurity of losing her business contract with the export 

house looming under the increasing demand for supplying the finishing garments in 

unrealistic timeframes, implicates Dina “as an exploiter of cheap, non-unionized labour” 
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(Morey 181). As the narrative progresses, Dina, like many other Mistry’s Parsi characters 

who are governed by the Zoroastrian purity laws, not only learns to overcome her 

discomfort and fear of getting contaminated by foreign bodies and alien smells, but also 

unwillingly turns her apartment into a place of refuge for the poor Hindu tailors, even if it 

is for selfish reasons. From the accidental crashing of bodily boundaries in the first scene 

of the novel to the four characters making an accidental family of the Emergency times, 

the novel becomes an allegory of breaking of corporal boundaries under the machinations 

of transnational capitalism. 

While the disablement of bodies seems pervasive and inevitable under the State of 

Emergency, its sinister machinations affect the poor and less privileged people of lower 

class and castes the most. Occupying the most vulnerable position in the socio-economic 

hierarchy, the two tanners-turned-tailors (Om and Ishvar) not just fail miserably in 

escaping the calculated and systematic somatic violence of the ancient caste system (106) 

but literally get mutilated as it joins forces with global capitalism. Reflecting on the 

historical relationship of corporal violence and commodification of bodies in the cultural 

context of the Global South, Mistry delves into the gory past of the tailors’ ancestors 

whose bodies have been systematically manipulated and shaped through the dominant 

acts of violence into subservience. While the physical act of dismembering body parts has 

been ‘normalized’ as an effective historical strategy to control the ‘unruly’ bodies of the 

chamaars5, disability in itself becomes a strategy of survival for the chamaar community. 

Belonging to the untouchable caste of the chamaars, Dukhi and his community members 

become a submissive participant of the caste-based division of the labor where their 

bodies are not just economically exploited, but also victimized under the politics of 
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contamination. For instance, when Dukhi’s son, Narayan and his friends from the 

chamaar community oppose the corruption at the polling both by demanding to mark 

their own ballots, the upper-class landlord’s, Thakur Dharamsi, men flog their naked 

bodies throughout the day, urinate on their parched mouths, burn their genitals and 

mouths with smoldering coal, and then hang them until they die. Their mutilated dead 

bodies are displayed in the town square so that the “achhoot jatis6 (the untouchables) 

[can] learn a lesson and remember it for a long time” (168, Hindi words italicized). 

Permanently suspended into a “peculiar kind of body history” (Rao 45), the chamaar 

community becomes both valuable as well as “dispossessed and disposable life” (Rao, 

53). Thus, even if “‘the Untouchables’ labor [i]s extraneous” (Rao 53), it is precisely for 

this reason it turns into a desirable commodity. The structural violence on the bodies of 

the Untouchables leading to their disablement cannot just be understood symbolically, it 

becomes an active economic strategy to mark them as the “site of production” (Sharp 

295). 

As the tailors (Ishvar and Om) unsuccessfully vacillate between locations and the 

caste-class boundaries in order to escape the exploitative clutches of rural casteism, they 

still find themselves vulnerable to the biopolitical violence and the disabling capitalism of 

the city. The only thing that changes for them is their status – from ‘lower-caste’ villagers 

they have become ‘lower-class’ urban Other. Interweaving the egregious policies of the 

Emergency period, particularly the ones overseen by Indira Gandhi’s son, Sanjay Gandhi, 

with the narrative of the story, Mistry exposes the horrors of biocapitalism that literally 

disabled the poorer section of the society. One was “the city- beautification program” that 

involved violent demolition of slums and forced eviction of slum and pavement dwellers 
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from the urban landscape “so that [the] juicy slices of real estate could be utilised [sic] by 

Sanjay’s friends, the property developers” (Morey 100). Thousands of hutments and 

unauthorized dwellings were bulldozed followed by brutal assaults on the protesters 

leading many permanently disabled and several other dead.7 The other was the nefarious 

“population control program” that entailed forced and violent mass sterilizations of the 

people belonging to lower classes, minority communities and rural sections of the 

country leading to a record of around “6.2 million …men [being] sterilized in just one 

year –fifteen times the number of people sterilized by the Nazis” (Hvistendahl 88). 

Under the immense pressure from various transnational funding organizations like World 

Bank, IMF, UNFPA, and the Swedish International Development Authority to effectively 

use the funds and loans of around 120 million specifically granted for the purpose of 

population control to produce sustainable results, the Emergency period witnessed 

“Sanjay Gandhi …issuing quotas so high that local police could meet them only by 

dragging men to the operating room –typically a makeshift camp that had sprung up 

practically overnight. (Nearly two thousand men died from botched operations.) In some 

areas, the police surrounded the villages in the middle of the night and apprehended all 

the men. In others, they combined sterilization with slum clearance, razing whole 

neighborhoods and robbing men of both their reproductive abilities and their homes at the 

same time. Protestors were killed” (Hvistendahl 88)8. 

In A Fine Balance, after losing their shack to the government bulldozer under the 

“City Beautification Program,” Om and Ishvar find themselves sleeping on the streets. 

Incapable of escaping the capitalistic clutches of the government schemes that preyed on 

poor people’s susceptibility, the tailors again lose their temporary sleeping arrangement 
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to the corrupt and violent ‘beautification’ police. Sergeant Kesar, who under the orders of 

‘cleaning’ the urban streets as part of the Beautification policy, violently removes the 

pavement dwellers and beggars from the streets and makes hefty profits in commissions 

by ‘selling’ these “unwanted urban Others” to the facilitators of construction sites who 

use them as unpaid laborers. Unable to fulfill his targeted quota of eight dozen free 

laborers for the night, the Facilitator seeks two more people and it is then that Sergeant 

Kesar and his constables thrash and assault Om and Ishvar who were sleeping outside the 

entrance of a house. Being trained well to inflict “hidden injuries,” his policemen hit the 

bodies ‘carefully’ and “perform[] their task efficiently, prodding, poking, kicking,” to 

“sweep” away the “eyesores” from the urban landscape (372-373). However, the 

facilitator is not too happy about the inflicted physical assaults as he is concerned about 

the potential productive capacity of mutilated and dismembered bodies as construction 

laborers. Seeing a “completely crippled” beggar among the people hounded from the 

streets to be a part of the labor group, the facilitator complains loudly about his ability to 

contribute productively. To this, Sergeant Kesar curtly replies, “Don’t forget, they will all 

work for free…If you don’t want them, others will” (Mistry 372). Sergeant Kesar’s 

confession of the huge demand of ‘crippled and mutilated’ bodies in the machinations of 

capitalism makes the facilitator’s concern on the productivity of these bodies seem like a 

bizarre and out of place question in the context of neocolonial economies where nearly 

every body bears physical marks of global capitalism and “being productive” is not a 

choice but a survival strategy. 

Mistry then takes us into the spaces of the irrigation site project where the ‘human 

cargo’ of ninety-six mutilated and impaired bodies are “unloaded” from the truck and 
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made to work under the harsh capitalistic conditions of the ‘camp’. Blazing under the 

daylong sun to work like slave labors, and surviving on barely enough food, water and 

basic facilities, the already emaciated bodies of pavement dwellers turn into “starving, 

shrivelled, skeletal beings [sic]” (412) evoking the horrifying imagery of the biopolitics 

of the Atlantic slave trade and the Nazi concentration camps. While the influx of new 

unpaid laborers allows the project-manager “great liberties in manipulating the payroll,” 

the already employed wage-receiving day-laborers feel threatened by the incursion of 

free labor and see them as “enemy army ... [and] invaders bent on taking away their 

livelihood” (412). In what follows as an economic struggle for survival, the insecure 

paid-workers resort to somatic violence to maim, dismember, and disable the free 

laborers to seek revenge: 

Harassment of the newcomers was constant. Abuse, pushing, shoving became commonplace. A spade 

handle would emerge out of a ditch to trip somebody. From scaffoldings and raised platforms, spit 

descended like bird droppings but with greater accuracy. At mealtimes a flurry of suddenly clumsy elbows 

overturned their plates, and since the rules denied a second serving, the beggars and pavement-dwellers 

often ate off the ground. Most of them were used to foraging in garbage, but the water-thin dal soaked 

quickly into dry earth. Only solids like chapati [bread] or bits of vegetable could be salvaged. (Mistry 412) 

In addition to being subjected to the violent bullying at the hands of the paid-laborers, the 

already malnourished bodies of unpaid/free laborers literally crush under the debilitating 

working-conditions of the construction site. While Ishvar hurts his ankle by falling into a 

ditch with his load of gravel, “a blind woman, set to crushing rocks… smash[es] her 

fingers with the hammer. A child [falls] from a scaffolding and br[eaks] both legs. An 

armless man, carrying sand in panniers on a shoulder yoke, suffe[rs] neck injuries when 

he los[es] his balance and the yoke slip[s]” (415). It doesn’t just end here. The rehired 
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laid-off paid workers soon realize that incapacitating the pavement dwellers/free-labour 

until they become “invaluable” and “unproductive” for the hard-labor required at the 

construction site is the only way to survive and win the war of capitalism against the 

foreman. As a result, “[a]nimosity towards the beggars and pavement-dwellers [reach] 

dangerous proportions. The day-labourers beg[in] pushing them off ledges and 

scaffoldings, sw[ing] carelessly with pickaxes, let boulders accidentally roll down 

hillsides. The number of casualties [increase] sharply” (415). The addition of “surplus 

labor” of the newly arrived pavement dwellers to the irrigation project thus may have 

helped in capitalistic accumulation but the harsh working conditions, inadequate diets, 

lack of proper medical facilities, and the job insecurity among the labor results in 

empirical incapacitation of the entire workforce –the pavement dwellers are left with 

maimed and mutilated bodies while paid laborers feel metaphorically disabled and 

marginalized. 

The increasing score of the pavement dwellers with physical impairments 

transform them from “surplus labor” to “useless” and “unproductive cripples” prompting 

the facilitator and the the foreman to get rid of them (416). However, these disabled 

bodies are still profitable as they are not just easily replaceable, but also “deemed 

available for injury –they are, in other words, objects of disposability, bodies whose 

debilitation is required in order to sustain capitalist narratives of progress” (Puar 81). 

Disability, in this sense, becomes a “socially-related category derived from labour 

relations, a product of the exploitative economic structure of capitalist society: one which 

creates (and then oppresses) the so-called ‘disabled body’ as one of the conditions that 

allow the capitalist class to accumulate wealth” (Russell and Malhotra 2009: 212). 
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Metamorphosing into cheap tradable commodities, the disabled bodies of the pavement 

dwellers are sold to the shrewd businessman who runs a begging racket in the city. As a 

“thoroughly modern businessman, with his eye on the bottom line” the beggarmaster 

quickly inspects and buys forty-two of them for two thousand rupees, which is roughly 

around 30 USD (512). 

Outside, Beggarmaster asked the Facilitator, “Is Worm [Shankar] included in the lot?” 

“Of course, he is.” 

“I won’t pay you for what is already mine. I inherited him from my father. And my father had him 

since he was a child.” 

“But see it from my side, no,” bargained the Facilitator. “I had to pay the police for him.” 

“Forget all that. I am willing to give two thousand rupees for the lot. Worm included.” 

“The amount was higher than the Facilitator had expected. Taking into account the rebate 

promised to the foreman, he would still make a nice profit. “We have much business ahead of us,” he said, 

concealing his delight. “I don’t want to haggle. Two thousand is okay, you can take your Worm.” He 

chuckled. “And any bugs or centipedes that you like.” (emphasis added) 

While being evaluated, priced, sold, and bought as cheap commodities, the 

disabled laborers also risk being dehumanized by being described in animal insults such 

as ‘worms’, ‘bugs’, ‘centipedes’ that echoes the horrifying historical imagery of ‘vermin 

and parasites’ used to define the Other to ‘exterminate’ them.9 The beggarmaster and the 

Facilitator negotiate the “release” price of the two tailors as giving away “two able-

bodied specimens” would hurt the workforce and capitalistic profits made by the 

facilitator and the foreman. Consequently, the beggarmaster makes sure that the tailors 

are tied to him in an annual contract for weekly payments in return of their freedom from 

the camp (422). Accumulating all the forty-two “damaged bodies” in the truck, including 
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the tailors and the wailing children of the monkeyman who the beggarmaster thinks have 

the “real potential,” the beggarmaster leaves the camp (424). However, as a resourceful 

scrounger, his work does not just stop at procuring bodies. The beggarmaster exercises 

his absolute “biopolitical control” by making “[n]eoliberal investments in [these] bodies 

as portfolio, as site of entrepreneurship” (Puar 76). In addition to providing a hands on 

training on the art of begging to the newly recruited beggars, he also sends them for 

further “professional modifications” suited for the job (523). The beggarmaster prefers to 

call his team of beggars -his clients –who work as indentured labors for him. In return for 

a weekly payment of hundred rupees per head from every beggar, the beggarmaster 

reserves prime money-minting begging spots for them, keeps them at the cusp by giving 

them just enough food that prevents them from dying, “protects” them from police 

harassment, and even provides them with appropriate clothing and necessary props like 

“bandages or crutches” required for the job. Consequently, beggars like Shankar who 

earn him the highest profits are rewarded with sweat-meats or visits to the prostitutes, but 

the ones who “vanish without paying” are always found and then have to face “big 

trouble” (424). In addition to exploiting the disabled bodies of his beggars, the 

beggarmaster accumulates profits by selling the corpses of his dead beggars to an agent 

who further sells these dead bodies and their organs either to hospitals for medical 

experiments or to the practitioners of black magic or exports them to be used as fertilizer 

(512). 

According to Nirmalla Erevelles, if disability is re-theorized via Deleuze and 

Guttari’s concept of “desiring machine,” then it “opens up an exciting world of 

possibility that distances the disabled body from its repressive association with lack. 
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Conceived of as the very antithesis of totality, a severely disabled position destabilizes 

the regulatory structures of able-bodiedness and enables the proliferation of contingent, 

experimental, and most importantly, productive modes of becoming” (Erevelles 50). 

Exploiting all these “productive modes of becoming,” the beggarmaster experiments, 

reinvents and redrafts the disability of his beggars and its “theatericalizations … that they 

can present for consumption of everyone else. [His beggars] put on performances, 

participate willingly in “scenes” with other individuals, and generally walk around in 

masks [of misery]” to extract maximum money from the pockets of the onlookers 

(Chemers 12). Like a capitalistic showman, the beggarmaster literally transforms his 

disabled beggars into ‘freaks’ to exhibit their spectacle, grotesqueries, materiality and 

extraordinariness. 

Shankar, for example, would draw the attention of his onlookers by engaging in 

his unique “bodily ability” that could only be done with his kind of body that has missing 

limbs and toes (Flaugh 44).10 He would make a spectacle by pushing his begging tin 

forward and wriggling after it on his belly. The technique was very entertaining and 

effective as people watched him with “pity and curiosity”. The little children thought “it 

was a game and tried to imitate [him]…[while the two] gamblers placed bets everyday on 

how long [he] would take to reach the pavement” (379). While pretending to feign 

ignorance about the bets, Shankar makes sure that the winner drops money in his can. 

Impressed by the profit-generating freakish spectacle of Shankar’s dis/ability, the “ever-

innovative” beggarmaster lengthens Shankar’s rolling castor platform by adding an 

extension and stages him half-naked on it (466). He teaches him new enfreakment 
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techniques to keep the “public satisfied” and even soils and rips Shankar’s brand new 

garment sewn by his tailor friends for dramatic effects (466). 

Following the legacy of his businessman father who exploited helpless disabled 

beggars like Nosey (Shankar’s mother) both sexually and economically, the beggarmaster 

too perceives disability as an “economic opportunity” (Barker 141) and continues 

exploiting Shankar’s “bizarrely abled” body despite knowing that he is his half-brother 

(Flaugh 45). The beggarmaster reenacts the exploitative operations of the historical 

American and British freak shows of the nineteenth and twentieth century that hunted, 

manipulated, displayed and commodified extraordinary and disabled bodies for 

commercial purposes.11 Chemers calls this exploitative display of disability as “a 

strategic –even premeditated, process of stigma management. Often (but not always) 

mercenary and exploitative, freak shows nevertheless represent successful attempts by 

disabled people (and other stigmatized individuals) to gain control of the process of 

stigmatization. This success demonstrates that disability itself is a kind of social 

performance” (19). As an enterprising exhibitor, the beggarmaster “professionally” trains 

his “actors” for staging their stigma and doesn’t shy away from deliberately maiming and 

placing them in what Puar calls “a status that triangulates the hierarchies of living and 

dying that are standardly deployed in theorizations of biopolitics” (137). 

…Beggarmaster has to be very imaginative. If all beggars have the same injury, public gets used to it and 

feels no pity. Public likes to see variety. Some wounds are so common, they don’t work anymore. For 

example, putting out a baby’s eyes will not automatically earn money. Blind beggars are everywhere. But 

blind, with eyeballs missing, face showing empty sockets, plus nose chopped off—now anyone will give 

money for that. Diseases are also useful. A big growth on the neck or face oozing yellow pus. That works 

well. 
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“Sometimes, normal people become beggars if they cannot find work, or if they fall sick. But they are 

hopeless, they stand no chance against professionals. Just think—if you have one coin to 

give, and you have to choose between me and another beggar with a complete body.” (379-380) 

Banking on the hyper-dramatization of “missing eyeballs, empty sockets, and 

chopped noses,” over ‘non-freakish’ disabled bodies, the beggarmaster employs 

‘grotesque’ as a literal “representational scaffold” (Russell 2011: 60). Embroiled in the 

vicious “act of becoming,” the disabled bodies of the beggars are “never finished, never 

completed; [but are] continually built, [and] created” (Bakhtin 317-318). The 

beggarmaster carries a “large sketchbook containing his notes and diagrams relating to 

the dramaturgy of begging,” and constantly works towards materializing these abstract 

drawings of disabled bodies into profit-generating grotesqueries (510-511). For example, 

during one of his visits to Dina Dalal’s apartment, the beggarmaster seeks help to find 

two “unique” candidates to fill in the newly available posts after the murder of two of his 

beggars (510). He opens the sketchbook to an old pencil drawing titled “Spirit of 

Collaboration” that delineated “two figures, one sitting aloft on the shoulders of the 

other” (511). With a hope to tap into his audience’s sympathies, the beggarmaster is 

certain that the blind man carrying the cripple on his shoulders as “the living, breathing 

image of the ancient story about friendship and cooperation” would “produce a fortune in 

coins…because people will give not only from pity to piety but also from admiration” 

(511). For this ‘project,’ the beggarmaster “with much mathematical precision” 

(Erevelles 41) insists on finding a pair of “lifeless and mutilated” legs that can “dangle 

nicely over the carrier’s chest” so that the bodily boundaries [of the two figures may] 

collapse, and collide, stretch and shrink” (Erevelles 41) into one freakish image of 
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wonder and misfortune. In this case, the more anomalous the body is, the more 

“profitable” it becomes. Fascinated by and almost obsessed with the profit-bearing 

“power” of a freakish body, the beggarmaster attempts to transgress embodied boundaries 

in yet another drawing which not only becomes a melting pot of corporeal boundaries but 

also a disruptive force. 

The picture consisted of three figures. The first was seated on a platform with tiny wheels. He had 

no legs or fingers, and the thigh stumps jutted like hollow bamboo. The second was an emaciated woman 

without a nose, the face with a gaping hole at its centre. But the third figure was the most grotesque. A man 

with a briefcase chained to his wrist was standing on four spidery legs. His four feet were splayed towards 

the four points of the compass, as though in a permanent dispute about which was the right direction. right 

direction. His two hands each had ten fingers, useless bananas sprouting from the palms. And on his face 

were two noses, adjacent yet bizarrely turned away, as though neither could bear the smell of the other. 

(Mistry, 529-530) 

Blending his own body with the bodies of his step-family, the sketch depicts one 

“unfinished and open body” that becomes “an incarnation of this world at the absolute 

lowest stratums, as the swallowing up and generating principle, as the bodily grave and 

bosom, as a field which has been sown and in which new shoots are preparing to sprout” 

(Bakhtin 27).12 By juxtaposing the aesthetic embodiment with cultural anxiety, the 

beggarmaster challenges the corporeal prejudices of grotesque and freakish by 

manifesting how they “serve as mechanisms for the demonstration, not of their own 

monstrosity, but of the monstrosity of the culture in which they live” (Punter 118-119). 

He offers an explanation for his “bizarre” sketch: 

“Freaks, that’s what we are –all of us…I mean, every single human being. And who can blame 

us? What chance do we have, when our beginnings and endings are so freakish? Births and death- what 
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could be more monstrous than that? We like to deceive ourselves and call it wondrous and beautiful and 

majestic, but it’s freakish, let’s face it.” (Mistry 452, emphasis added) 

According to Robert Bogdan, “freak” is a way of thinking, of presenting, a set of 

practices, an institution –not a characteristic of an individual” (10). In this sense, “freak” 

is not just a label for individual corporeal anomalies but also becomes a metaphoric trope 

for the bodily aberrations of the capitalistic economy that banks on the temporality of 

able-bodiedness and the ‘unique bodily abilities’ of disabled bodies. While 

beggarmaster’s biopolitical gaze creates ‘freaks’ of the disabled beggars, the scopophilic 

gaze of the spectators validates his construction by giving money to the most miserable 

yet wonderful case of freakery. This “meticulously contrived spectacle” (Shildrick 2001: 

24) that repulses yet attracts the ‘normate audience’ from/to the ‘modified freak/s’ 

ironically depends largely on the dual ‘abilities’ of the spectator/s as well as the actor/s – 

the ability of the performer/s to be able to put on a show that can yield profits and the 

ability of the audience to be able to financially reward that act.13 

In a tragic turn of events, when Shankar dies in a fatal crash with a double-decker 

bus, the beggarmaster arranges a funeral procession for him that includes all his 

“crippled, blinded, armless, legless, diseased, and faceless” beggars – a procession of 

assorted disability which despite attracting the attention of onlookers is unable to extract 

a single coin from their pockets. Disgusted but not surprised at the decline of charity 

money for his disabled beggars, the beggarmaster explains the economics employed in 

the commercial display of the ‘unique’ bodies and derides the fragility of the ‘normate’ 

body that finds itself in privileged social conditions temporarily: ““That’s not surprising. 

Pity can only be shown in small doses. When so many beggars are in one place, the 
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public goes like this” –he put his fists to his eyes, like binoculars. “It’s a freak show. 

People forget how vulnerable they are despite their shirts and shoes and briefcases, how 

this hungry and cruel world could strip them, put them in the same position as my 

beggars.” (493 emphasis added). As a wily businessman, the beggarmaster understands 

that the presence of too many beggars at one place may numb the public and 

consequently lower down the profits. He argues the commercial significance of ‘strategic 

placement’ of his disabled actors/beggars at ‘prime locations’ like railway stations, 

shopping centers, offices, temples etc.: “In this business, as in others, the three most 

crucial things are location, location, and location. Right now, if I move these beggars 

from Vishram to a major temple or a place of pilgrimage, the money would come flowing 

in” (579). In a way, the beggarmaster’s ‘operations and manipulations’ (Flaugh) of bodies 

and their abilities and disabilities in order to achieve profit is not much different from the 

workings of other business men and women like Nusswan Shroff, Mrs. Gupta, Dina 

Dalal, Sergeant Kesar, the Facilitator, the Foreman, the Project Manager, Rajaram, 

Thakur Dharamsi and even the author, Rohinton Mistry himself, who has also been 

criticized for his strategic deployment of ‘disability’ in his novels for its metaphorical and 

allegorical functioning that may have increased the sales of his novels. Therefore, even if 

some characters like Dina Dalal possess good intentions and may have a miniscule role in 

the exploitation of dis/abilities she is still a part of the pecking order that is driven by the 

“same thirst for profit” that reduces bodies to “cheap, disposable commodities” (Tokaryk 

22). 

Invoking Foucault’s concept of the “anatomo-politics” of the human body, the 

narrative also highlights the systematic procedures of power that supervise these “cheap 
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disposable” bodies “through an entire series of interventions and regulatory controls: a 

biopolitics of the population” (History of Sexuality 139). “With the population as a 

political problem, as a problem that is at once scientific and political, as a biological 

problem and as power’s problem,” biopolitics becomes a “strategy” for controlling the 

eugenics of the population (Foucault, Society Must Be Defended 245). Analyzing India’s 

complicated relationship with the global campaign of ‘family-planning’ since its 

independence in 1947, Matthew Connelly demonstrates how the decades of 1950s and 

1960s served as the “long gestation” period for the state-endorsed “forced sterilization” 

disaster of the Emergency period (1975-1977) (630). Under a significant pressure from 

the international aid-giving agencies like World Bank, USAID, Ford Foundation, 

International Planned Parenthood Federation, New York based Population Council etc. to 

meet unrealistic targets, the Family Planning drive lost its “humanitarian” motive. 

Instead, the campaign became an “economic venture” to make profits by turning the 

embodied citizens into cheap commodities (Scott, web). While incentive payments were 

announced to attract a large number of volunteers for these surgeries, the state 

governments and family planning workers were also competing with each other for 

incentives and promotions for fulfilling and in some cases even exceeding their daily 

targets.14 As per the Shah Commission of Inquiry, “During the year 1976-77, the target of 

4.3 million sterilisations [sic] set by the Government of India was exceeded by 190%” (5-

6). In another study, Davidson Gwatkin notes, that “more than 8 million sterilizations 

were reported, more than three times the number in the preceding year. In September 

1976 alone, over 1.7 million sterilizations were recorded, a figure that equalled the annual 

average for the ten preceding years” (29). The sterilization programme with its unrealistic 
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targets became something of “a national game” for both the state and central government 

(qtd in Mehta 153). Consequently, force and coercion became a common technique to 

drag people violently to the camps. In order to achieve the “high” targets, some people 

were even doubly or triply vasectomized while many thousands were operated with non-

sterilized tools due to limited medical infrastructure.15 As the targets were achieved, the 

post-emergency period witnessed increasing number of recorded death claims (around 

1800), while many thousands were left permanently disabled due to the post-surgery 

complications and infections inherited through forced ectomies.16 

Critiquing the establishment of sterilization tents as “factories” in which 

individual bodies like “goods” with some “cut here, snip there, [and]a few stitches” are 

“ready to be shipped” (601), Mistry recreates the horrors of rampant coercive measures 

that had capitalistic undertone to them and primarily targeted the people from “lowest 

socio-economic strata” (Tarlo 242). Seen in this context, “disability” as argued by 

Michael Davidson, is “as much about national and cultural power differentials as it is a 

matter of medicine and bodies” (175). Consequently, the bodies of poor subaltern citizens 

like Om and Ishvar are not just seen as ‘freely available’ but also ‘easily disposable.’ In 

addition to being violently dragged to the camp and forcefully vasectomized using non-

surgical tools, their bodies also become a site for personal vendetta as Thakur Dharamsi 

gets Om’s testicles forcefully removed to settle scores with the chamaar family. While 

Om gains weight and becomes oversized due to the resulting complication of the 

castration operation, Ishvar’s legs have to be amputated to avoid the poison inherited 

from the surgical tools to spread to the upper part of the body. Serving as a ‘terror-

inflicting’ as well as a ‘punishment strategy’ to discipline the so called ‘unruly’ bodies 
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like that of Om, the Sterilization program reiterates prime-minister’s message “the need 

of the hour is -discipline” and becomes one of the biggest state-sponsored body-politic 

schemes of postcolonial history (81). Despite being touted as a ‘magical program’ that 

would restore the ‘ailing’ body of the nation to “normalcy,” the program ironically ends 

up infecting and removing “perfectly healthy organs from the bodies of ‘anti national’ 

citizens” (Barker 153). Nonetheless, the sterilization program was a huge success for the 

government as it helped in refurbishing India’s global image and safeguarding the 

international funding at the expense of mutilating the bodies of its “surplus” population. 

It was an economic opportunity for the middle-class government officials to make 

profitable commissions per case, an instant money-making scheme for the famishing 

citizens who willingly and unwillingly traded their bodies to get money or food, and a 

lucrative business opportunity for enterprising businesspeople like the Mrs. Gupta, 

beggarmaster, ‘fertility- potion’ selling peddlers, the construction site facilitator and the 

foreman etc. 

In the epilogue to the novel, which is set after eight years of the Emergency in the 

backdrop of another state-sponsored biopolitics (anti-sikh riots of 1984 that resulted in 

orchestrated massacre of more than 3000 sikhs and many thousands of unreported 

murders and human rights violations)17, the narrative depicts the debilitating impact of 

the Emergency on the bodies of its four protagonists. The two tailors after enduring the 

violence of their castration and amputation now earn their living as beggars by 

performing their unique “bodily abilities” in the urban streets (Flaugh 44). Dina Dalal 

now works as a housekeeper for her brother and his family and has aged speedily in the 

past eight years. She now has a full gray head, wears thick-glasses and looks like a “stick-
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wristed figure” (696). Unlike his friends, Maneck’s body hasn’t suffered physically over 

the years as he was away in Dubai, but he is still dealing with the trauma of loss that he 

experienced during the Emergency. The mysterious political murder of his Hindu friend, 

Avinash, still haunts him and he is still unable to get over the loss of his father’s cola 

factory and the consequent degradation in his health. Maneck was very hopeful and 

excited to meet his friends as he comes back from Dubai after eight years, but their 

current ‘disablement’ shocks him beyond repair. The joy that he was hoping to regain on 

seeing his friends after these many years turns into a depressing and despair moment. 

Maneck feels ashamed and guilty of his seemingly “healthy body,” blames himself for 

Avinash’s death and is unable to gather courage to talk to Om and Ishvar –as if their 

degradation and disability is his fault. He feels privileged, guilty, and claustrophobic in 

his ‘physically healthy body’ and cowardly turns away from his old friends. Like the 

“thread that unravelled from the quilt” ([sic] Mistry, 707), Maneck untangles himself 

from his paradoxical able-bodied position by committing suicide. Maneck’s suicide 

becomes an abstract win of his depression and a symbolic failure of the Parsi community 

at multiple levels. 

Despite the pervasive violence of forced sterilizations on the bodies of masses, the 

two Parsi characters in the novel conspicuously remain unscathed by it. That doesn’t 

imply that their bodies do not bear the consequences of state-sponsored biopolitics, but 

unlike their poor non-Parsi friends –Om, Ishvar, Shankar, beggarmaster, Avinash –Dina 

and Maneck do not acquire disability or death through a forceful state-sponsored act. 

While Maneck’s and Dina’s non-impaired bodies become living testimonies of their 

privileged position as Parsis, their failure in protecting their non-Parsi friends from the 
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debilitating violence of postcolonial biopolitics becomes a metaphorical disgrace of 

image of a “Good Parsi”18. Though, Dina tries to redeem herself by completely getting 

over her fear of contamination from foreign bodies and smells at the end of the novel as 

she not only secretly invites the disabled beggars to her brother’s apartment for some free 

food and familiar company, but also uses the same plates to serve them food that 

Nusswan and his family use. Finally, we see that Dina’s quilt as a metaphor for Parsi 

purity is now forever ‘contaminated’ as it is used by Ishvar “to cushion his torso” and 

thus bears all “the stains, dirt, and wear” of the history of their accidental family (Weagel 

10). 

Contrary to the hegemonic notions of normalcy, ‘disability’ is neither ‘cured’ or 

‘rehabilitated’ nor it is made to disappear at the end of the novel. Instead, the very act of 

‘curing’ the so called contaminated bodies undertaken by the government at the behest of 

western powers, ironically ends up infecting and mutilating them resulting in the mass 

production of disability. The sight of victims of forced mass vasectomies with “pusstains 

at the crotch” ([sic], 619) walking in the streets and markets not only becomes common 

but directly contradicts the “hygiaesthetic” purpose of the government initiated “city 

beautification” program (Van Dam 214). Such bodies transgress the boundaries of 

individual stigmatizations and tragedies to join the postcolonial ‘imagined community’19 

that is united by their shared trauma and embodied impairments. If the construction of 

“normalcy,” as argued by Lennard J. Davis is a byproduct of industrial revolution and 

European colonialism,20 the mass production of “disability” in the postcolonial 

environment becomes a corollary of the intertwined effects of colonialism, wars, global 

capitalism, poverty, corruption, biopolitics and other socio-economic factors. The 
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pervasive materiality of disability in postcolonial nations transgress beyond its trope –it 

becomes a governing technique, a survival strategy, a unifying identity, a consolidating 

experience, a collective concern and an epicenter of new beginnings. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3 

1. See, for example Puri, Balraj. ‘A Fuller View of the Emergency’. Economic and Political 

Weekly 30.28 (1995): 1736-1744. Print; Bhushan, Prashant. The Case that Shook India: The 

Verdict that led to the Emergency (2018); Tarlo, Emma. Unsettling Memories: Narratives of the 

Emergency in Delhi (2003); Rushdie, Salman. Midnight’s Children (1981); Kapoor, Coomi. The 

Emergency: A Personal History (2016). 

2. See Arjun Guneratne’s Pathways to Power: The Domestic Policies of South Asia, pp- 116-117. 

3. In Tryst with Power, Nayantara Sehgal notes: “meetings of more than five persons without 

permission were forbidden, an unrealistic ban in overcrowded market areas where the streets team 

with human beings. It was rigorously enforced where it could be” (228). 

4. Echoing Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, the novel comes a full circle where the dead-body found on the 

tracks becomes a symbol for the apocalyptic ending of the novel when the unnamed bodies found 

on the tracks start identifying themselves as the familiar characters form the novel like Avinash 

and Manech Kohlah. 

5. Chamaar refers to the community of Untouchables who practice the traditional occupation of 

tanning. They are also known as the Dalits and now in modern India called as the Scheduled 

Caste. According to Indian ancient caste system, the chamaar community ranks the lowest and 

therefore have suffered historical oppression at the hands of upper classes for centuries. 

6. Achhoot jati is a Hindi terminology to refer to the Untouchable Caste. 

7. The methods adopted by Sanjay Gandhi and his supporters to eradicate the shacks of poor people 

and wipe out the slums have been criticized world-wide. The worst was the Turkman Gate episode 

in which 150,000 shacks and the forcible relocation of around 75,000 slum dwellers –mostly 

Muslims –was executed at Sanjay Gandhi’s orders leading to riots and 24-hour curfew in the city. 

For more information on the beautification program see “Emergency Assessments” by Vijay 

Prasad (1996); and Vinod Mehta’s The Sanjay Story: From Anand Bhavan to Amethi (2015). 

8. For the detailed horrors of the ‘forced sterilization scheme’ enacted by the government during the 

Emergency period, see Coomi Kapoor’s The Emergency: A Personal History (2016); see Vinod 

Mehta’s The Sanjay Story: From Anand Bhavan to Amethi (2015). 
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9. Of the many horrifying anti-Semitic violence executed by the Nazis against the Jews, the language 

used to describe them became critical in manipulating people’s opinion and perception about the 

Jews as the Other. By comparing them to “vermin, bacteria and bacilli,” the Nazi propaganda 

dehumanized the Jews as parasites who deserved to be exterminated. 

10. Christian Flaugh in his book Operation Freak: Narrative, Identity and the Spectrum of Bodily 

Abilities (2012), cautions against using freak and disabled as synonymous or combining the 

disability studies discourse with freak discourse. Flaugh argues that both disabled and freak 

address “similar notions of normality as they relate not so much to bodily appearance as to bodily 

ability” (44). 

11. Margrit Shildrick briefly traces the history of organized freak shows from as early as the twelfth 

century in her book Employing the Monster: Encounters with the Vulnerable Self (2002). For more 

information on the business of Victorian Freak Shows and the economic exploitation of disabled 

and extraordinary bodies in them see Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of Extraordinary Bodies 

(1996) by Rosemarie Garland-Thomson; The Victorian freak show: The significance 

of disability and Physical differences in 19th-century fiction (2009) by Lillion Craton; Freak 

Show: Presenting Human Oddities for Amusement and Profit (1990) by Robert Bogdan; Staging 

Stigma: A critical examination of American Freak Show (2008) by Michael Chemers. 

12. In Rabelais and his World, Mikhail Bhaktin argues “Of all the features of the human face, the nose 

and mouth play the most important part in the grotesque image of the body; the head, ears, and 

nose also acquire a grotesque character when they adopt the animal form of that of the inanimate 

objects…But the most important of all human features for the grotesque is the mouth. It dominates 

all else. The grotesque face is actually reduced to the gaping mouth; the other features are only a 

frame encasing this wide-open bodily abyss” (314-315). In his monstrously grotesque sketch, 

Mistry lends the creative genius of Rabelais to the beggarmaster who draws his stepmother as the 

ideal embodiment of grotesque- emaciated body with a missing nose and a gaping mouth, while 

her sons protrude the “shoots and branches…[prolonging] the body and [linking] it to other bodies 

or to the world outside” (316-317). 

13. Mistry interweaves this paradoxical relationship of the ‘normate’ body with the disabled body in 

the prequel leading to Shankar’s death when one of the on-lookers comments on Shankar’s 

disabled body: ““What a monster he is!” marveled another, torn between repulsion and 

admiration. “Such dexterity! Even without fingers and legs, he can commit these violent crimes!” 

(571). 
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14. Matthew Connelly in his book Fatal Misconception: The Struggle to Control World Population 

(2009) uncovers the ulterior motives of global “humanitarian movements” of Planned Parenthood 

and Family Planning Programs by arguing how the histories of population control all across the 

countries are intertwined with global capitalism. In his another article elsewhere, “Population 

Control in India: Prologue to the Emergency Period” (2006), Connelly establishes the long history 

of corruption and capitalistic accumulations that turned the family planning program in India into 

a business venture both for the authorities as well as the poor people. 

15. For more information on the coercive methods used by the government and the gruesome human 

rights violations committed during that time, see Gwatkin, Gemma Scot, and Vinod Mehta. 

16. Nearly all the literature on the forced sterilization drive of the Emergency focus on the 

consequential debilitating effects on the bodies of the citizens. While many women succumbed to 

excessive bleeding and eventual deaths, there were several cases where people complained of 

pain, weight change, loss of sexual drive. See Vinod Mehta’s The Sanjay Story. 2nd ed. London: 

Harper Collins, 2012. 

17. After the assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi by one of her Sikh bodyguards in 1984, there were 

brutal attacks on thousands of innocent Sikh men, women and children across India under the 

direction of the ruling Congress Party of India. State actors like the police either turned a blind eye 

to the killings or actively assisted in their execution. Although official reports record the killings 

of nearly 3,000 Sikhs, unofficial estimates are much higher. Barbara Crossette, a former New 

York Times bureau chief in New Delhi noted that “Almost as many Sikhs died in a few days in 

India in 1984 than all the deaths and disappearances in Chile during the 17-year military rule of 

Gen. Augusto Pinochet between 1973 and 1990.” 

18. According to Tanya Luhrmann, the colonial ‘Good Parsi’ was not just progressive and 

sophisticated like an English gentleman but also physically fit and strong and masculine like him. 

19. Benedict Anderson in Imagined Communities argues that “the nation…is an imagined political 

community that is imagined both inherently limited and sovereign” (5). Imagined because, 

“members . . . will never know most of their fellow members . . . yet in the minds of each lives the 

image of their communion” (6). Limited because, “even the largest of them . . . has finite, if 

elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other nations” (7). Sovereign because, “the concept was born 

in an age in which Enlightenment and Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely-

ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm . . . nations dream of being free, and, if under God, directly 

so” (7). 
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20. Lennard. J. Davis in “Constructing Normalcy: The Bell Curve, the Novel, and the Invention of the 

Disabled Body in the Nineteenth Century” traces the history of the construction of the concept of 

“normalcy” and how it constituted “disability” in a negative light. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Bed, Bath and Beyond: Postcolonial Healthcare System and The Politics of 
Caregiving 

In his bestseller book, Being Mortal (2014), American surgeon, Dr. Atul Gawande, using 

his personal stories and experiences, emphasizes the notion of providing opportunities for 

a meaningful life to the people at their dying end. In the first chapter, “The Independent 

Self,” Gawande compares the old-age living experiences of his grandmother-in-law (then 

77 years old), who lived by herself in her house in Arlington despite having debilitating 

arthritis, with his grandfather (then more than 100 years old), who “was surrounded and 

supported by family at all times” in India (14). Despite being able to perform “only some 

of the basic measures of independence, and a few of the more complex ones,” he was 

never placed in a nursing home, but continued to live with his family until his death at the 

age of 110 (114). Gawande continues: “My uncles were worried he’d fall –he was weak 

and unsteady –but they knew it was important to him. So they got him a smaller horse 

and made sure that someone always accompanied him… Had he lived in the West, this 

would have seemed absurd. It isn’t safe, his doctor would say. If he persisted, then fell, 

and went to an emergency room with a broken hip, the hospital would not let him return 

home. They’d insist that he go to a nursing home. But in my grandfather’s premodern 

world, how he wanted to live was his choice, and the family’s role was to make it 

possible” (emphasis added, 15). While Gawande’s text brings forth the urgent need to 

“demedicalize” mortality, the book highlights the critical role of personalized caregiving 

in humanizing the experience of disability. Since Gawande is acutely aware of the 

burdens of caregiving in a family setting, he emphasizes hospice to be the most humane 

model of care. 
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While caregiving is a process that involves each and every one of us at one or the 

other stage/s of our life –either as caregivers or as care-recipients, this act universally 

remains unrecognized, underpaid and even feminized. Among the many descriptions of 

informal or family caregiving, one that still remains widely used was postulated by A. 

Horowitz in 1985. According to him, informal care involves four dimensions: direct care 

(providing assistance with bathing, dressing, managing medications); emotional care 

(providing social support and encouragement); mediation care (negotiating with others 

on behalf of the care recipient); and financial care (through gifts or service purchases). 

According to R. Murthy, “In India, caregiving is largely by the family members as there 

are extremely limited alternative institutional facilities and welfare supports for those 

with long-standing illnesses …In addition, in India, most families prefer to care for the ill 

person at all stages of illness. However, the larger societal changes in the country are 

placing significant demands on the caregivers. Two of the changes making caregiving 

difficult are living in urban areas and living in nuclear families. The lack of a supportive 

community in urban areas and the limited resources in a nuclear family make caring a 

demand on the caregivers and places their mental health at risk” (10). 

I interrogate the postcolonial healthcare model that is in constant interaction with 

the systems of gender, class and sexism –as an analytical tool to deepen the 

understandings of the dyadic relationships between the caregiver and care-recipients, and 

also engage in a meaningful dialogue with its sub-disciplines such as neoliberal 

discourses of domesticity and state-sponsored biopolitics. While the act of the care of the 

sick and elderly is universally feminized as well as considered to be one of those 

activities “that carry the greatest threat of disgust” (Menninghaus 14), this chapter 
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examines how the trope of disability is used to expose the inevitable slippages, excesses, 

and transgressions that marginalize female bodies in the name of patriarchy and 

embodied contamination. I delineate a critique of government healthcare model and argue 

that when it joins forces with neoliberal globalization it not just fails to identify the 

enormous invisible labor done by caregivers but also oppresses them by not providing 

any substantial support system. The focus of this chapter is deliberately on the caregivers 

to demonstrate the multidimensional functioning of disability in Parsi Postcolonial 

Anglophone texts. Since the criticism on the act of caregiving is relatively missing from 

the postcolonial scholarship, this chapter aims to start the debate and identify it as a major 

postcolonial and gender issue that is also pertinent to the burgeoning field of health 

humanities. 

With an increasing score of ageing population above sixty years that constitute 

almost 31% of the total population of the Indian Parsi community, it is no surprise to see 

Parsi authors like Rohinton Mistry and Thrity Umrigar choosing to write about the 

geriatric Parsi population –their anxieties, fears, eccentricities, loneliness, and 

deteriorating health –in their social-realist1 fictional works. In documenting the 

degenerating experience of ageing among the Parsi population, Mistry and Umrigar also 

delineate a critique of government healthcare model and highlight the predicament of 

family caregivers. Firdaus Kanga’s Trying to Grow also focuses on the caregiving burden 

of a family but the care-receiver in this case is the youngest member of the family who is 

born with a visible disability that affects his mobility and daily functioning. Examining 

different aspects and stages of caregiving and care-receiving, all these three authors 

interrogate the gendered dynamics of the “family’s role”, that Gawande mentions, in 
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making caregiving possible in the adversarial intimate postcolonial spaces of their 

apartments. 

Rohinton Mistry’s Other works and Family Matters 

Although Mistry has been criticized for the “appropriation of disabled body” to be used 

for its symbolic and allegorical functioning over the materiality of its experience (Yorke 

“Realism and the Immaterial” 267), Valerie Narayana argues that in doing so Mistry 

“reveal[s] rather than obscure those parts of the human spirit which must be invoked 

when one opts to deal sincerely with the reality of illness” (120). From delineating 

Minocher’s horrible experiences of being treated “savagely and carelessly” by the 

hospital staff during his last years in his short story “Condolence Visit” in Tales from 

Ferozsha Baag, Mistry drafts a full-fledged critique of modern medicine right from the 

beginning in Such a Long Journey declaring somewhere in the narrative, “Go to a 

hospital when you are ready to die (194). Mistry urges for demedicalization of 

experiences of illnesses and disabilities by highlighting the limitations and failure of the 

medical model in ‘curing’ people, and favors the role of “home-care” over institutional 

care. But in doing so, Mistry also, inadvertently internalize sexism and reinforces gender 

inequality as the domestic spaces of home tenaciously feminize care. For example, in his 

short story, “Condolence Visit,” Daulat is forced to take her ailing husband back home 

from the hospital when his body becomes a site of violations and negligence –the nurses 

frequently mixed medicines, the ward boy handled the bedpan savagely, the hospital staff 

roughly scrubs Minocher’s bedsores causing them to fill with pus and bad smell. And it is 

only when Daulat brings her husband back home and changes his dressings four times a 

day using sulfa ointment –the bedsores disappear in two weeks. In Such a Long Journey, 
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Mistry continues with his disappointment in modern medicine when his daughter’s 

prolonged diarrhea shows no sign of recovery despite taking a regular dose of Entero-

Vioform and Sulpha-Guanidine. He gets infuriated when the doctor suggests to admit her 

to a hospital: “…Everyone knows what happens in hospital. Blunders and botches, wrong 

injections, medicine mix-ups.’ Dinshawji nodded in agreement. ‘Go to a hospital when 

you are ready to die, is what I always say.’ ‘Absolutely correct,’ said Gustad. ‘Bas 

[Enough], with doctors, anytime they don’t know what to do –throw the patient in 

hospital. Who is here in the world that can take better care of my Roshan than I, I would 

like to know” (194). To this, Dinshawji confesses how his own health exacerbated in the 

hospital and he would have been “hundred times better” had he rested at home (194). In 

his second novel, Mistry refrains from going into details of caregiving duties of Dina 

Dalal, but makes a gendered critique of care when Nusswan expects the women of the 

house –either Dina or his wife – to nurse his ailing mother while he goes out to make 

money. Although Dina’s character stubbornly resists the hegemonic boundaries of 

patriarchy throughout the novel, she ultimately fails to hold her ground. Towards the end 

of the novel we find her back in her brother’s apartment engaged in unpaid strenuous 

work of housekeeping and caregiving. 

Continuing with these themes, it is in his third novel, Family Matters (2002), that 

Mistry, through the caregiving acts ascribed to the women of the household, examines the 

gender-equality paradox of the highly successful and educated Parsi community in 

details. Mistry weaves a sensory commentary on the postcolonial anxiety of ageing, loss, 

nostalgia, disabling illness, and caretaking in the backdrop of the aftermath of 1992 

communal riots. Nariman Vakeel is a seventy-nine-year-old retired distinguished 
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professor of English who is suffering from debilitating Parkinson’s disease and 

osteoporosis. During one of his evening strolls, he breaks his ankle. This accident leads 

not just to his leg becoming encased in plaster of Paris from his thigh down to his toes, 

but also confines him to bed for the rest of his life. As a result, his stepchildren —Jal and 

Coomy, who share Nariman’s seven-room plush apartment with him— have to 

unwillingly bear the burden of his caretaking. However, they soon run out of patience and 

become overwhelmed by the demanding job of caretaking. Through devious 

machinations they foist off their stepfather into the tiny two-room apartment of their 

younger half-sister Roxana, Nariman’s biological daughter, who lives with her husband, 

Yezad Chenoy, and her two almost teenage sons Murad and Jehangir. The presence of 

Nariman’s disabled body —with its odors, excretions, and secretions in the close quarters 

of Roxana and Yezad's tiny apartment— combined with the additional responsibility of 

his round-the-clock care with Yezad’s meager salary and looming job insecurity exacts 

toll not just on the Chenoy family but also escalates fear of contamination among his 

family members. 

The novel begins with a mundane day in the life of a very lonely seventy-nine-

year-old Nariman Vakeel who is beseeched by his stepchildren to forgo his evening stroll 

for the day. As Nariman washes his hands in the bathroom, he reflects on his 

deteriorating health, his forced dependency on them, and the inheritance of loss(es) 

accompanied with his degenerative illness. His stepchildren constantly reprimand and 

“plague[] him with rules [that] govern every aspect of his shrunken life” (2). “Besides, 

the prohibition against locked doors, he [is] required to announce his intention to use the 

WC. In the morning he [is] not to get out of bed till [Coomy comes] to get him. A bath 
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[is] possible only twice a week when she under[takes] its choreography, with Jal enlisted 

as stage manager to stand by and ensure his safety. There [are] more rules regarding his 

meals, his clothes, his dentures, his use of the radiogram, and in charitable moments 

Nariman accept[s] what they never tired of repeating: it [is] all for his own good” (2). 

However, despite all the rules, requests, warnings and threats by Jal and Coomy (his 

stepchildren and caregivers), Nariman stubbornly resists them by his sarcastic humor and 

turning a metaphorical deaf ear to their warnings. Even with his “fading eyesight, 

tiresome dentures, trembling limbs, stooped posture, and shuffling gait” Nariman, 

notwithstanding the weather conditions, undertakes his regular “vesperal routine” of a 

short walk (5). And it is during one of these walks that he breaks his ankle. 

Due to the fracture, Nariman is bedridden and immobile and thus has to depend 

on his caregivers for intimate care for the coming weeks. However, due to his preexisting 

conditions, Nariman never heals and thus remains confined to his bed until his death. 

Although Nariman’s disability is what drives the narrative forward, the focus of the 

narrative soon shifts on the arduous task of caregiving and its debilitating impact on the 

health of the caregivers. Within a day of helping immobile Nariman with his intimate 

bodily functions, Coomy and Jal, his stepchildren, already reach “the end of their 

stamina” (70). Being middle aged and coping with their own health related issues like 

hernia and appendix and back pain, Jal and Coomy are perpetually tired, sleep-deprived 

and have low patience. They squabble with each other over every little chore and 

complain about the prodigious burden of the undesired job of caretaking of their 

stepfather in loud voices. However, the last straw that breaks their patience is when 

Nariman defecates on his bed filling his room and eventually the entire apartment with a 
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putrid fetor. Consequently, their servant, Phoola, refuses to clean up Nariman’s room 

because of the stench, and quits her job leaving Coomy feeling “crushed” while 

imagining the “calamity of servantless days” (76). 

As Nariman’s ailing body loses control over its excretions and secretions, it turns 

into a disgusting “slime” and ‘abject’ that is “perceived as dangerous because of its 

powers to contaminate, infect, pollute by proximity, contact, or ingestion” (Miller 2). In 

Iris Marion Young’s words, “the abject provokes fear and loathing because it exposes the 

border between self and other as constituted and fragile, and threatens to dissolve the 

subject by dissolving the border boundaries” (144). Coomy and Jal battle with multitude 

of feelings “moving from revulsion to pity to anger, and back to revulsion. They [are] 

bewildered, and indignant, that a human creature of blood and bone, so efficient in good 

health, [can] suddenly become so messy. Neither Nariman’s age nor his previous illness 

had served to warn them. Sometimes they [take] it personally, as though their stepfather 

[has] reduced himself to this state to harass them. And by nightfall, the air [is] again 

fraught with tension, thick with reproaches spoken and silent” (79). Overwhelmed with 

the caregiving burden, Coomy and Jal even forget to give him a bath or change his 

clothes since his return from the hospital which is five days now. As a result, Nariman 

feels sticky and itchy all over his body “starving for a rub of talcum powder” (80). Like 

his caregivers, Nariman is equally uncomfortable with the set-up, and too scared to ask 

for help from them. He is still using the dentures that have not been cleaned for the past 

five days. Yet, when he hesitantly asks Coomy to clean them for her, she goes to the 

bathroom, “gritting her teeth” and gives a cursory wash to the dentures. Tasting the 

detergent in his mouth from the dentures, Nariman is too afraid to ask Coomy to clean the 
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dentures again. Clearly, Nariman is aware of the role reversal and his oppressed position 

in the power dynamics of caregiving/care-receiving. He is too frail to fight his 

oppressors, and becomes more sick and depressed under their ‘caregiving.’ 

Although Nariman’s leaking bodily fluids and odors pose threat to Coomy’s 

allegiance to religious purism and their sordidness challenge Coomy’s “clean and proper” 

body (Kristeva 3), she feels pressurized to overcome her resentment against Nariman that 

she has been carrying in her heart since her mother’s suicide. Since the Vakil family is 

unable to hire a professional nurse due to depleting finances, the caregiving burden 

inevitably becomes feminized and falls on Coomi’s shoulders while her brother, Jal, 

pretends to be engaged in more masculine chores like investing in the stock market or 

doing repair work in the house. As Coomy reaches her breaking point, she complains of 

feeling isolated and unsupported by her family members in sharing the caregiving duties. 

She plots with her brother to foist off the caregiving burden on her half-sister, Roxana, 

who is also Nariman’s biological daughter. 

Unlike her half-siblings, Roxana feels grateful to have the opportunity to take care 

of her father in his disabled illness. From giving him sponge baths to rubbing talcum 

powder on his back; from feeding him with her hands to helping him relieve in urinals 

and bedpans; from washing his clothes to changing bed sheets for him everyday; Roxana 

never complains despite being over-exhausted from all the caregiving work and domestic 

chores. She literally makes room for Nariman in the cramped spaces of her apartment by 

moving Murad, her elder son, to a make-shift tent house in the balcony to sleep during 

the nights. Roxana rations food items like butter, meat, eggs etc. so that she can 

accommodate to feed her father and pay his medical bills as well. As a result, not only 
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her sons start losing weight, but inadequate meals also escalate tensions between the 

marital bliss of Roxana and Yezad. On the other hand, Roxana also feels exhausted due 

to round-the-clock caregiving for her father and feels more and more isolated and 

depressed because of her husband’s changing attitude. According to Emily Abel, 

“Caregiving tends to be a lonely endeavor. A pervasive theme in the interviews with 

caregivers is their sense of intense isolation… Moreover, although the devotion of a 

caregiver to an impaired person may testify to the strength of intimate ties, caregiving 

often fractures families. Many caregivers report increased tensions with husbands, 

children and siblings” (1986: 482-483). 

As days pass, the overlapping spaces of Roxana’s tiny apartment inundate with 

the stenches and odors of Nariman’s excretions and secretions, which in particular 

disgust her husband, Yezad. Although Yezad, like Coomy, is uncomfortable with the 

noisome bodily stenches that now permanently encompass his tiny apartment, his 

resentment for Nariman stems purely from his fear of contamination from Nariman’s 

leaking body. He is unhappy to see the strain of strenuous caregiving on his wife’s body 

and his sons. Consequently, he holds Nariman responsible for ruining his family’s 

happiness, and stops being respectful towards him. Instead, he complains about the odors 

and the loss of his privacy loudly so that he could shame and embarrass Nariman. He 

forbids his sons to touch Nariman’s bedpan and urine bottle and even denies Nariman his 

urine bottle one day when Roxana is away. By this time, Nariman is even more frail and 

helpless, and soon succumbs to his death. 

Although Mistry presents dual perspectives on the act of caregiving through 

Coomy and Roxana, unarguably, in both the situations, the women as primary caregivers 
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endure the long term effects of prolonged caregiving. Analyzing this patriarchal set up 

through the lens of feminism, Hooyman and Gonyea argues, “family caregivers is a 

euphemism for one primary caregiver, typically female…Many women care for more 

than one generation at a time…This pattern reflects the societal expectation and ideology 

that the home is women’s domain and caring a natural female characteristic” (3). In 

Hooyman and Gonyea’s words, this “unpaid and invisible labor” that has long-term 

effects on the physical and mental health undertaken by women of the house such as 

Coomy and Roxana is a central feminist issue. It is “both a profound personal experience 

and an oppressive social institution that can interfere with women’s sense of competence, 

economic independence and options” (Hooyman, 24). Through the burden of caregiving, 

Mistry demonstrates how patriarchal structures reinforce the structures of oppression and 

subordination in neoliberal economies, and at the same time highlights the failure of the 

postcolonial public healthcare regime to provide sufficient support and an abuse-free 

environment for its elderly and disabled population. With the increasing elderly Parsi 

population, the direct and indirect caregiving burden oppresses the younger generation, 

particularly women who are also actively engaged in parental caregiving duties and 

domestic duties. This imbalance affects the overall health of the community that is so 

desperately engaged in increasing its numbers. 

The Space Between Us 

A similar dynamics of caregiver’s resentment and abuse of power seem to operate in the 

novel of another Parsi author, Thrity Umrigar, in her bestseller, The Space Between Us 

(2006). Unlike Coomi and Roxana, Sera Dubash is an upper-middle-class Parsi widow, 

who is able to afford external help for her paralytic mother-in-law, Banu Dubash. In her 
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years of marriage to Feroz Dubash, Sera not only endures the brutal physical violence 

inflicted on her by Feroz, but also experiences perpetual harassment at the hands of her 

mother-in-law, particularly during her menstrual cycle when she is seen as a ‘polluted’ 

body. From being slapped to being called an Achhut (untouchable, dirty) and forced to be 

locked up in her room during her menstrual cycle – the trauma of the past becomes more 

palpable every time Sera would visit to check on her bedridden mother-in-law. “Despite 

the fact that the stroke has rendered Banu helpless and bedridden, despite the fact that she 

could barely speak,” Sera still feels the shadow of Banu’s watchful eyes when she moves 

across the room, “much as she used to in the early days of [her] marriage” (48). As she 

stares at Banu’s mousy, shriveled, and leaking body, Sera is unable to feel even “a strand 

of pity” for Banu (49). She still experiences immense bitterness, resentment, and even 

vengeance against Banu. We soon learn that Sera pinches Banu’s lifeless cheeks 

everyday during her visit. Despite feeling ashamed and remorseful at her “juvenile 

behavior,” Sera “knows that she will perform the same ritual again, tomorrow” as “[it] is 

her only way of chalking up a minor victory for the idealistic, hopeful girl who lies 

buried inside this graveyard of a house” (51). While the text seemingly dehumanizes 

Banu as she is now referred by the name “monster,” Sera, by inflicting violence on Banu, 

dehumanizes herself too. Invoking Ferenczi’s trauma theory here, we can see that Sera 

identifies with her aggressor, Banu, to deal with the fears, vulnerability and 

powerlessness that she still deeply feels. Banu’s disability here becomes a narrative 

prosthesis for Sera to regain control and revalidate her self-worth. Sera repeatedly 

shuttles between feeling vulnerable to identifying with her aggressors –Banu and Feroz – 
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to feeling guilty and ashamed of this recognition. The obligated work of caregiving never 

lets Sera heal and has a long-term impact on her health. 

The Space Between Us also explores another dynamics of domestic caregiving 

that exists between Sera and her longtime ‘domestic servant’2 Bhima. Both the women 

have aged together and bear the marks of the tragedies of their lives on their bodies. 

Bhima and Sera have been each other’s caregiver through thick and thin of their lives. 

When Feroz would beat up Sera, Bhima would nurse her wounds and provide her 

emotional support (107), and when Bhima fell sick with typhoid, Sera nursed her back to 

health (115). Bhima treats Sera’s daughter like her own and has been assisting in her 

caregiving since her childhood. Bhima’s family feels that she treats the Dubash family 

“better than her own” (301). Likewise, Sera is protective of Bhima’s granddaughter, 

Maya, and helps her make some extra money for her education by employing her as 

Banu’s caregiver even though she knows that “she could get away with paying someone 

else a lot less than she paid Maya for the job, but Maya was practically a family member 

and Sera didn’t begrudge her the extra money” (117). Throughout her life, Sera has been 

taunted by her friends and husband for treating Bhima “too well” and “like a family 

member” as if she is “the Kohinoor diamond or something” (44,170). However, despite 

treating, protecting and defending each other like family members, Sera and Bhima 

“remain divided by multiple hierarchies of power (class, race, religion, nationality, 

education) –within the intimate sphere of the (employer’s/[Sera’s]) home” (Hai 502). 

Ironically, Sera invokes the same Zoroastrian purity laws that oppressed her as a 

daughter-in-law to mark Bhima as a site of pollution that mustn’t be touched, hugged or 

contacted. Sera is conscious of the social distance between them and never allows Bhima 
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to sit on the couch or a chair and makes sure she eats or drinks from separate utensils than 

the rest of the family uses. 

Bhima, too understands the limitation of their relationship and validates the 

authority of social hierarchies between her and Sera as she sees herself as a product of the 

“culture of servitude” in which “social relations of domination/subordination, 

dependency and inequality are normalized and permeate both the domestic and public 

spheres” (Ray 3). In Mangharam words, she is “a fitting embodiment of [pre-capitalist 

and capitalist] contradictions because she represents the coming together of neoliberal 

inequalities tied to “development” and the sustained exacerbation of feudal and semi-

feudal forms of discrimination such as caste-based notions of bodily purity and pollution” 

(84). Domestic servitude that exists over a long period of time become a “permanent 

constituent of [servant’s] identity that produces expectations of loyalty, deference, and 

even self-abasement” (Mangharam 85), and this internalized servitude even transgresses 

generations and becomes a major source of subjugation within the power structures 

between the employer and the domestic servant. Therefore, even if Maya, works as a 

caregiver for elderly bedridden Banu, she is still embodying the burden of this familial 

internalization of servitude that forbids her to stop her employer, Viraf (Sera’s son-in-

law), from sexually exploiting her and abusing his power. As Viraf leaves the apartment 

after raping Maya and washing himself of all the ‘transmitted’ contamination received 

from the act, he turns back and instructs her: “‘Oh, one more thing, … Don’t forget to 

wash the sheets, okay?’” (280). The nonchalant yet authoritative way in which Viraf 

commands Maya to wash herself and the sheets after raping her not only testifies to 

Viraf’s “reduction of Maya to an embodiment of waged labor” but also reinforces the 
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hegemonic oppression of vulnerable lower-class female caregivers or domestic servants 

like Maya or her grandmother who are constantly dehumanized and abused at the hands 

of their upper-class employers (Mangharam 94). Maya’s unexpected pregnancy becomes 

a major cause of Bhima’s worry and she is desperate to find out the name of the child’s 

father but Maya is unable to muster courage to challenge her grandmother’s loyalty 

towards the Dubash family by revealing her perpetrator’s name. She also knows that any 

confrontation would lead to the termination of their services because their “obvious truth” 

will never be able to prove its truthfulness in front of Viraf’s “obvious lie” (311). Thus, 

even if Sera and Bhima see each other as ‘family members,’ this ‘term’ always benefits 

the employer and not the domestic caregiver. While calling domestic caregivers with 

endearing terms and referring to them ‘like a family member’ help the employers keep 

the domestic worker motivated and extract maximum labor from them, it unfortunately 

adds to the conundrum of domestic caregivers like Bhima and Maya as it weakens their 

negotiating position and any attempt to change it is seen as ungrateful action at the 

servants’ part or as an insult to the employer’s family (Anderson 122-123). 

Recognizing this imbalance in power structure, Maya chooses to remain silent 

about her sexual harassment at Dubash’s residence, and thus succumbs to her shame and 

anger, abandons her education, stops going out, loses weight day-by-day, remains 

depressed all the time, and ultimately aborts the fetus.  While Maya’s predicament is 

shared by many domestic workers all across the globe, socio-cultural tropes of castes and 

class further oppress the domestic labor in countries like India. According to Harsh 

Mander, this domestic labor in India, which includes women who work in private 

households as maids, servants, cleaners, nannies, cooks or caregivers, comprise 43 
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percent of the total working-age women of the country (2015). Exposing this “dark side 

of Indian homes” that employs nearly 1.5 million3 women as domestic workers, Julie and 

Rano cite several ethnographic accounts of sexual and human rights violations 

experienced by these paid caregivers and domestic workers at the hands of their 

employers. Commenting on the lack of “protective legislations” that fail to recognize 

domestic workers and caregivers as legit workers and their rights to the “labor laws,” 

Julie points out the debilitating impact of sexual exploitation on these women: “When the 

women [caregivers or domestic workers] are sexually abused or raped, the social stigma 

attached to these victims proves to be the strongest barricade for the women workers to 

keep the crime of their employers a secret. The only option for these workers against 

sexual violence is to change their place of work. Thus, they remain voiceless and 

nameless spectators of all forms of misfortunes” (190). Sara Dickey, in her ethnography, 

also mentions that while sexual exploitation of domestic caregivers is common in Indian 

households, “merely mentioning such possibilities can cause great damage to families’ 

and women’s reputations” (477). It is no surprise then that Viraf, implicates and provokes 

Bhima because she now knows too much. And when she falls for his trap (and reveals 

that Maya’s pregnancy was the result of a rape perpetrated by him), she is immediately 

fired and discarded like a “stale slice of bread” by her employer Sera (311). 

While The Space Between Us provides a critical commentary on the abuses and 

long-term impact of domestic caregiving and care receiving on both Parsi and non-Parsi 

women, it also reflects on the politics of contamination that is used to marginalize bodies 

–and in this case it is the female bodies. While Sera is seen impure by her mother-in-law 

during her menstrual cycle, Bhima is perceived as a potential carrier of germs and 
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diseases because of her poverty. And it is when Viraf, the ‘perfect’ Good Parsi rapes 

Maya, the poor-non-Parsi-low class girl, Umrigar establishes the ultimate (im)possibility 

of purity as every character ironically is embodying contamination. Umrigar explores this 

notion further in her novel as she delineates a strong critique of neoliberal public 

healthcare system like Mistry’s novels to highlight its oppressive policies and schemes. 

Since Sera belongs to a rich urban class who will never need to step inside a 

government hospital unless it is for her servant, Umrigar employs Bhima’s character to 

build a critique of government hospitals and abuse of power by medical professionals. 

For example: When Sera suggests taking Bhima’s granddaughter to a government 

hospital for her abortion, Dinaz immediately dismisses the idea by saying, “Come on, 

Mummy. You know what butchers those doctors are at those free hospitals. And seeing a 

young, unmarried girl who is pregnant…” (70-71). At another occasion, Sera wonders 

how different things would have been for Maya, Bhima’s granddaughter, if she had to go 

for an abortion at a government hospital: 

Sera has heard stories about doctors making lewd jokes about fallen women, slipping their hands 

up women’s private parts for their own gratification under the guise of a medical exam. And most of those 

women, too ignorant to know what was happening and too poor to protest even if they did. (122) 

It is finally in the scenes at the government hospital that Umrigar builds a sharper 

critique of inadequacy of postcolonial healthcare resources and medical negligence 

practiced by “tired” doctors and nurses that leaves bodies ‘infected.’ Bhima’s husband 

catches debilitating infection from the unhygienic surgical tools at the government 

hospital and is left uncared for until Feroz and Sera intervene and exercise their “upper-

class” powers over the hospital staff. In another scene, Bhima is summoned to Delhi 

when her daughter and son-in-law contract AIDS (137), and Umrigar draws a stark 
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contrast between India’s private and public hospitals. In comparison to the “beautiful, 

sunlit” waiting area of the private abortion-clinic where rich ladies in their “fine saris and 

gold jewelry” pass time by reading magazines like Eve’s Weekly (122), Bhima waits in 

the “crowded, filthy hallway” of the government hospital where her daughter lays on a 

“moth-eaten cot” (137) like many other patients around her. The entire medical staff is 

frustrated and the doctor complains, “This whole hospital –everything –it’s all hopeless. 

Should’ve gone to ‘M’rica when I had a chance. At least they have respect for human life 

there” (151). 

Investigating the public healthcare system of modern India, senior journalist 

Michael Hayden, postulates “healthcare that lower-income patients receive [in 

government hospitals] is not only problematic on the whole; it can sometimes be outright 

lethal.” According to him: 

India’s massive population, it would seem, is the largest obstacle to running an efficient state health care 

plan for the poor. At every stop in the investigation, themes of overcrowding, overworked medical staffs 

and failing equipment dominated conversations. At smaller rural primary health centers throughout India, 

the doctor-to-patient ratio can be as high as 75,000 to one, according to the doctors who work 

there…Meanwhile, state governments shy away from the difficult task of delivering meaningful care to 

their poor…It is common for people to be denied care in state hospitals because of the nature of an ailment 

or because of patients’ caste, class and religion, despite the right to such services being guaranteed by the 

laws of Indian states. Patients with infectious diseases like incurable tuberculosis or H.I.V. are sometimes 

refused treatment, particularly in rural regions of the country, where underequipped or undereducated staff 

members are frightened of getting infected. 

For a country that spends “a little over 1% of GDP on public healthcare, one of 

the lowest levels in the world, poor health and steep costs alone are responsible for 

pushing 3-5% of the population below the poverty line” (Biswas). Vikas Bajpai and 
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Anoop Saraya, in their groundbreaking book Health Beyond Medicine draw attention to 

the corruption and failure of postcolonial Indian government to draft policies and 

schemes that would have avoided the current crisis of Indian healthcare system.4 In 

addition to that they also focus on the workings of various socio-economic factors like 

class, caste, gender, sexuality, poverty, employment etc. in determining the efficacy of 

postcolonial healthcare system. Criticizing the inhumane conditions in the government 

hospitals, the authors broadly mention five challenges which riddle government 

hospitals – “insufficient infrastructure, insufficient manpower, unmanageable patient 

load, equivocal quality of services and high out-of-pocket expenditures” (Khan). 

Trying to Grow 

Lastly, this chapter examines the caregiving duties and burden of family and 

friends in Firdaus Kanga’s bildungsroman Trying to Grow. The story is narrated by 

Daryus Kotwal who lives with his parents –Sam and Sera, and an older sister –Dolly in a 

two-bedroom apartment in Bombay. Born with a condition called osteogenesis 

imperfecta, Daryus has brittle bones that limits his movements and almost confines him 

to a wheelchair. As Trying to Grow focuses on the growing-up journey of Daryus Kotwal 

towards gaining socio-economic independence in a modern eccentric Parsi household, 

it’s inevitable to ignore the massive gender imbalance in the allocation and sharing of the 

caregiving duties. Set up during the turbulent political environments of postcolonial India 

Trying to Grow spans over a period of two decades covering three wars of India with 

neighboring countries and dealing with internal political crisis from 1960-90. Due to poor 

disability inclusive infrastructure and lack of accessibility, the wheelchair bound, Daryus 

is completely dependent on his caregivers for his mobility in the public spaces of the 
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postcolonial city of Bombay. Daryus, who is nick-named as Brit by his sister at the time 

of his birth, is emotionally closer to the women of the house as they not only spend more 

time with him due to caregiving duties, but they are also able to accept Brit and his 

physical limitations and do not let his disability define him. For example, Brit’s mother, 

Sera gets fiercely protective of Brit at the time of his birth when the doctor breaks the 

“bad news” of Brit’s disability to his parents – “Your boy is born with bones brittle as 

glass. The ones in his legs are delicate as test tubes; I doubt he’ll ever walk. He’ll 

probably be toothless, too; his teeth will break as soon as he bites into anything harder” 

(28). Sera dismisses doctor’s prognosis with a “mysterious smile” and even chides her 

husband for giving a “thumbs-down sign” to Dolly when she inquired about her newborn 

baby brother (28-29). She says: “He’s our son, he’s a boy like any other; only his body 

has problems. He’ll cope with them more easily than you think; they’ll just be a way of 

life to him” (29). Because of his brittle bones, Brit breaks his legs eleven times before he 

is even five years old, and every time Sera would make the ordeal of getting plaster cast 

easy for him by offering her lap and soft croons. She continues to treat Brit ‘normally’ 

while fiercely guarding him from the insults of her neighbors, doctors, religious healers 

and sometimes even from Sam’s anger. 

In all these years, Sera hardly takes any free time for herself. In addition to 

running the house all by herself, Sera battles between being a full time caregiver and 

someone who needs care herself. Therefore, when Dolly gets free tickets from work at 

the end of the year and offers to go on a holiday with Sam and Daryus, Sera looks 

forward to the coveted alone time. Not surprisingly though, she feels guilty and ashamed 

to feel excited at the thought of needing some time off of the caregiving responsibility: 
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“Imagine needing a holiday from your own child and all the time wishing you didn’t feel 

like that, because you love him, and you don’t need holidays from someone you love. So 

the questions slide up into your mind: When I said that bit about really loving my son, did 

I mean it? That’s the question Sera fought all her life” (75). For millions of caregivers 

like Sera, the thin line between loving and caregiving tends to coincide and puts an extra 

pressure on the caregivers often leading to the feelings of perpetual guilt and shame. Like 

Sera, Dolly also struggles to maintain a balance between her personal life and the 

caregiving responsibility for her younger brother that she shares with her mother. In 

addition to being Brit’s best friend, Dolly also pushes his wheelchair to help him get 

around the city. She would often sacrifice her own plans in order to fulfill Brit’s wishes 

for outings. Despite being in love, Dolly delays committing to her lover in order to look 

after her younger brother for as long as she can. But, soon, she leaves for New York to 

get married when Brit assures her that he will manage without her. 

On the other hand, Sam, in all these years, is unable to accept that he has “a son 

who’s a stunted cripple” (112). From giving a thumbs-down sign to his daughter at Brit’s 

birth to bending down to kiss “his fractured hopes” in Brit’s cradle, Sam’s shame and 

disappointment over his own failure to produce a healthy son multiplies as Brit continues 

to celebrate his birthdays every year (31). Stephanie Yorke argues, “Sam, unlike Dolly 

and Sera, is not successful in establishing boundaries between his identity and that of his 

son, and gives in to the sort of blurring of identities or over-identification with Brit that 

his wife and daughter both successfully avoid” (Diss. 198). Sam is constantly depressed 

and hardly gets involved in physical and emotional aspect of caregiving. He is 

desperately looking for solutions and cures for his son’s disability and often draws 
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unwanted criticism for his own embarrassment over his son’s disability. Projecting his 

anxieties of feeling emasculated, Sam perpetually asexualizes his son and undermines his 

potential to be able to earn his living in the hegemonic world of ableism. Unable to stop 

feeling and “pretend[ing] to himself that everything was all right” (195), Sam succumbs 

to his depression and commits suicide as if it was he who had “no business being alive” 

(145). Yorke contends to see Sam’s role of a depressed caregiver as “socially anomalous” 

– a mere device which “is used to compel narrative, and then ultimately destroyed or 

corrected in the mode Mitchell and Snyder have identified” (201). 

With Sam’s unforeseen suicide, the world of Kotwals comes crashing down as 

Sam leaves behind Sera and Brit all by themselves in Bombay. Even though Sera puts a 

brave act in front of Brit, the news of Sam’s suicide slowly breaks her from inside. 

Overwhelmed by the loneliness and the strenuous caregiving duties, Sera starts losing 

herself in depression. She stops eating and her face turns “gaunt and bony,” her clothes 

outgrow her, and she starts planning for her death (230). She shops “yards of muslin to 

swaddle her corpse” and gets herself “a brand new kusti” to be worn “around her waist 

when she [is] dead” (230). Sera also starts stocking household stuff like toilet paper to 

vitamin powders for Brit so that he does not have any problem for a year after her death. 

Ironically, the novel ends with the disappearance of all the caregivers from Brit’s life and 

contrary to what they thought, Brit is happier, independent, employed and has a girlfriend 

who loves him for who he is. The novel ends with Brit working to remodel his kitchen to 

the knee level so that it becomes functional to him. His disability dominates and is neither 

cured nor made to disappear as the novel ends. 
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According to the 2011 census report, out of the population of 1.25 billion, more 

than 80 million people are living with disabilities in India. Despite such a large number, 

the public places are not disabled-friendly and lack of accessibility, poor infrastructure 

and pathetic accommodation services are some of the major issues faced by the disabled 

population. Kanga, through Trying to Grow, brings forth some of these issues as Brit has 

to completely rely on other people for moving around the city because of the lack of 

disabled-friendly infrastructure. It is also important to note that Kanga describes the India 

of 1960s-1990s, but unfortunately not much has changed in accessibility challenges faced 

by the ever increasing disabled population of India. Although, in 2015, “the Prime 

Minister rolled out the “Accessible India” (Sugamya Bharat Abhiyan) campaign, with a 

motive to make it convenient for persons with disabilities to access administrative 

buildings and transport, among other things,” not much progress has been made towards 

it (Dutta, web). Critiquing the inadequacies of policies and programs, and the lack of 

accountability of administrative, educational, and institutional organizations, Ipsita Sapra 

believes that these poorly designed programs, policies, and bureaucracies, ironically act 

as conversion handicaps of PwD [People with Disabilities] themselves (145-166). The 

dearth of infrastructure that facilitates access for the physically challenged like— ramps, 

railings and accessible wash rooms – is one of the reasons which prevent disabled 

students get access to education and limits their socialization. And due to this, the 

workload of the caregiver/s increase manifold as they have to accompany the disabled 

person everywhere. In Trying to Grow, the backbreaking work of caregiving ultimately 

engulfs both Brit’s parents into depression and slowly kills them. Through their plight, 
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Kanga also builds a critique of the postcolonial healthcare system that fails to provide 

services and support to the families and caregivers of people with disabilities.5 

Conclusion 

As concluded in several investigations, the long-term impact on caregivers of disabled 

family members range from physical to mental. As isolating as this “disability 

experience” is for the disabled person, it is also, if not to the same extent, marginalizes 

and oppresses their caregivers too. Even if we, for once, concur with the arguments of 

disability studies scholars that forbid against the metaphorical experience of disability 

and emphasize the “real” disabled body experience, aren’t we reinforcing the same 

hypocrisy that fails to consider invisible disability as as challenging as the visible 

disability in the “normal” world? Due to the enormous burden of caregiving and lack of 

supportive community, many caregivers are not just dealing with their own invisible 

disability like depression or psychological distress, that is often left undiagnosed or even 

unacknowledged, but also feel metaphorically outcast and fighting an isolated battle 

against the embedded discrimination within the disabled as well as able-bodied 

community that do not consider their “disability experience” as the ‘real’ one. And it is 

precisely at this juncture that postcolonial novels which explore the enormous burden of 

these different types of caregiving become a compelling critical narratives of resistance. 

Critiquing the gendered nature of caregiving work, all the three authors mentioned 

in this chapter reify the challenges faced by the women caregivers and explore how 

postcolonial socio-economic factors further marginalize them. Thrity Umrigar even takes 

a step further and examines the sexual and neoliberal oppression of non-Parsi lower-

class/caste women employed as caregivers in urban houses. According to a 2015 report 
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compiled by McKinsey Consulting on the unpaid and invisible labor done by women in 

India, “Globally, women spend roughly three times the amount of time spent by men on 

unpaid work. In India, the situation is more extreme - women perform 9.8 times the 

amount of unpaid care work than men… If that unpaid work were to be valued and 

compensated in the same way as paid work, it would contribute $300 billion a year to 

India’s economic output” (Bhalla). It is therefore pertinent to understand the 

representations of “domestic caregiving” from the perspectives of these Parsi authors 

because the issue is central to the community and considered a major impediment in 

increasing their numbers. 

According to Dr, Shernaz Cama, the Director of the UNESCO Parzor Project for 

the Preservation and Promotion of Parsi Zoroastrian Culture and Heritage: “Any young 

[Parsi] couple on an average has five or more seniors under their care. These could be 

their parents, grandparents, or other relatives. The cost of having a child with the already 

existing responsibility was among the foremost reasons why couples don’t plan a second 

baby” (Shelar). Keeping this in mind, the Indian Ministry of Minority-Affairs has re-

modified its goals in its second-phase launch of the JiyoParsi6 scheme (2017) to cover 

“expenses for a child caregiver, crèche and elderly people in the family” (Shelar). Shelar 

further elaborates that the new scheme offers 4000 INR, around 56 USD, per month per 

child to young Parsi couples to cover the childcare expenses from birth until eight years 

of age. In addition to that, the families with older people above the age of 70 will get 

around 56 USD (4000 INR) per month from the government for their caregiving 

expenses. Lastly, the scheme also offers an honorarium of around 42 USD (3000 INR) to 
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elderly Parsi people who can act as caregivers for Parsi children under the age of 10 

years. 

Since the Indian government has drafted policies to help the Parsi community 

with their caregiving burden, it means that the government is not only aware but also 

completely capable of revolutionizing the politics of caregiving in India. What does it say 

about the postcolonial biopolitics of India where millions of tribes and communities of 

people are structurally disabled and violated in the name of family planning programs or 

free government medical treatment, and yet there is an affluent ethnic- minority 

community that despite its minuscule representation is supported and funded by the 

central government to increase its number to maintain the “purity” of their race? 

Ironically, the lack of the state-support and proper legislation for domestic workers and 

caregivers reflects on the innate power relations imbued in notions of ‘care’ and 

‘dependency’, as the government seems to “care” only for certain communities. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

1. Paraphrasing Khawaja Ahmed Abbas’s argument in “Social Realism and Change” in Aspects of Indian 

Literature, Mukti Mangharam writes, “While [the genre of social realism] varies in terms of aesthetic 

practices, realist narrative clings to the hope that it is possible to represent social reality in a way that 

enables reflection and change. Its attention to surface materiality—including the ethnographic 

documentation of culture—provides insights into how reality is produced by power and thereby spurs 

ethical actions toward altering that reality” (80). 

2. I use the vexed term “servant” because that’s how Bhima is addressed in the novel. Servant is still the 

most widely used term for the paid domestic help in India. 

3. This figure is cited by Jose Joseph and has been recorded by the Human Right Law Network. 

4. Bajpai and Saraya also draft a critique of the Health Survey and Development Committee (popularly 

called the Bhore Committee) which was formed in 1943 to look into the healthcare scenario of the 

country. The authors point out that the “very ambitious and far-reaching recommendations of the 

committee were not immune to the class bias which the Sirs, Colonels, Khan Bahadurs and Deewan 

Bahadurs within the committee had, as they were ensconced in the colonial apparatus” (Khan). 

5. See Nandini Ghosh’s Interrogating Disability in India (2016) for more information on the lack of 

state-support to the caregivers of disabled children in India. 

6. See Introduction for information on JiyoParsi campaign. 
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